
15 years 13 years

THE TRAVELER’S GUIDE TO INSPIRED PURSUITS $4.95

MAY | JUNE 2009

True luxury draws from its
surroundings, elevating the � nest 

achievements of local culture to 
grand new heights, creating a 

world of vivid color and memory. 
� e Luxury Collection o� ers more 

than seventy remarkable hotels 
and resorts from which to explore 

this world of enriching experience. 
Experiences, made all the more 

rewarding through Virtuoso.

Life is a collection of experiences. Let us be your guide.
The Luxury Collection Hotels & Resorts

Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to begin your journey at these Virtuoso preferred properties.

Europe  Hotel Goldener Hirsch   Hotel Bristol   Hotel Imperial   Santa Marina Resort & Villas   Vedema Resort   Hotel Grande Bretagne   Blue Palace Resort & Spa   
Hotel Cala di Volpe   Hotel Romazzino   Hotel Pitrizza   Grand Hotel, Florence   Hotel Gritti Palace   Hotel Pulitzer   Convento do Espinheiro Hotel & Spa   
Arion Resort & Spa   Marques de Riscal   Mystique   Turnberry Resort   � e Americas  San Cristobal Tower   Hacienda Temozon   The Resort at Singer Island   
The US GRANT   The Ballantyne Resort   The Phoenician   SLS Hotel at Beverly Hills



Most “all inclusive” cruises aren’t actually all inclusive. That’s why Crystal is offering you the “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” 
program. Along with fare savings up to $3,000 per couple on many European voyages, we’ll give you $2,000 in shipboard 
credits per couple to spend any way you wish. From relaxing spa treatments to our finest bottle of wine or an exciting 
Crystal Adventures shore excursion, the choice is truly yours, as you wish. Plus, with the Crystal Assurance Plan, you’re 
guaranteed the best applicable fare, our lowest minimum deposits ever and a flexible cancellation policy, just in case. 
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities. 

Crystal has something better than “all inclusive.”
$2,000 to spend as you wish.

      Special Celebration 
Voyage Days Date Destination Itinerary Theme Ship Savings Fare Fare

9315 12 July 16 Mediterranean Barcelona to Venice WF Crystal Serenity $6,055  
9316 12 July 28 Mediterranean Venice to Athens EA Crystal Serenity $6,055  
9317 12 August 9 Mediterranean Athens to Barcelona WF Crystal Serenity $6,055  $5,305
9318 12 August 21 Mediterranean Barcelona to Venice FF Crystal Serenity $6,055  $5,305
9319 12 September 2 Med. & Black Sea Venice to Istanbul  Crystal Serenity $5,735  
9320 12 September 14 Mediterranean Istanbul to Venice EA Crystal Serenity $5,450  $5,075
9321 12 September 26 Mediterranean Venice to Athens CF Crystal Serenity $5,450  $4,700
9322 12 October 8 Mediterranean Athens to Venice AC Crystal Serenity $5,690  $4,940
9323 12 October 20 Mediterranean Venice to Barcelona FS Crystal Serenity $5,265  $4,515
9324 11 November 1 Med. & Canary Islands Barcelona to Lisbon P Crystal Serenity $4,830  $4,080

Enhance your Mediterranean voyage with optional Crystal Adventures shore excursions. Discover the treasures of ancient Constantinople, 
including old city walls, beautiful mosaics and the remains of the Hippodrome. Explore the Greek Isles aboard a private yacht. Stroll the “path 
of the Gods,” a footpath positioned high above the sea on Italy’s spectacular Amalfi Coast. Or if you have a dream excursion in mind, let us 
create a Crystal Private Adventure just for you.

Theme and Specialty Cruises: AC- Ancient Civilizations   CF- Chance & Fortune   CS- Cabaret at Sea   EA- Emerging Artists   FF- Film & Theatre   FS- Fashion & Style   
G- Golf   P- Photography   T- Tennis   WF- Crystal Wine & Food Festival

Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. 
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Adviser for more details. Fares listed are per person, in U.S. dollars, cruise only, based on double occupancy for category E on Crystal Symphony and category C on Crystal Serenity, subject to availability, capacity- 
controlled and do not include port, security and handling charges or airfare. The complimentary $2,000 shipboard credit (based on double occupancy, $1,000 per person) applies to the first two full-fare guests only, is non-transferable, cannot be 
used in the casino, redeemed for cash or credit and cannot be applied as a deposit toward a future cruise. Up to $3,000 savings (based on double occupancy, $1,500 per person) is valid for a limited time only, varies by category, subject to availability. 
Ask your travel specialist for full terms and conditions or visit crystalcruises.com. All fares, itineraries and shore excursions are subject to change. Certain restrictions apply. ©2009 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ Registry: The Bahamas

The Mediterranean — As You Wish.
Enjoy $2,000 per couple shipboard credit.
The only thing better than a Mediterranean cruise is a Mediterranean Cruise with Crystal Cruises with our new “All inclusive. As You Wish” 
promotion. Along with fare savings of up to $3,000 per couple on many European voyages, spend your $2,000 credit any way you wish.

      Special Celebration 
Voyage Days Date Destination Itinerary Theme Ship Savings Fare Fare

9214 11 June 19 Baltic Sea & Russia London to Stockholm T Crystal Symphony $4,995  
9215 11 June 30 Baltic Sea & Russia Stockholm to Copenhagen EA Crystal Symphony $4,995  $4,245
9217 11 July 25 Baltic Sea & Russia Stockholm to Copenhagen WF Crystal Symphony $5,340  $4,590
9219 11 August 12 Baltic Sea & Russia Stockholm to London CS Crystal Symphony $5,340  $4,590
9220 11 August 23 British Isles Round-trip London G Crystal Symphony $5,390  
9221 14 September 3 Trans-Atlantic London to Boston G Crystal Symphony $5,495  $4,745

Immerse yourself in the beauty and history of Northern Europe with optional Crystal Adventures shore excursions. Marvel at Norway’s tallest 
waterfall from aboard a small plane. Hop on a bike and pedal through the parks and gardens of St. Petersburg. Capture images of the Scottish 
Highlands with instruction by an expert photographer. Venture into the Irish countryside for a lesson in the art of making soda bread. Or let us 
design a Crystal Private Adventure® just for you. 

Begin relaxing before you even leave home with our 2009 Crystal Assurance Program. All guests are guaranteed the best applicable fare, plus 
you’ll enjoy our lowest minimum cruise deposits ever and our new relaxed cancellation policy. Plus, book with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and 
receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on select sailings, including:* 
•	 Competitive	cruise	fares 
•	 Personable	onboard	host 
•	 Onboard	welcome	reception 
•	 Full	day	shore	event/gala	dinner	or	credit	for	customized	options	or	shipboard	credit 
•	 Contact	your	Virtuoso	Travel	Advisor	for	customized	options 
•	 	Plus,	all	Penthouse	guests	receive	$150	per	person	shipboard	credit	aboard	2009	Voyager	Club	sailings

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the World’s Best  
and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

Northern Europe — As You Wish.
Special offer: $2,000 per couple shipboard credit!
Take advantage of Crystal Cruises’ new “All inclusive. As You Wish” promotion, offering $2,000 in shipboard credits in addition to up to $3,000 
in savings with our Celebration Fares. Indulge in fine wines, spa treatments or Crystal Adventures® shore excursions — the choice is yours!
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Aoraki, Mount Cook National Park.

Where are you? 

Correct. From the size, solitude and sheer beauty of our landscapes to the intimacy and attention to detail of some of the world’s fi nest lodges - nowhere 

else on earth can put a vacation together just for you, quite like New Zealand can. Let us show you how

Are you in the middle of nowhere or are you minutes 
from fresh fi sh of the day with grilled market vegetables 
and an award winning Sauvignon Blanc?
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THE WORLD’S LEADING RIVER CRUISE LINE...BY FAR®

EUROPE � RUSSIA � CHINA

If you like ocean cruising,
you will love river cruisingSM...

Note: Request offer EBD and book and pay in full by 5/31/09. Offer valid on new bookings only as of 5/1/09 on select 2010 dates; call for details. EBD is not combinable with any other offer except Past Guest
Travel Credit or Referral Rewards Credit. Free wine offer valid for all on-board dinners. Subject to availability and further restrictions may apply; call for details. Viking River Cruises reserves the right to revise
pricing or dates throughout the season. Offers expire 5/31/09. CST# 2052644-40

There has never been a better time to experience river cruising
We are confident that you will enjoy our award-winning ships, itineraries and service. Now receive FREE wine with your

onboard dinners on all of our voyages. Where else can you find such a travel value? Only Viking River Cruises.

River cruising is the best way to travel
through many of the world’s most
fascinating places. A journey with
Viking is the perfect combination
of shore excursions, scenic cruising,
demonstrations and performances
and complete relaxation. You unpack
once, walk right into the heart of
your destination and enjoy. If you like
the convenience of ocean cruising,
you will love river cruising because
the benefits include:

• Comfortable, intimate ships

• Spacious, river-view staterooms

• All-inclusive packages

• Daily shore excursions, sailing directly
into the heart of every destination

2010 Early Booking Discount—2-FOR-1 pricing, plus FREE wine with dinner!
Call for details and ask for offer EBD. Hurry—offers expire May 31, 2009.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor today.

Named as
Travel + Leisure’s

highest-ranked dedicated
river cruise line

Selected for
Condé Nast Traveler’s

annual Gold List

Featured in National
Geographic’s The 10 

Best of Everything

Virtuoso
Exclusive:

Receive
$50 shipboard

credit per
stateroom!
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MP2009-1273  ©Disney

Your tee time is 9:30.



Have your playtime wish, 
along with your children’s, 
granted with a Walt Disney 
World® vacation. With a 
Magic Your Way Platinum 
Package, you’ll receive a 
customized itinerary that 
can have you playing 18 
holes on a PGA Tour golf 
course, while the little ones 
escape in Fantasyland® .

The smallest details can 
be taken care of, from 
dining reservations at four- 
and five-star restaurants, 
to arranging children’s 
activities, booking a 
fireworks cruise or a spa 
treatment and much more. 
All you have to do is bring 
your imagination, along 
with your lucky club. 

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to reserve this luxurious package.

Rates are valid for stays most nights 11/29-12/17/09 in a Garden View room. 
The number of rooms allocated for these packages may be limited. One Theme Park per day, and tickets

must be used within 14 days of first use. Everyone in the room must be on the same package. 

6-NIGHT / 7-DAY MAGIC YOUR WAY PLATINUM PACKAGE, INCLUDING:

ACCOMMODATIONS 
AT DISNEY’S
GRAND FLORIDIAN
RESORT AND SPA

7-DAY DISNEY 
THEME PARK 
ADMISSION

$2,879 PER ADULT 
BASED ON ADULT 
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

ADDITIONAL 
FEATURES LIKE 
MEALS, TOURS 
AND RECREATION 

So is theirs.
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Framing relaxation – and Caribbean chic – at Amanyara in the Turks and Caicos. 
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C a p t i vat ing . E v e n I n N e w York .

For reservations, call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
MADISON AVENUE AT 50TH STREET
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I loved wIne tastIng In tuscany. But seaBourn’s Welcome  Aboard 

             was even more magIcal. thIs Isn’t cruIsIng, thIs Is yachtIng wIth seaBourn. 

s a v e  
u p  to 65%

To set sail, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

All fares are in U.S. dollars, cruise-only, per person, double occupancy, subject to availability. Some suite categories may not be available. Seabourn’s Yachting 
Collection Savings are not combinable with any other offer, which may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled and subject to change without notice. 
Additional Double Suite combinations on Seabourn Pride, Seabourn Spirit and Seabourn Legend are based on 180% of applicable fares are available; call for 
details. Government fees and taxes of $31.82 to $141.83 per person are additional. Seabourn reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement for all guests, without 
prior notice, if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70.00 per barrel, and may collect such a supplement even if the cruise fare has been paid in full. Certain restrictions 
apply. Information herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas ©2009 Seabourn.

seaBourn prIde

OCT 8 16 Lisbon to Athens 65% $5,999

seaBourn spIrIt

SEP 5 7 Round-trip Venice 60% $3,299

SEP 12, OCT 3, 17  7 Venice to Rome 60% $2,999

SEP 19 7 Rome to Venice 60% $3,299

OCT 24 8 Rome to Lisbon 60% $2,999

seaBourn legend

SEP 5, OCT 3  7 Rome to Monte Carlo 60% $2,999

SEP 12, OCT 10 7 Monte Carlo to Barcelona 60% $2,999

SEP 19 7 Barcelona to Monte Carlo 60% $3,299

SEP 26 7 Monte Carlo to Rome 60% $2,999

seaBourn odyssey

SEP 5, OCT 3 7 Venice to Athens 60% $3,299

SEP 12, OCT 10 7 Athens to Istanbul 60% $3,299

SEP 19 7 Istanbul to Athens 60% $3,449

SEP 26 7 Athens to Venice 60% $3,449

This is my yacht.

*virtuoso travel advisors’ performance awards, 2008

Condé Nast Traveler readers’ choice awards, 2008

wInner of the world's Best small-shIp cruIse lIne* 
  IntImate all-suIte yachts for 208 to 450  guests   nearly one staff memBer per guest

  award-wInnIng cuIsIne By charlIe palmer   open-seatIng dInIng and alternatIve restaurants

 open Bars throughout the yacht   saIlIng to harBors and waterways where only yachts can go

It’s fall in the Mediterranean. When the crowds are thin, the pace slows and the temperatures are perfect for country 

walks and city sights. It’s also the perfect time to go yachting with Seabourn. To relax amid the easy-going camaraderie 

of like-minded guests. To experience highly personalized service by our incomparable staff. To explore seldom-seen 

gems where the big ships cannot go. And to take advantage of these once-in-a-lifetime fares.

seaBourn's Yachting collectIon.

      
 
2009 dates days from/to ports save up to fares from

specIal vIrtuoso
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there’s never been a better time to travel 
and check them out: The rates are some of 
the best in years – a Ritz-Carlton on the 
beach for under $200? – and the value of 
what you receive for your money is even 
more spectacular. From a roundup of 50 
boutique properties around the world to a 
collection of Caribbean resorts and more, 
we’ve noted the rates, amazing dining op-
portunities, family-friendly options, and 
those coveted Virtuoso amenities through-
out the magazine.

Enjoy this issue for the possibilities it 
presents – because even if you’re not fa-
mous, you should be treated like a VIP.

S THE BELLMAN TURNED THE 
key to our hotel room and opened 
the door for us, my 8-year-old 
daughter spied a basket of fruit 

and cookies with a welcome note on the 
table inside.

“Mommy!” she exclaimed. “Do they think 
we’re famous?”

Hotel stays through a child’s eyes are a 
grand adventure: swimming in expansive 
pools, exploring plush lobbies, ordering 
room service. My two children are pretty 
savvy travelers – my eldest was just six 
weeks old when she first slept in a hotel – yet 
their enthusiasm for a hotel’s many splen-
dors remains infectious. And what’s not to 
be enthusiastic about when you’re checking 
in to one? It’s central to almost any travel 
experience, whether you’re venturing to a 
far corner or sticking closer to home. Which 
is exactly what my family did recently, when 
work schedules prevented a proper spring 
break vacation. While our friends were on 
safari in East Africa, at Disney World, and 
cruising the Caribbean, we checked in to 
a hotel in our home state – and had a grand 
time of our own. 

Using your Virtuoso travel advisor to 
plan even a close-to-home hotel stay is 
a smart move: Your advisor can secure a 
great rate, along with fun extras such as 
daily breakfast, complimentary upgrades, 
late check-outs, even spa treatments, resort 
credits, bottles of wine and spirits, and the 
like. (That welcome basket in our room? 
No, honey, we’re not famous. It’s just one of 
the perks of traveling with Virtuoso.)

There are more than 800 Virtuoso ho-
tels and resorts and this, our annual Hotel 
Issue, showcases more than 100 of them. 
Each one offers something amazing, and 

EDITOR’S NOTE

EDITOR 
esrnka@virtuoso.com

A
Star Treatment

COMING IN JULY: Our annual Travel Dreams Issue

*Exclusive to
Air New Zealand 

Inflight Concierges 
and on demand 
entertainment 

from gate to gate

For reservations, please call your 
Virtuoso travel advisor

Award
winning
comfort 

to

For reservations, please call your 
Virtuoso travel advisor

NEW ZEALAND* • AUSTRALIA* 

COOK ISLANDS • SAMOA 

TONGA • VANUATU

NEW CALEDONIA • LONDON*



Relying on their extraordinary firsthand travel knowledge and an ever-growing list of  
connections around the world, it is easy to see why Virtuoso travel advisors are truly the  
best at delivering unforgettable travel experiences for their clients.  

P R O M OT I O N

Shaping the Future. The Virtuoso Hotel Committee gathered at Montage Laguna Beach in California to collaborate 

and develop strategy for important issues facing the hotel industry.

Trip of a Lifetime. Claudia Rossi Hudson of Mary Rossi 

Travel journeyed with husband Roger Hudson on a 

Virtuoso Active And Specialty Trip (VAST) to Antarctica.

Toasting Spain. Virtuoso’s local business development team for Spain enjoys a moment together at the medieval 

entrance of the Bodegas de la Real Divisa winery in the Rioja wine region. 

Expert Advisors. Matthew Upchurch, CEO of Virtuoso, 

with (L to R): Vanessa Sawtell-Jones, Leah Bergner, and 

Caitlin Murphy of Coastline Travel Advisors.

VIRtuoso® people & places

World Cruisers. Brian and Judy Robertson of Robertson 

International Travel Consultants pose with their furry 

friends as they cruise through Cabo San Lucas. The 

bears are part of a children’s project, “Around the World 

through a Teddy Bear’s Eyes.”
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Even non-Nobel  
Laureates 

can expect a  
warm welcome

They typically arrive on 5 December. 
Every year since 1901 the Nobel Lau-
reates and their families have been 
staying at the Grand Hôtel. For more 
than a century they have been appre-
ciating the views over the water and 
the Royal Palace.
 Those same views and the same 
warm hospitality are of course avail-
able to all our guests, as is the Princess  
Lilian Suite with its private screening 
room, grand piano and 3,552 square 
feet of living space.
 Also located within the hotel is 
Matsalen, Mathias Dahlgren’s fine 
dining restaurant, which recently re-
ceived its second Guide Michelin star.  
Its 38 seats aren’t quite enough for the  
Laureates (they dine in the City Hall),  
but we will be more than happy to  
reserve a table for you.
 We hope to see you here in 
Sweden’s beautiful capital soon. We 
are certain that you will find Stock-
holm itself as breathtaking as this 
unique hotel.

For reservations, please contact your 
Virtuoso travel advisor.
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 CONTRIBUTORS

Writer Echo MontgoMEry garrEtt and photog-
rapher KEvin garrEtt (“Comprehensive Caribbean,” 
page 89) both have Scottish ancestors who immigrated 
to Barbados. “Perhaps that explains why we’ve always 
felt drawn to the Caribbean,” she says. “Our son Caleb 
learned to dive near the Pitons, and Connor picked up 
Papiamento, the local dialect in Curaçao, at age 4.” The 
Garretts coauthored the first edition of Caribbean for 
Dummies and have visited more than 35 islands in the 
region. Her work has appeared in more than 75 publica-
tions; his photos have appeared in such magazines as 
Coastal Living and Caribbean Travel & Life. 

New York-based photographer rob howard 
(“Park Life,” page 112) was thrilled when asked 
to spend a year shooting Central Park. “The 
ability to escape in Central Park’s nature greatly 
helped me when I moved to the city in 1994,” 
he says. “I live in the West Village, but I still 
make sure to visit it every season.” Howard’s 
images appear in Condé Nast Traveler and O,  
The Oprah Magazine, among other publications.

“My son and I went to Alaska, but we met 
the world,” says Chicago-based contributor 
ElainE glusac (“Whale Tales,” page 102). 
She and her 8-year-old son Seth befriended 
people from 35 different countries aboard the 
cruise ship. “He challenged most of them to 
name the five types of Pacific salmon and even 
stumped the chef, officially nationality number 
35, from Poland.” In addition to writing Virtuoso 
Life’s Passport department, Glusac contributes 
to the New York Times, National Geographic 
Traveler, and Men’s Journal.

“Architecture and travel are my twin pas-
sions,” says contributing writer MichaEl 
wEbb, who journeyed to Delhi for his lat-
est Design Tour (page 66). “Usually I track 
modern structures, but the Indian capital 
has a thousand-year legacy of great 
buildings and vibrant street life. After a 
day in traffic that made grand prix seem 
tame, it was a relief to return to my home 
away from home – the cool white halls and 
impeccable service of Aman New Delhi.” 
Look for Webb’s articles in the New York 
Times and Town & Country.



Where avant-garde
is now a classic.

www.spain.infowww.spain.info

For more information, contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Spanish Bites: 
Traditional Gastronomy Highlights 
Let Made for Spain take you on an insider’s journey to enjoy 
the most delectable treats of Spain. You’ll learn about Spanish 
wine and dine on tapas like a local.

• Tapas dinner: a selection of the best Spanish tapas including  
jamón and Manchego cheese plus Spanish wine.

•	 Self-guided	tour	to	a	food	market	followed	by	a	Spanish	
delicatessen tasting

•	 Lunch	including	Spanish	wine	at	restaurants	serving	
outstanding market food.

Virtuoso rates from 220 EUR per person.

Price	is	per	person,	based	on	two	people.		Offer	valid	on	new	bookings	from	
May 1 through December, 2009.

Hotel Arts Barcelona—
A Ritz-Carlton Hotel 
Located right on the beach, yet within a short stroll to the 
historic city center, the stunning Hotel Arts Barcelona 
offers	panoramic	views	from	each	of	its	483	guestrooms	
and	suites.	Try	the	award-winning	restaurants	and	a	
recently	opened	full	service	Six	Senses	Spa.

•	 Guaranteed	upgrade	at	the	time	of	booking	

•	 Continental breakfast at Bites or Café Veranda 

•	 Credit of 60 EUR for food per room

•	 Complimentary parking
 
Ask about our Virtuoso approved rates. 
Valid	for	travel	made	from	May	1	through	August	27,	2009.	Blackout	dates	include	
May	7,	8,	9	,	19,	20,	and		21,	2009.	Guaranteed	upgrade	room	categories	include	
Deluxe	Room,	Deluxe	Sea	View	Room,	and	Executive	Suites	with	City	Views.
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frENCh rENAISSANCE The biggest splash on the French 
Riviera this summer comes from a 99-year-old legend, the 
Grand-hotel du Cap-ferrat. The 73-room resort emerges from 
a 20-month renovation with The Residence, a new wing that in-
cludes eight suites with private plunge pools and 322-square-
foot terraces overlooking the Mediterranean. Also new at the 
property between Monaco and Nice: an expansive spa garden 

with sunbathing pavilions and an outdoor seafront gym and ex-
ercise area; the Children’s Playhouse and a family program that 
expands on activities such as kids’ pastry-making classes; and a 
new restaurant. The hotel opens for the season on May 15 (The 
Residence and the spa debut in July) and will celebrate its cen-
tennial by remaining open year-round, rather than seasonally, 
from that day forward. Doubles from $580, including breakfast.  

BY ELAINE GLUSACrefreshing perspective: Grand-hotel du Cap-ferrat’s Club Dauphin.
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Less than a year after 
completing his green 
building for San Francis-
co’s California Academy 
of Sciences, Italian archi-
tect Renzo Piano unveils 
his Modern Wing at the 
venerable Art Institute of 
Chicago. Opening May 
16, the light-splashed, 
glass-and-steel addition 
houses much of the 
museum’s contempo-
rary sculpture, painting, 
and photography, and 
includes a 600-foot-
long pedestrian bridge 
linking the museum to 
neighboring Millennium 
Park. The Modern Wing 
debuts with an exhibition 
devoted to Cy Twombly 
through September 13. 
artinstituteofchicago.org.

 MODERN LOOK

Piano 
Performance

Toughen Up
 NICE SHOT

Designed for adventures, Olympus’ new Stylus Tough-8000 digital 
camera is built to withstand the shock of a drop, the spray of surf, the 
crush of an overpacked bag, 
and even the tremor of a mov-
ing vehicle. The 12-megapixel 
point-and-shoot operates at 
33 feet underwater and in an 
Arctic freeze, where image 
stabilization technology helps 
shivering hands stay focused. 
$400; olympusamerica.com 
for retailers.

The Art Institute of Chicago’s new
Modern Wing viewed from Millennium Park.



465 south la cienega boulevard, los angeles

cuisine by josé andrés 
shop by moss

design by philippe starck
ciel - spa at sls
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Three new restaurants in Fort Lauderdale dish destination meals to rival 
the views. Perched above the Intracoastal Waterway, chef Todd English’s 
da Campo Osteria (3333 NE 32nd Avenue; 954/226-5002) serves 
handmade pastas, grilled flatbreads, and other Tuscan recipes from an 
exhibition kitchen. New York restaurateur Jeffrey Chodorow plates se-
ductive East-West dishes such as lobster pancakes and wasabi mashed 
potatoes at trendy China Grill’s communal table (1881 SE 17th Street; 
954/759-9950). And at The Ritz-Carlton, Fort Lauderdale’s Cero (1 N. 
Fort Lauderdale Beach Boulevard; 954/302-6460), diners select from 
market-fresh fare, such as seared black grouper with organic spinach, 
served on an oceanfront terrace. 

Laudable Dining 
  HOT TABLES

Eighteen soporific soundtracks – 

from ocean surf to birdsong and 

bamboo chimes – bid travelers 

good night with Sound Oasis 

Travel Sound Therapy System. 

In addition to inducing sleep, the 

battery-operated gizmo incorpo-

rates an alarm clock that wakes 

as gently or traditionally – that is, 

with a buzzer – as desired. 

$90; sound-oasis.com for retailers.

Dreamland 
Express

 TIME TRAVELER

  BOOKS

THE PHAIDON ATLAS OF 21ST 
CENTURY WORLD ARCHI-
TECTURE   BY PHAIDON PRESS 

EDITORS   (Phaidon Press Inc., $195) 
Inventorying a century that’s less 
than a decade old may sound 
premature until you experience 
this book. Suddenly, cataloging 
seems essential. From a remote 
cone-shaped temple in the woods 
of Maharashtra, India, to Central 
China Television’s gravity-defying 
headquarters in Beijing, the 
1,037 skyscrapers, homes, towers, 
bridges, chapels, and more 
(selected from an astonishing 
10,000 candidates) are so new 

or obscure or private, they’re largely 
absent from guidebooks. As with 
most atlases, this is a serious tome, 
packed with images and maps that 
emphasize global connections and 
local context, that’s sure to inspire 
armchair adventures and more than 
a few actual pilgrimages.

SECRET SON   BY LAILA LALAMI   
(Algonquin Books, $23.95) At the 
center of Laila Lalami’s debut novel 
is a 19-year-old illegitimate son of 
a poor orphan and a Casablanca 
mogul. The young man’s search 
for identity in a country stretched 
between the poles of modernity 

and tradition provides an intriguing 
glimpse of contemporary Morocco.

CAPRI BY THE SEA  BY PATRICK 

HOWLETT-MARTIN  (Skira, $59) 
Patrick Howlett-Martin’s 14 div-
ing and walking itineraries along 
Capri’s jaw-dropping coast are 
drenched in myth, history, legend, 
and culture. With each turn of the 
page, readers explore the island’s 
azure grottos and steep cliffs with 
a guide who is as comfortable 
spelunking the deeps as he is 
quoting the many poets inspired 
by Virgil’s Elysium.

– LISA WOGAN

Todd English’s da Campo Osteria.

good night with Sound Oasis 

Travel Sound Therapy System

In addition to inducing sleep, the 

battery-operated gizmo incorpo-

rates an alarm clock that wakes 

as gently or traditionally – that is, 

with a buzzer – as desired. 

$90; sound-oasis.com for retailers.



     There are some things money can’t buy. For a midnight climb to 
the summit oF Kilimanjaro where you’ll watch the sunrise 
     From the rim oF a crater, there’s World Elite®MasterCard.®

World Elite® MasterCard® offers access to truly unique travel experiences,  
as well as airport lounge access, 24/7 concierge service and a variety  

of travel benefits and rewards.  Learn more at priceless.com/we 

MasterCard and the MasterCard Brand Mark are registered trademarks of MasterCard International Incorporated. ©2008 MasterCard
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A Match Made for Paradise

Complimentary companion ticket and Business Class upgrade are available for international travel on participating airlines from select cities. MASTERCARD, WORLD ELITE and the MasterCard Brand Mark 

are registered trademarks of MasterCard International Incorporated. VIRTUOSO, the Globe Swirl Logo and SPECIALISTS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved.

+

      Your Virtuoso® Affiliated Travel Advisor + Your World Elite MasterCard® 

Your Virtuoso travel advisor + World Elite MasterCard together provide you with a host of special 

travel benefits. Simply reserve your travel experience through your Virtuoso travel advisor and pay 

in full with your World Elite MasterCard to receive:

Complimentary companion tickets, Business Class upgrades and savings on private jet flights.

$125 per person shipboard credit, shore event, welcome reception and services of an onboard host. 

Or, in place of the shipboard credit and shore event, receive $250 per person shipboard credit.

Room upgrades (if available), daily breakfast and customized amenities at more than 800 hotels 

and resorts worldwide. Plus, receive enhanced suite amenities at more than 150 select hotels.

$250 per person savings with more than 35 tour companies worldwide.

Special car rental offers and complimentary loyalty program membership.

Ask your Virtuoso affiliated travel advisor or visit www.priceless.com/we for full program details 

and terms and conditions.
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The storm that shipwrecked Bermuda’s first residents in 1609 reportedly 
inspired Shakespeare’s The Tempest. Though sailors eventually rebuilt 
and relaunched the supply ship to Virginia’s Jamestown colony, the 
party left behind two residents – the beginnings of a British colony. 
Four centuries later, Bermuda plans to celebrate with a tall ships race 
(June 11 through 15), a reenactment of the island’s original shipwreck 
(July 8 through 11), an exhibit of island art at the Bermuda National 
Gallery (September 9 through January 1, 2010), and both a music 
festival and a PGA tournament in October. bermuda2009.bm.

Ship Shape
  ISLAND INSPIRATION

 FAMILY TIME

Mountains 
of Fun
Alpine life – from a cruise on 
Lake Como to a zip-line ride in 
the shadow of the Matterhorn –
is showcased on Adventures 
by Disney’s new nine-day trip 
through Switzerland and Italy. 
The itinerary specializes in multi-
generational entertainment with 
activities such as winetastings 
for adults and pony rides for kids, 
plus all-ages fun during bike rides 
along Lake Lucerne, pasta-making 
classes in Como, and visits to a 
Swiss sled-dog camp. Departures: 
Multiple dates May 24 through 
September 6, 2009; from $3,599 
per adult and $3,239 per child.

Lake Riffelsee and 
the Matterhorn.

Tall order: Classic schooners  
will compete in Bermuda’s 
anniversary celebrations.

PASSPORT
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PASSPORT

  COMFORT KIT

Elite Australian resorts such as Voyages’ Lizard Island 
have introduced Val Harding’s soothing bath ameni-
ties to global travelers. Now, the former hotel interior 
designer-turned-entrepreneur has arrived stateside 
with the new Halcyon Blue line. Infused with mandarin 
and bergamot essential oils, the products are currently 
available individually at the Hotel Bel-Air in Beverly 
Hills or in a travel-ready leather case (pictured) online. 
11-item travel kit, $110; valhardingcollection.com.

Halcyon Days

   ROLE-PLAY

  KNIGHTLY DISPLAY

MIDSUMMER 
NIGHTS’ 
DREAMS
Many stages spend the 
summer in the dark, but 
London’s West End spot-
lights a season of star 
turns. On the playbill 
this year: Jude Law as 
Hamlet’s tragic Dane 
at Wyndham’s Theatre 
(May 29 through August 
22; delfontmackintosh.
co.uk); Oscar winner 
Helen Mirren as Phèdre 
at the National Theatre 
(June 4 through August 
2; nationaltheatre.org.
uk); and Ethan Hawke 
in The Cherry Orchard, 
directed by American 
Beauty Oscar winner Sam 
Mendes, at The Old Vic 
(May 23 through August 
15; oldvictheatre.com). 

SPACE 
CASE

Space tourism is one step closer with WhiteKnightTwo’s third successful test flight. The 
world’s largest 100-percent carbon composite aircraft recently cruised to 18,000 feet and 
passed a series of tests that included in-flight engine restarts. In other Virgin Galactic news, 
Spaceport America has a new sister, Spaceport Sweden. Located above the Arctic Circle in 
Kiruna, the base will provide a second runway for future launches, with the added cachet of 
taking off during the midnight sun or the aurora borealis.

V I RT U O S O  L I F E

WhiteKnightTwo soars 
above New Mexico.
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 RUSSIAN ADVANCE

On June 20 the Hermitage Amsterdam will reveal quarters fit for a czar with the addition of the seventeenth-
century Amstelhof. The classical courtyard building on the River Amstel expands the museum’s exhibition space
tenfold and will showcase some 1,800 objects from Saint Petersburg’s State Hermitage Museum in At the Russian
Court, which focuses on the opulence of Russia’s nineteenth-century rulers, through January 2010. hermitage.nl.

 Going Dutch

The world’s largest 
arts center broke 
ground in May 1959. 
Just in time for 
its 50th birthday, 
Lincoln Center – 
which counts The 
Juilliard School, The 
Metropolitan Opera, 
and the New York 
City Ballet among 
its dozen performing 
arts organizations – 
is completing a $1.2 
billion renovation 
and endowment 
campaign. Celebra-
tory events include 
a free June 9 con-
cert by Yo-Yo Ma, 
a 50-hour musical 
marathon at the Film 
Society of Lincoln 
Center over the 
July 4 holiday, and 
an exhibition of art 
posters at the Time 
Warner Center in 
June and July.  
lincolncenter.org.

  PITCH-PERFECT

BIG IN
NEW YORK

 PASSPORT

Courtly treasures at the
Hermitage Amsterdam.
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There’s no better way to fly.
SM

Departures from 22 North American gateways.

Connections to over 170 European destinations.

Making the world seem ever smaller.

All for this one moment.

For more information and reservations, 
please call your Virtuoso travel specialist.
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Q: Where would you take 
your family this summer?

Enjoy a complimentary 
night at the Fairmont 
Waterfront Vancouver 
before or after select 
Alaska cruises as part 
of Virtuoso’s Voyager 
Club (see page 102 for 
an example). When 
you book Voyager Club  
cruises, your advisor 
will enroll you in the 
program, which enti- 
tles you to onboard  
members-only cocktail 
parties and exclusive 
shore excursions or 
pre/post-cruise stays 
such as the one above.  Have a question for our panel? E-mail VLeditors@virtuosolife.com. If it’s published, you’ll receive a $500 Prepaid  

MasterCard® gift card, as well as the answer. For details, see page 20.

“Hawaii is celebrating 50 years of statehood with some 
amazing values: Stay two nights at the Big Island’s Fair-
mont Orchid, Hawaii and get a third free. The resort is 
also offering a $500 airfare credit for stays longer than 
five nights, along with a $200 resort credit if you book an 
oceanview room." 

“The oceanfront Hotel Del Coronado is a great fam-
ily vacation spot with tons of activities, and SeaWorld 

and the famous zoo across the bay in San Diego. Guests 
staying two nights at the resort through June 30 get  

a third on the house.”

Join the Club

HOT dEaLS, TRIpS, and HOTEL STayS aVaILabLE OnLy THROUgH yOUR VIRTUOSO TRaVEL adVISOR

Hit tHe town
Take in Circular Quay 
with a pre- or post-
cruise stay at Sydney’s 
100-room Observatory 
Hotel or the 509-room 
InterContinental 
Sydney. The Virtuoso 
Discoveries package 
includes two nights’ 
accommodations, 
breakfast, early check-
in, 4 pm checkout, 
and private transfers 
between the airport, 

hotel, and cruise 
terminal. From $359 
(Observatory Hotel) and 
$417 (InterContinental 
Sydney) per person.

Say CHeeSe
Explore Grand Teton  
and Yellowstone na- 
tional parks and float 
the Snake River with the 
kids on Natural Habitat 
Adventures’ seven-day 
summer vacations. Vir-
tuoso travelers receive  

a Canon PowerShot digi-
tal camera to document 
the wildlife, along with 
a DVD set of the BBC’s 
Planet Earth nature docu-
mentary. Departures: July 
18 and August 1, 2009; 
from $3,195 (adult) and 
$2,850 (children age 14 
and younger), including 
all meals.

wine and dine
Get a taste of Portu-
gal’s wine country and 

primary cities on a 
seven-day sojourn with  
Heritage Tours. The 
private trip includes 
tours of Lisbon and 
Porto along with tast-
ings at Douro Valley 
estates, plus a dinner 
at a private palace in 
Lisbon. Departures: Any 
day through 2009; from 
$2,300, including ac-
commodations at Relais 
& Châteaux properties 
with breakfast.

Sydney’s Opera House  
on Circular Quay.

Surf’s up at the  
Hotel del Coronado.

 virtuoso life exclusive offers

 ADvisor iNTel
 voyAge oN



Advance reservations required. Subject to availability select dates through December 17, 2009.  Minimum stay of four consecutive paid nights required. Offer cannot be combined with any other offer. Does not apply to groups. Offer is not available 
on the Maile Suite.

T h e r e  a r e  p l a c e s  T o  r e s T 

y o u r  e y e s .  a n d  s e T T i n g s  w h e r e 

y o u ’ d  r a T h e r  n e v e r  b l i n k .

When life feels perfect.

s Tay
l o ng e r 

c o m p l i m e n Ta ry 
5T h n i g h T

Disconnect from the mainland with this special offer.  

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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PASSPORT  BON VOYAGE

The Equinox arrives early 
this year: Celebrity Cruises’
new 2,850-passenger 
ship debuts a month 
ahead of schedule with a 
nine-day voyage through 
Norwegian fjords, round- 
trip from Southampton, England. Among the ship’s highlights: state-
rooms that share a deck and amenities with the onboard spa, and the 
open-air Lawn Club, which features a manicured grassy lawn, a patio, 
and, of course, lawn bowling and croquet. Maiden voyage: July 31, 2009; 
from $1,499.

Summer 
Equinox

King of 
the Coast
Hollywood likes its stars 
larger than life, and they 
don’t come much grander 
than the 3,114-passenger 
Mariner of the Seas. Royal 
Caribbean International’s 
1,020-foot-long vessel 
became the West Coast’s 
largest cruise ship when it 
recently moved its home 
port to Los Angeles for 
eight-day sailings along the 
Mexican Riviera. On board 
are an ice-skating rink, 
rock-climbing wall, full-size 
basketball court, and, for 
homesick Angelenos, an 
at-sea version of the Johnny 
Rockets diner that began on 
Melrose Avenue in 1986. 
Departures: Sundays through 
2009; from $549. 

By Jim Gullo

As if a seven-day crossing of the North Atlantic weren’t amusing 
enough, this fall Cunard serves up equal portions of wit and satire 
with English tea. Author/humorist Christopher Buckley will 
lecture, sign books, and read from works like his popular Thank 
You for Smoking on the 3,056-passenger Queen Mary 2’s November 
5 sailing from New York to Southampton, England. Playwright John 
Guare does the literary honors on the September 8 crossing.  
Departures: September 8 and November 5, 2009; from $945.

TALES Of ThE hiGh SEAS

Backyard 
fun on the 
Celebrity 
Equinox.

Step up cruise nightlife 
with Regent Seven Seas’ 
“dinner and a show”events.

Date 
Night

Regent Seven Seas is 
bringing the “dinner 
and a show” concept 
to the 700-passenger 
Seven Seas Voyager and 
Seven Seas Mariner. 
The reservations-
required evenings 
begin with hors 
d’oeuvres and cock- 
tails, followed by 
dinner at Signatures 
Restaurant and an 
intimate cabaret 
performance in the 
Horizon Lounge, 
with shows by the 
likes of singer/actress 
Susan Anton or a 
tango troupe from 
Buenos Aires.

Climb 
aboard the 
Mariner of 

the Seas.



* Fares are per person, quoted in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy, voyage only, subject to availability and capacity controlled. $3,795 fare applies to category A7 08/17/09 Queen Victoria, $4,137 fare applies to category A4 11/07/09 Queen Victoria, $2,795 
fare applies to category A6 12/09/09 Queen Victoria. Government fees and taxes of up to $92.69 per person are additional and may be higher for Canadian residents. Cunard reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement of up to $9 per person per day on all 
passengers if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if the fare has already been paid in full. †Up to $300 Onboard Credit is based on double occupancy, applies to the fi rst two guests in a stateroom only, is $75 per person for inside and outside 
staterooms, and $150 per person (Max $300 per stateroom) for Balcony and Grill staterooms and applies to 08/17/09, 11/07/09 and 12/09/09 Queen Victoria voyages only. Canapés are one tray per stateroom. See applicable Cunard brochure or Cunard.com 
for terms, conditions and defi nitions that will apply to your reservation. Ship’s Registry: Great Britain. ©2009 Cunard Line. 

 Be a part of the most celebrated legacy in travel

 C A L L  YO U R  V I RT U O S O  T R AV E L  A DV I S O R  TO  P L A N  YO U R  A DV E N T U R E  TO DAY.

Reserve with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive exclusive Virtuoso Explorer benefits: 
Competitive Fares • Exclusive Shore Events • Onboard Welcome Reception & Host • Half-day cultural experience with refreshments

2009 Special  Value Balcony Fares starting at:

$3,795*
Mediterranean Medley
13 Days — August 17

$4,137*
Wonders of the Mediterranean

16 Days — November 7

$2,795*
Winter Wonderland

10 Days — December 9

 V IRTUOSO
EXCLUSIVE

Receive up to $300
 Onboard Credit,† and a tray 
of canapés, per stateroom

CUN124 QV Med2009FPad(PRS)pc.indd   2 3/20/09   2:59:44 PM
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PASSPORT SUITE TALK

Floatation Therapy

COLONIAL FLAIR

Featured in Federico 
Fellini’s classic La 
Dolce Vita, Rome’s 
103-room Regina 
Hotel Baglioni has 
sweetened its ap-
peal with a renova-
tion in art deco 
mode. White 
leather armchairs, 
mirror-topped ta-
bles, black lacquer 
trim, and lipstick-
red drapes channel 
1920s glamour. Pe-
riod styling meets 
power quarters in 
the spacious new 
Presidential Suite, 
which offers bird’s-
eye views of the 
Eternal City from 
the hotel’s central 
Via Veneto locale. 
Doubles from $384, 
including breakfast.

Italian
Icon

Claw-foot tubs and Cambodian silks lend colonial style to six new Cabana suites at the 

Raffles Grand Hotel d’Angkor in Siem Reap. Guests staying in the 753-square-foot pri-

vate oases return from guided explorations of Angkor Wat and Phnom Bakheng to private 

terraces overlooking the 119-room property’s gardens and the country’s largest pool. 

Cabana suites from $770, including breakfast. Guided temple tours from around $70.

Passengers aboard the new Jiva Spa Boat experience a double 
dose of tranquility: massage therapists working to gentle rocking on 
Lake Pichola. The two-passenger boat, inspired by royal ceremonial 
barges but outfitted with a steam shower and relaxation lounge, 
takes the spa program at Udaipur’s 83-room Taj Lake Palace afloat. 
Guests may charter the launch for two to five hours of treatments 
and touring, starting at $205. Doubles from $394, including breakfast 
and a $50 spa credit.

Drift off to bliss on 
the Jiva Spa Boat.

Cabana suites feature private terraces 
with chaise lounges and daybeds.



Hôtel Plaza Athénée, New York, 37 East 64th St. at Madison Avenue
 

For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
ForÊ SpringÊ andÊ SummerÊ Specials,Ê pleaseÊ

contactÊ yourÊ VirtuosoÊ travelÊ advisor
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Soak Up the 
Moon Rays

HOME ADDITION

Licensed 
to Thrill
Motorcycle chauf-
feurs offer revved-up 
tours of Portugal’s 
capital to guests of 
the 282-room Four 
Seasons Hotel Ritz 
Lisbon. A fleet of six 
bikes, with sidecars 
that seat two pas-
sengers, navigates 
the fourteenth-
century cobble-
stoned streets past 
Moorish castles and 
through alleyways 
too narrow for cars. 
A professional pho-
tographer will join 
the party for perfect 
postcard shots. 
Doubles from $538, 
including breakfast 
and a $100 spa credit. 
Half-day tours from 
$767 per couple.  

Ten butler-staffed cabanas and 17 sand-staked palapas make up the new 
Beach Club at The Ritz-Carlton, Cancun. In addition to serving sun-seekers 
with hammocks and fruit ices, the club stages a monthly full-moon party, 
complete with a beach bonfire, live guitarist, and wine-and-cheese picnic 
baskets. Doubles from $269, including breakfast and a $100 dining credit.

Rather than keeping up with the neighbors, Casa de Sierra Nevada in San Miguel de Allende, 

Mexico, simply acquires them. With the addition of the eighteenth-century former mansion 

Casa Palma to its collection of five other historic casonas, the now 37-room inn gains a suite 

with a spacious rooftop terrace overlooking the colonial town’s pink church, La Parroquia. 

This and Casa Palma’s five additional new suites adjoin a courtyard swimming pool, romanc-

ing residents with heated plunge pools, hand-painted tile showers, hammered copper bath-

tubs, and fireplaces. Doubles from $177, including breakfast.

PASSPORT SUITE TALK

Casa de Sierra Nevada’s 
newest addition.

Nightclubbing 
in Cancun.

BY ELAINE GLUSAC



Ther e a r e pl aces  
you leav e.  
a nd pl aces Th aT  
nev er leav e you.

Do you live an InterContinental life?

Isn’t travel most fulfilling when you experience and learn something new? at Intercontinental® hotels & resorts we’re  

always keen to share our local knowledge of our destinations to help you enjoy authentic and enriching experiences.

Locations include: Amsterdam, Berchtesgaden, Buckhead, Cannes, Cozumel, Hong Kong, London, Los Angeles, Madrid, Paris, 

Stockholm, Sydney and Washington D.C.

For reservations, please contact your virtuoso travel advisor.

©2009 Intercontinental hotels Group. all rights reserved.
Most hotels are independently owned and/or operated.

M9IHR003.indd   1 3/19/09   12:32:53 PM
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PASSPORT CITY TO GO

Come Together

the Hotel Adlon Kempinski, where 
chef Raue serves all-organic cuisine 
combined with regional ingredients. 
After gaining a Michelin star, Raue 
and his wife opened The Krug Room, 
a private dining room for eight fea-
turing rare delicacies (sea cucumber 
from the Catalan coast, fish maw 
from Hong Kong, and murahata mel-
ons from Japan) personally served 
by the couple. The city’s reigning su-
perstar seafood chef, Christian Lohse 
of Fischers Fritz (Charlottenstrasse 
49; 49-30/2033-6363) at The Re-
gent Berlin, was again honored with 
two Michelin stars for dishes such 
as tartar of smoked eel with Granny 
Smith apples and horseradish. In 
the Mitte district, chefs Alexander 
Hiller and Denis Brüning plate French 
bistro favorites from an open kitchen 
at tiny Bandol sur Mer (Torstrasse 
167; 49-30/6730-2051). 

DRINK  Two of the latest trends 
in the Berlin bar scene are sky and 
waterside bars. Puro Sky Lounge
(Tauentzienstrasse 11; 49-30/2636-
7875), in the Europa Center above 
the Kurfürstendamm, and Frei-
schwimmer (Vor dem Schlesischen 
Tor 2a; 49-30/6107-4309) – a 
charming 1930s shack along the ca-
nal dividing Treptow and Kreuzberg – 
are open year-round. In the summer, 
head to the Hotel de Rome’s rooftop 
deck for cocktails overlooking the 
heart of Berlin or the Riviera-ish 
Strandgut (Mühlenstrasse 61-63; no 
phone), close to the last remaining 
stretch of the wall in the city center 
and the place to grab a beach chair 
and enjoy the Spree River view. 

SHOP  KaDeWe (Tauentzien-
strasse 21-24; 49-30/2121-0) 
redefines department 
store chic with all the top 
international brands 
and a food court sell-
ing, among other local 
delicacies, more than 
1,000 types of sausage. 
Berlinomat (Frankfurter 
Allee 89; 49-30/4208-1445) 

GO FOR  Join the events, exhibi-
tions, and parties across the city, 
and celebrate the 20th anniversary 
of German reunification through-
out the year. Berliners are also 
welcoming the return of the bust of 
Nefertiti to its prewar spot in Mu-
seum Island’s newly reconstructed 
Neues Museum. Architecture buffs 
can mark Bauhaus’ 90th anniver-
sary with an extensive show at 
the Martin Gropius building (July 
through October), and for contem-
porary art collectors, art forum 
berlin touches down at Tempelhof 
Airport’s massive hangar Septem-
ber 24 through 27. 

EAT  The newest culinary sensation 
in town is MĂ Tim Raue (Behren-
strasse 72; 49-30/3011-1733-3) in 

showcases Berlin-only design, with 
clothing and other items designed 
by 140 different locals. Looking for 
something more avant-garde? Try 
The Hunter Berlin (Winsstrasse 
42; 49-30/3034-4093), which 
explores a new theme, such as 
“futurama,” every season. 

STAY  The grande dame of Berlin, 
Hotel Adlon Kempinski (doubles 
from $412), features 382 of the 
city’s largest rooms and a great 
spa. For the best views of the Bran-
denburg Gate, ask for room 610. 
Rocco Forte’s Hotel de Rome, Ber-
lin puts modern twists on the clas-
sic Dresdner Bank headquarters 
(the bank vault is now a 20-meter 
swimming pool). The 146-room 
property celebrates this year with 
a two-night package that includes 
a piece of the wall and a privately 
guided bike tour tracing the Iron 
Curtain’s path (doubles from $997). 
Understated from the outside, The 
Regent Berlin (doubles from $405) 
opens up to an elegant all-marble 
lobby. The 195-room hotel hosts 
the city’s top-rated restaurant (see 
left) and spectacular views of the 
Gendarmenmarkt, Berlin’s most 
beautiful square. 

Welcome to Berlin’s yearlong party, 
two decades in the making.

BY CHARLES RUNNETTE

Clockwise from top left:
The Brandenburg Gate, 

Hotel de Rome, and tuna 
at MĂ Tim Raue. (B
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www.cometogermany.com

Destination Germany. Great deals. Easy booking.
2009: 20 years since the fall of the Berlin Wall

Welcome to Germany – where you are sure to get the most value for your money. Explore historical sights and
monuments in Leipzig where courageous citizens raised their voice for freedom in 1989, retrace the course of the wall
through the pulsating heart of Berlin and learn more about the struggle for freedom at the Checkpoint Charlie museum.
Begin your journey at www.cometogermany.com and call your Virtuoso travel advisor for reservations. Feel the magic of
history in Germany. The travel destination.

© Deutsche Zentrale für Tourismus e.V. Gefördert durch das Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Technologie aufgrund eines Beschlusses des Deutschen Bundestages
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PASSPORT VANITY CASE

Tropical retreats get a splash of coral-hued chic.
PRODUCED BY JASON OLIVER NIXON  PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHIN OHIRA

ORANGE CRUSH
1. MILLY Cabana Caterina beach dress in coral, $325, saks.com. 2. TORY BURCH embroidered Reva clutch 
in natural poppy coral, $395, toryburch.com. 3. FACE À FACE Sicil 2 sunglasses, $350, by special order, 
888/388-3223. 4. J.CREW Palma patent ankle-wrap sandals, $88, jcrew.com. 5. EMILIO PUCCI Cancello 
print bikini, $490, emiliopucci.com. 6. LONGCHAMP Le Pliage handbag in mandarin, $88, longchamp.com. 
7. OSCAR DE LA RENTA ikat bow flats, $595, neimanmarcus.com.
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2 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK NY 10010
FOR RESERVATIONS PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

“SEARINGLY
HOT”
VANITY
FAIR
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PASSPORT  VANITY CASE
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Greet a warm-weather getaway with verdant style.

ENVIABLE GREEN
1. BROOKS BROTHERS Golden Fleece slim-fit performance polo, $60, brooksbrothers.com. 2. WM. J. MILLS & CO. canvas tote 
in hunter green, $60, millscanvas.com. 3. CREED Original Vetiver eau de parfum spray, $250, neimanmarcus.com. 4. AMY 
SACKS Alex sunglasses in avocado, $130, amysacks.com. 5. IKE LIFESTYLE rubber watch in forest green, $275, vivre.com. 
6. HAVAIANAS two-tone Trend flip-flops, $24, saks.com. 7. MONOGRAM SHOP green-and-white-striped beach towel, $80, 
themonogramshops.com. 8. J.CREW nine-inch cargo board short, $55, jcrew.com. 



280 boutiques 30 restaurants 4 performing arts venues

PIAGET • OSCAR DE LA RENTA • JOHN LOBB • ROLEX • HARRY WINSTON • CHANEL • BVLGARI • HERMÈS

ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA • TIFFANY & CO. • BALENCIAGA • VERSACE • CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN  

LOUIS VUITTON • BOTTEGA VENETA • FENDI • GUCCI  Partial Listing

BLOOMINGDALE’S • NORDSTROM • SAKS FIFTH AVENUE • MACY’S

For travel information call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
SAN DIEGO FWY (405) AT BRISTOL ST., COSTA MESA, CA   800.782.8888   SOUTHCOASTPLAZA.COM

29768_09 Tourism VirtuosoLife_FNL:Layout 1  3/10/09  4:39 PM  Page 1



Up to 2-for-1 savings, free air plus 
free unlimited shore excursions



all-inclusive fares 

•	 	 neW – free unlimited shore excursions 

 •  complimentary beverages including fine wines and premium spirits, soft 
drinks, bottled water, coffee and tea served throughout the ship

 •  in-suite mini-bar replenished daily with soft drinks, beer and bottled water

 •  all gratuities included

ship distinctions 

 •  spacious all-oceanview suites, most with balconies

 •  alternative dining venues at no additional charge such as the neW prime 7 
restaurant and signatures, featuring le cordon Bleu® cuisine

 •  complimentary 24-hour room service

 •  spa by carita of paris

 •  Wireless access throughout the ship

 •  Butler service in categories B and above, including in-suite bar setup and 
sounddock® for ipod®

•	 	  interactive television with extensive media selection and complimentary 
movies on demand

all fares and offers are per person based on double occupancy, in u.s. dollars, reflect promotional savings, are for new bookings only, are subject to availability, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn at any time without prior
notice. Government fees and taxes of up to $38 per person per, day are not included. free airfare is available only from the following gateways: atl, Bos, clt, ord, dfW, den, iah, laX, Mia, Msp, eWr, JfK, lGa, Mco, phl, phX, san, sfo, sea, tpa, YYZ, Yvr and iad.
air add-ons apply for other gateways and for additional guests in the suite. air routing, scheduling and air carrier are at the discretion of rssc. free unlimited shore excursions are capacity controlled and subject to availability. requested excursions may not be available at
time of booking. supplement will apply on regent choice excursions and excludes private arrangements and all adventures ashore programs. penalties apply 36 hours prior to excursion start date. air and cruise ship fuel surcharges may apply; the cruise ship fuel surcharge
is additional revenue to regent seven seas cruises. additional terms and conditions may apply. rssc reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any times. for terms and conditions visit www.rssc.com. ships’
registries: Bahamas and Bermuda. ©2009 regent seven seas cruises.

sa_Md_09120

For reservations, please call your 
Virtuoso travel advisor and receive 

added benefits and exclusive 
experiences.

Up to 2-For-1 saVings, Free air plus 
Free unlimited shore excursions

sailing    Fares  
date nights  shiP From / to From oFFer

aug 7 7  Seven Seas Voyager copenhagen to stockholm $4,250  Free air plus 2-for-1 savings plus  

aug 7 7 Seven Seas Navigator Monte carlo to athens 3,650 Free air plus 2-for-1 savings plus   

aug 21 7 Seven Seas Voyager copenhagen to stockholm 4,250  Free air plus 2-for-1 savings plus  

aug 28 10 Seven Seas Voyager stockholm to london 6,695  Free air plus 40% early Booking savings plus  

sep 4 7 Seven Seas Navigator Monte carlo to athens 3,650 Free air plus 2-for-1 savings plus  

sep 18 7 Seven Seas Voyager Monte carlo to venice 5,095  Free air plus 40% early Booking savings plus 

sep 25 7 Seven Seas Voyager venice to istanbul 4,250 Free air plus 2-for-1 savings plus  

FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions

Voyager cluB host, PriVate cocktail Party and exclusiVe shore eVent on all dates

Wherever in europe you choose to travel, there has never been a better time to experience the all-inclusive value of regent seven seas cruises. 

enjoy up to 2-for-1 savings, Free air plus Free unlimited shore excursions when booking is made by may 31, 2009.
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eDro De Peralta roDe uP the CaMino real 400 years ago with  
 a vision for New Spain’s northernmost outpost. Today, as the nation’s oldest 
and highest capital (more than 7,000 feet above sea level), Santa Fe is a vision 
in its own right, and its earth-toned adobes and turquoise sky, broken only by 

the Sangre de Cristo Mountains’ peaks, have made this small, scenic city a hot spot 
for art and natural healing. As my husband, Chris, and I walk through the maze of 
narrow streets, the marriage of Spanish, Native American, and Anglo cultures cap-
tures our imaginations.

This is our first spring in the city, and we decided to get a feel for our new home 
by spending a weekend exploring it as tourists. We start at Loretto Chapel, home of 
the Miraculous Staircase. Our faces bathed in the stained-glass windows’ blues and 

Join the party as Santa Fe celebrates four centuries of vibrant history.
BY ANNA PHILPOT

Santa Fe Fiesta

P
Star-studded  

performance: Santa Fe’s 
open-air opera house.



Y o u r  i d e a l  s t a y  i s  w a i t i n g .  E x p e r i e n c e  t h e  e s s e n c e  o f  i n d i v i d u a l  l u x u r y 

a t  s t u n n i n g  l o c a t i o n s  w o r l d w i d e .  F o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  p l e a s e  c o n t a c t 

y o u r  V i r t u o s o  t r a v e l  a d v i s o r .

o n e  g l a s s  p e r f e c t l y  c h i l l e d  p r o s e c c o

l a v e n d e r  b a t h  b o m b,  c a n d l e s

t r a s h y  m a g a z i n e s

r o o m  s e r v i c e ,  o n e  c h o c o l a t e  s o u f f l é 

l u x u r y  i s  p e r s o n a l T M
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QUICK ESCAPE

greens, we slowly take in the miracle: The 
staircase has two 360-degree turns and no 
visible central support. The chapel’s hushed 
reverence clings to us as we walk down 
the Old Santa Fe Trail, eager for our first 
glimpse of the centuries-old Plaza that will 
host the city’s 400th anniversary celebra-
tions. Labor Day weekend officially kicks 
off the commemoration, with a three-day fi-
esta called Viva Santa Fe. Today, the Plaza is 
quiet as we admire Native American jewelry 
outside the Palace of the Governors. I make 
a beeline for O’Farrell Hat Company, maker 
of custom cowboy hats, before strolling the 
cobblestoned streets between clothing and 
furniture galleries.  

Our hotel, The Inn of the Five Graces, is 
a 13-room Relais & Châteaux compound of 
historic adobes two blocks from the Plaza. 
The recently updated rooms feature intri-
cately carved wood accents, hand-painted 
mosaics, deep soaking tubs, and embroi-
dered silk bedding. I enjoy a massage in the 
boldly yellow Tibetan spa room, lulled into 
relaxation by my masseuse and the crack-
ling fire. As dusk falls, Chris and I sit on the 
small balcony, nibbling homemade chips 
and salsa before wending our way through 
lush, interlocking courtyards to dine in one 
of The Pink Adobe’s intimate rooms. 

Midmorning is a perfect time to mean-
der through the Guadalupe District to The 
Railyard. Located less than a mile from the 
Plaza, the area houses contemporary art 

STaY The Inn of 
the Five Graces: 
Tucked behind the 
state capitol, the 
13-room inn blends 
the East and South-
west. Walking tours 
to historic sites such 
as the San Miguel 
Mission and the Santa 
Fe Playhouse – the 
oldest continuously 
operating theater west 
of the Mississippi – are 
available on request. 
Doubles from $500, 
including breakfast and 
lunch for two.

The Inn and Spa at 
Loretto: The 134-room 
hotel connects to the 
Loretto Chapel of 

Miraculous Stair-
case fame. Several 
boutiques span the 
passageway between 
the chapel and hotel 
lobby. Slate tile, crystal 
sconces, and bold 
red accents liven the 
black-and-white decor. 
Sip coffee on your 
patio overlooking Bar-
rio de Analco before 
heading to the spa for 
a milk-and-honey body 
wrap. Doubles from 
$220, including break-
fast, complimentary 
valet parking, and a  
$25 spa credit daily.

eaT The Compound 
Restaurant: Award-
winning chef Mark 

Kiffin changes his 
Southwest-inspired 
menu every 90 days 
and updates the 
wine list bimonthly. 
653 Canyon Road; 
505/982-4353.

Café Pasqual’s: 
Another Santa Fe 
institution, Pasqual’s 
serves organic dishes 
with Southwestern 
flair. It’s always 
packed: Queue for 
Sunday brunch before 
8 am. 121 Don Gaspar; 
505/983-9340.

The Pink Adobe: In 
its 65th year, The Pink 
still serves classic 
ribs and French apple 

pie, recipes from the 
original owner. Also 
not to be missed are 
current chef Michael 
Roybal’s crabcakes 
and pan-seared duck 
breast. The wine cellar 
houses more than 500 
offerings to comple-
ment your meal. 406 
Old Santa Fe Trail; 
505/983-7712.

Chocolate Maven: 
Giada De Laurentiis 
suggests the home-
made granola or 
the Maya chili hot 
chocolate. The brown-
ies make an excellent 
takeaway splurge. 
821-C W. San Mateo 
Road; 505/984-1980.

Seeing Santa fe
a list of locals’ picks.

Strolling downtown Santa Fe.

Pillow-perfect at The  
Inn of the Five Graces.
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Blissful

Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands

Africa

Alaska

Asia & Pacific

Australia

New Zealand

Canada

New England

Caribbean

Bermuda

Europe

Hawaii

Mexico

Panama Canal

South America

World Voyage

We invite you to indulge. To stand at the rail in quiet awe of calving glaciers and  
blazing sunsets. To savor the simplicities of fruit and the complexities of wine; to breathe  

the sweet air of midnight at the equator; to surrender to an afternoon’s spa. We invite 
you to make all five senses thankful at once. We invite you, and we are at your service.  

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Holland America Line 2009 Hawaii, South Pacific & Asia, Panama Canal and 
South America Cruises  
From the soft-sand beaches of Oahu to Sydney’s iconic Opera House, discover worlds of warmth and wonder.  
Savor spectacular landscapes, hidden waterways and rich cultural traditions in Australia and Hawaii.  

SHIP ITINERARY DEPARTURE DATE FROM

Volendam 16-Day Alaska, Eastern Russia & Japan, Vancouver to Kobe September 23, 2009 $1,499

Volendam 16-Day Japan, Korea & China, Kobe to Hong Kong October 10, 2009 $1,799

Volendam 15-Day Indonesia & Great Barrier Reef, Singapore to Sydney November 21, 2009 $1,699

Volendam 17-Day Australia & New Zealand Holiday, Auckland to Sydney December 20, 2009 $1,899

Zaandam 15-Day Circle Hawaii, Roundtrip San Diego November 22, 2009 $1,399

Veendam 19-Day Americas Discovery, San Diego to ValparaÍso October 31, 2009  $1,299

Veendam 16-Day South America Explorer, Valparaiso to Rio de Janeiro (or reverse) Nov – Dec, 2009 $1,199

Ryndam 23-Day Fall Panama Canal, Vancouver to Tampa September 25, 2009 $1,999

Statendam 14-Day Fall Panama Canal, Ft . Lauderdale to San Diego (or reverse) Oct – Nov, 2009 $1,299

Holland America Line 2009 Europe Cruises
Explore the beauty and diversity of charming ports that include St. Petersburg, Oslo, Helsinki and Copenhagen. Experience sophisticated 
cities, quaint villages and the fine cuisine of Rome, Monte Carlo, Barcelona and Athens.

SHIP ITINERARY DEPARTURE DATE  FROM

Noordam 10-Day Roman Empire, Roundtrip Rome Jul - Sep, 2009 $1,199

Noordam 10-Day Mediterranean Enchantment, Roundtrip Rome Aug - Oct, 2009 $999

Noordam 20-Day Mediterranean Adventure, Roundtrip Rome Aug - Sep, 2009 $1,999

Eurodam 16-Day Nor thern Isles Adventure, Copenhagen to New York August 11, 2009 $1,899*

Prinsendam 14-Day Black Sea & the Mediterranean, Rome to Athens October 18, 2009 $1,999*

Prinsendam 24-Day European Farewell, Athens to Ft . Lauderdale November 1, 2009 $2,599

Rot terdam 12-Day Vikings and Czars, Rot terdam to Copenhagen August 23, 2009 $1,299

Rot terdam 14-Day Cradle of Civilization, Athens to Rome October 17, 2009 $1,699*

Maasdam 35-Day Voyage of the Vikings, Roundtrip Boston July 25, 2009 $3,999*

* Inquire about Virtuoso Explorer group sailings which include Competitive Fares, Personable onboard host, Onboard Welcome Reception and  
a half-day event or special gift on select departure dates. 

Sample fares are per person, cruise only, based on double occupancy in the minimum categories. Fares are in US dollars and include non-discountable amounts. Taxes are additional.  Fares based on 
Virtuoso Explorer groups, VVAD groups, Promo RV and Promo RA. Additional sailings and rates are available. Offers are subject to availability and may be altered or withdrawn at any time without prior n
notice. Ship’ Registry: The Netherlands. 

Holland America Line 2009 Alaska Cruises
Designed with Alaska cruising in mind, Holland America Line ships take you deeper into the delights of the Great Land—from the 
Inside Passage to Glacier Bay and beyond.  

SHIP ITINERARY DEPARTURE DATE FROM

Amsterdam 7-Day Alaskan Explorer via Hubbard Glacier, Roundtrip Seat tle Jun - Sep, 2009 $599  

Westerdam 7-Day Alaskan Explorer via Glacier Bay, Roundtrip Seat tle Jun – Sep, 2009 $599

Zaandam 7-Day Alaskan Explorer via Glacier Bay or Tracy Arm, Roundtrip Seat tle Jun – Sep, 2009 $599

Statendam 7-Day Glacier Discovery, Vancouver to Anchorage or reverse  Jun – Sep, 2009 $479

Statendam 14-Day Discovery Cruise, Alyeska & Double Denali, Cruise Tour #19,  
 Vancouver to Fairbanks July 19, 2009 $2,299

Statendam 13-Day Double Denali Adventure & Discovery, Cruise Tour #16,  
 Fairbanks to Vancouver July 7, 2009 $2,799

Volendam 7-Day Glacier Bay Inside Passage, Roundtrip Vancouver Jun – Sep, 2009 $599

Zuiderdam 7-Day Glacier Bay Inside Passage, Roundtrip Vancouver Jun – Sep, 2009 $699

Zuiderdam 14-Day Klondike, Kluane, Denali & Inside Passage, Cruise Tour #5,  
 Vancouver to Anchorage Jul 4 & Aug 15, 2009 $1,419 

Holland America Line 2009-2010 Grand Voyages
A Grand Voyage – whether an around-the-world odyssey or an exploration of the Far East, the Mediterranean, Africa or  
South America – combines exotic lands, lasting friendships and the timeless pleasures of life at sea.

SHIP ITINERARY DEPARTURE DATE FROM
Amsterdam 67-Day Grand Australia, New Zealand & South Pacif ic Voyage,  September 26, 2009 $8,699 
 Seat tle to Los Angeles

Amsterdam 114 Day Grand World Voyage, Ft . Lauderdale to Los Angeles January 6, 2010 $21,499* 
Prinsendam 70 Day Grand South America & Antarctic Voyage,     
 Roundtrip Ft . Lauderdale January 13, 2010  $10,499

Prinsendam 54 Day Grand Mediterranean Voyage, Roundtrip Ft . Lauderdale March 24, 2010 $8,099 

Amsterdam 69 Day Grand Asia & Australia Voyage, Seat tle to San Diego September 24, 2010 $11,499 

Book by May 31, 2009 to receive Early Booking Amenities for the 2010 Grand World Voyage, Grand Mediterranean  

and Grand South America & Antarctic Voyages!

To book your Holland America Line Cruise, contact your 
Virtuoso travel advisor today.

South America Alaska
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Holland America Line 2009 Hawaii, South Pacific & Asia, Panama Canal and 
South America Cruises  
From the soft-sand beaches of Oahu to Sydney’s iconic Opera House, discover worlds of warmth and wonder.  
Savor spectacular landscapes, hidden waterways and rich cultural traditions in Australia and Hawaii.  

SHIP ITINERARY DEPARTURE DATE FROM

Volendam 16-Day Alaska, Eastern Russia & Japan, Vancouver to Kobe September 23, 2009 $1,499

Volendam 16-Day Japan, Korea & China, Kobe to Hong Kong October 10, 2009 $1,799

Volendam 15-Day Indonesia & Great Barrier Reef, Singapore to Sydney November 21, 2009 $1,699

Volendam 17-Day Australia & New Zealand Holiday, Auckland to Sydney December 20, 2009 $1,899

Zaandam 15-Day Circle Hawaii, Roundtrip San Diego November 22, 2009 $1,399

Veendam 19-Day Americas Discovery, San Diego to ValparaÍso October 31, 2009  $1,299

Veendam 16-Day South America Explorer, Valparaiso to Rio de Janeiro (or reverse) Nov – Dec, 2009 $1,199

Ryndam 23-Day Fall Panama Canal, Vancouver to Tampa September 25, 2009 $1,999

Statendam 14-Day Fall Panama Canal, Ft . Lauderdale to San Diego (or reverse) Oct – Nov, 2009 $1,299

Holland America Line 2009 Europe Cruises
Explore the beauty and diversity of charming ports that include St. Petersburg, Oslo, Helsinki and Copenhagen. Experience sophisticated 
cities, quaint villages and the fine cuisine of Rome, Monte Carlo, Barcelona and Athens.

SHIP ITINERARY DEPARTURE DATE  FROM

Noordam 10-Day Roman Empire, Roundtrip Rome Jul - Sep, 2009 $1,199

Noordam 10-Day Mediterranean Enchantment, Roundtrip Rome Aug - Oct, 2009 $999

Noordam 20-Day Mediterranean Adventure, Roundtrip Rome Aug - Sep, 2009 $1,999

Eurodam 16-Day Nor thern Isles Adventure, Copenhagen to New York August 11, 2009 $1,899*

Prinsendam 14-Day Black Sea & the Mediterranean, Rome to Athens October 18, 2009 $1,999*

Prinsendam 24-Day European Farewell, Athens to Ft . Lauderdale November 1, 2009 $2,599

Rot terdam 12-Day Vikings and Czars, Rot terdam to Copenhagen August 23, 2009 $1,299

Rot terdam 14-Day Cradle of Civilization, Athens to Rome October 17, 2009 $1,699*

Maasdam 35-Day Voyage of the Vikings, Roundtrip Boston July 25, 2009 $3,999*

* Inquire about Virtuoso Explorer group sailings which include Competitive Fares, Personable onboard host, Onboard Welcome Reception and  
a half-day event or special gift on select departure dates. 

Sample fares are per person, cruise only, based on double occupancy in the minimum categories. Fares are in US dollars and include non-discountable amounts. Taxes are additional.  Fares based on 
Virtuoso Explorer groups, VVAD groups, Promo RV and Promo RA. Additional sailings and rates are available. Offers are subject to availability and may be altered or withdrawn at any time without prior n
notice. Ship’ Registry: The Netherlands. 

Holland America Line 2009 Alaska Cruises
Designed with Alaska cruising in mind, Holland America Line ships take you deeper into the delights of the Great Land—from the 
Inside Passage to Glacier Bay and beyond.  

SHIP ITINERARY DEPARTURE DATE FROM

Amsterdam 7-Day Alaskan Explorer via Hubbard Glacier, Roundtrip Seat tle Jun - Sep, 2009 $599  

Westerdam 7-Day Alaskan Explorer via Glacier Bay, Roundtrip Seat tle Jun – Sep, 2009 $599

Zaandam 7-Day Alaskan Explorer via Glacier Bay or Tracy Arm, Roundtrip Seat tle Jun – Sep, 2009 $599

Statendam 7-Day Glacier Discovery, Vancouver to Anchorage or reverse  Jun – Sep, 2009 $479

Statendam 14-Day Discovery Cruise, Alyeska & Double Denali, Cruise Tour #19,  
 Vancouver to Fairbanks July 19, 2009 $2,299

Statendam 13-Day Double Denali Adventure & Discovery, Cruise Tour #16,  
 Fairbanks to Vancouver July 7, 2009 $2,799

Volendam 7-Day Glacier Bay Inside Passage, Roundtrip Vancouver Jun – Sep, 2009 $599

Zuiderdam 7-Day Glacier Bay Inside Passage, Roundtrip Vancouver Jun – Sep, 2009 $699

Zuiderdam 14-Day Klondike, Kluane, Denali & Inside Passage, Cruise Tour #5,  
 Vancouver to Anchorage Jul 4 & Aug 15, 2009 $1,419 

Holland America Line 2009-2010 Grand Voyages
A Grand Voyage – whether an around-the-world odyssey or an exploration of the Far East, the Mediterranean, Africa or  
South America – combines exotic lands, lasting friendships and the timeless pleasures of life at sea.

SHIP ITINERARY DEPARTURE DATE FROM
Amsterdam 67-Day Grand Australia, New Zealand & South Pacif ic Voyage,  September 26, 2009 $8,699 
 Seat tle to Los Angeles

Amsterdam 114 Day Grand World Voyage, Ft . Lauderdale to Los Angeles January 6, 2010 $21,499* 
Prinsendam 70 Day Grand South America & Antarctic Voyage,     
 Roundtrip Ft . Lauderdale January 13, 2010  $10,499

Prinsendam 54 Day Grand Mediterranean Voyage, Roundtrip Ft . Lauderdale March 24, 2010 $8,099 

Amsterdam 69 Day Grand Asia & Australia Voyage, Seat tle to San Diego September 24, 2010 $11,499 

Book by May 31, 2009 to receive Early Booking Amenities for the 2010 Grand World Voyage, Grand Mediterranean  

and Grand South America & Antarctic Voyages!

To book your Holland America Line Cruise, contact your 
Virtuoso travel advisor today.

South America Italy Alaska
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each Friday evening). “Santa Fe is near the 
mountains and has a rich cultural life,” the 
gallery owner and restaurateur says, sit-
ting beneath Max Weber canvases. We’ve 
heard this often; it was the city’s distinct  
ethos (and superb hiking) that drew us to 
this desert oasis. On display at the Georgia 
O’Keeffe Museum, the paintings of Santa 
Fe’s most famous resident showcase an  
ever-changing landscape. A profound sense 
of place and history can be felt there and 
in many of the neighboring museums, but 
today we hike up the aspen-studded foot-
hills for the expansive vistas. To the north, 
we see the Santa Fe Opera House, its open- 
air facade luminous against the mountains. 
The Plaza, with its lit bandstand, awaits  
summer concerts. Turning to the west, we 
watch the sun burnish the mountains a  
deep red and look forward to experiencing 
more of this city of faith, with its fiestas,  
art, cuisine, and 400 years of history. But  
for now, we’ll simply enjoy the clear, star-
filled sky with a nice glass of local Gruet 
chardonnay. Viva Santa Fe!  

After a lunch of forever-braised wild 
boar and ginger crème brûlée at The Com-
pound Restaurant, I meet Gerald Peters at 
his eponymous gallery near famed Canyon 
Road (where 100-plus galleries stay open 

galleries, antique shops, and the city’s farm-
ers’ market, where we peruse hand-tatted 
wool tops, goat-milk soaps, and seasonal 
produce. We then stare, awed, at Japanese 
artists’ sculpted bamboo in TAI Gallery. 

The Inn and Spa at Loretto. 

Mere minutes from the excitement of Waikiki, yet far enough removed to offer blissful privacy, The Kahala Hotel & Resort offers an
unparalleled experience–luxuriously remodeled rooms and suites, spa, lagoon with our own dolphins, inspired cuisine and legendary service.
All designed to pamper you, as only Hawaii’s reigning luxury resort can.

Call your Virtuoso travel specialist for reservations.

H o n o l u l u ,  H a w a i i

*For new bookings only at daily rack rate, for dates of stay through December 20, 2009. Subject to change without notice. Not available April 1-15, 2009, May 1-6, 2009, Aug. 1-25, 2009, Nov. 27-30, 2009.

Ask about our Virtuoso
ocean promotion

with breakfast for 2 and
4th NIGHT FREE*

KH-1284.Virtuoso_Life.qxp  3/18/09  3:37 PM  Page 1



The Fairmont experience is like no other.  
The same could be said for the Virtuoso travel 
advisor who recommends it.
Discerning leisure travelers know that, wherever the Fairmont name is found, they can  
look forward to an authentic expression of a destination—the most glamorous cities or 
the most exclusive resorts on the planet. Whether you seek the thrills of alpine skiing or 
world-class golf, the relaxing atmosphere of warm surf and sand, or the sparkle of dazzling 
nightlife, our distinctive collection of elegant properties will suit your tastes remarkably 
well. Add to this our famous service, luxurious amenities, tantalizing fine dining and 
refreshing spas, and discover an escape that will leave you with memories for years to come.

From the Canadian Rockies to the Arizona desert, from the tropics of Mexico and Hawaii 
to the warm breezes of the Caribbean, treat yourself to the truly extraordinary travel 
experience that is Fairmont. 

For more information on the location that is ideal for you, please contact your  
Virtuoso travel advisor.

Fairmont Scottsdale

The Plaza Hotel, Managed by Fairmont Hotels & Resorts 
New York

The Fairmont Chateau Whistler  

6184_FHR Ad Virtuoso Life_FA.indd   1 3/20/09   10:03:25 AM
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 GO GREEN

How Australia helped set the standard for sustainable tourism.
BY COSTAS CHRIST

The Land of Eco

W working model anywhere. 
While the tenets of ecotour-

ism were slow to take root in 
most of the world (including 
the United States), the Aussies 
grabbed the idea and ran with 
it in their own country. Less 
than six months after we offi-
cially defined the term, Austra-
lia held the first World Congress 
on Ecotourism in Brisbane and 
formed Ecotourism Australia, 
a private-sector-driven orga-
nization that launched one of 
the first and most successful 

ith all the 
g reen media 
coverage these 
days, it’s tempt-

ing to think that sustainable 
tourism is just the latest fad. But 
the truth is that it is more evolu-
tion than overnight sensation, 
and one country has been at the 
forefront of that process for the 
last two decades: Australia. 

Back in 1991, I sat at a table 
with a dozen tour operators, 
scientists, and conservationists 
from around the world, gath-

ered in a farmhouse outside 
Washington, D.C., to discuss a 
new vision for tourism. It was 
the inaugural meeting of The 
International Ecotourism So-
ciety, and it took us two days to 
agree on the definition of eco- 
tourism that is still in use today: 
“Responsible travel to natural 
areas that conserves the envi-
ronment and improves the well-
being of local people.” The chal-
lenge at the time was coming up 
with an example to fit our defi-
nition; none of us knew of a real 

Rooms that rock:  
Longitude 131°.



“ South Africa has bounded to the forefront of food and wine 
 with the energy of its spectacular native species. We were 
 amazed by the diversity of its cultures, inspired by the stunning 
 landscapes, and charmed by the warmth and quality of its 
 hospitality.  We dream of returning again and again to 
 discover more of South Africa’s many secrets!”

 – Melinda M., Camarillo, California

Experience a 
once-in-a-lifetime 
culinary program 
by Bon Appétit 
in South Africa

Packages starting

from only $8,995*

For more information, call
your Virtuoso travel advisor.

* Price includes luxurious accommodations 
 at Grande Roche, One&Only Cape Town and 

Singita Sweni or Lebombo Lodges; escort by 
Condé Nast Traveler-recommended safari 
specialist Ryan Hilton; transfers; sightseeing 
and meals per itinerary; and game drives while 
on safari.  Fares are based on double occupancy 
and are subject to change due to fluctuations 
in the exchange rate.  Upgrades and rates for 
single travelers are available upon request.  

 Fare does not include international flight 
to South Africa; internal airline flight from 
Johannesburg to Cape Town; gratuities; optional 
activities and tours; spa services and any items 

 of a personal nature.  Space is limited. 
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GO GREEN

No matter where you go, the 
tour operator or hotel can and 
should be an active part of the 
sustainable tourism transforma-
tion that is rewriting the rules 
for how we travel: giving back 
to destinations, supporting local 
communities, and protecting 
natural and cultural heritage, all 
while delivering top amenities 
and authentic experiences. 
Before you book, here are three 
questions to ask your travel 

advisor that will help you know 
if your trip is really green: 

• How does this company  
help protect nature?
• How does it provide direct 
benefits to local people?
• What are the company’s envi-
ronmentally friendly practices? 

Even just five years ago, it would 
have seemed odd to pose these 
kinds of questions to a travel 

advisor or tour company. Not 
any more. Many hotels and tour 
operators list this information 
on their websites (for example, 
whether they contribute di-
rectly to conservation projects, 
hire native guides, provide reus-
able water bottles, and the like). 
Today, they should be able to 
answer these questions easily 
or find someone who can.  
If not, seek another company 
that gets it.  

QUESTIONS TO ASk
What to know about your vacation’s green side before you go.

green-certification programs for tour-
ism in the world. That it was developed by 
travel businesses for travel businesses led 
to a highly credible effort and wide support. 
By 1993, the state of Victoria had produced 
the country’s first ecotourism plan, and a 
year later, the Australian government be-
came the first in the world to commit siz-
able funding – $10 million – to developing a 
national ecotourism strategy. This led to a 
series of travel-industry training and educa-
tion programs throughout Australia, aimed 
at educating businesses and travelers about 
what needed to be done: better energy con-
servation, waste reduction, recycling, and 
“leave no trace” operations. The result was 
widespread awareness of how tourism could 
be an opportunity for protecting Australia’s 
fragile natural environment, rather than a 
threat to it. The Great Barrier Reef Marine 
Park, one of the most popular tourist at-
tractions in the country, became a focus 
of attention, introducing new innovations 
such as giving green incentives (operating 
permits for 15 years instead of 6, for example) to
tour companies that actively adopted eco-
tourism practices in the park. The return on 
this investment has been increased conser-
vation and improved protection of the larg-
est coral reef on Earth. 

As ecotourism gave birth to sustainable 
tourism – taking the principles of going 
green out of the jungle and bringing them 
into the mainstream – Australia has con-
tinued to set standards in best practices. In 

the last three years, the country has twice 
been a winner of the Tourism for Tomorrow 
Awards – the sustainable tourism “Oscars,” 
hosted by the World Travel & Tourism 
Council (“Go Green,” March/April 2009) – 
and is again a finalist in 2009.  

All of this means that when you are plan-
ning a trip to Australia, there is no reason 
why you cannot have your green cake and 
eat it too: Many of the country’s top resorts, 
hotels, and tour operators deliver the goods, 
and not at the expense of the environment. 

Abercrombie & Kent is one of the leAd-
ers. The company may have pioneered 
luxury travel on the savannas of East 
Africa, but it has now brought its ethic 
of helping protect nature all the way to 
northern Queensland, where the roughly 
463-square-mile Daintree Rainforest 
houses one of the greatest concentrations 
of primitive f lowering plants in the world, 
along with endangered species such as the 
nearly six-foot-tall, f lightless cassowary 
bird. By teaming up with Rainforest Res-
cue, A&K’s Australia division is working 
to help secure conservation for more of 
the coastal lowland tropical forest, which 
stretches from the Daintree River to Cape 
Tribulation, representing one of the most 
significant ecosystems on the planet. 

The most important question for Big Five 
Tours & Expeditions is not where to go – 
Australia is one of its top destinations – but 
rather where to stay once you get there. In 

2008 the company launched the Spirit of Big 
Five Foundation (I serve as its green ambas-
sador) to support sustainable tourism and 
the local hotels and resorts that take it to 
heart. One itinerary brings guests into the 
red center of the country at Voyages Hotels 
and Resorts’ Longitude 131°, an Advanced 
Ecotourism Certification, 15-tent luxury 
camp that overlooks Uluru (the Aboriginal 
name for Ayers Rock). Longitude 131° is fur-
ther proof that high-thread-count sheets, 
chef-prepared dinners under the stars, and 
top vintages can be part of safeguarding na-
ture and supporting traditional culture. In 
addition to minimal-impact tents designed 
to maximize natural air flow for cooling and 
heating, water-use reduction in an arid cli-
mate, and recycling throughout the property, 
Voyages launched the Mutitjulu Foundation, 
in partnership with the local Anangu Aborigi-
nal community, providing nearly $1 million to 
date in funding for improved health care, edu-
cation, and poverty alleviation.

Since its founding in 1963, Horizon & 
Co. has run trips to almost every part of the 
globe, including down under. The Australia 
by Mercedes itinerary weaves through the 
Blue Mountains outside Sydney and dips 
into the famed Hunter Valley, where you’ll 
stop off at wine estates and stretch your legs 
on hiking trails that meander along dramat-
ic escarpments. It is all wrapped within a 
company policy of Sustainable Tour Opera-
tor Principles, which include environmental 
management practices (think reduce, reuse, 
and recycle), carbon reduction on the road 
(that Mercedes already gets great mileage, 
but by offsetting all emissions through Ho-
rizon’s partnership with Climate Friendly, 
your entire trip can be carbon neutral), and 
supply chain management (sourcing lo-
cal products such as farm-to-table organic 
foods, local handicrafts, and art), all aimed 
at delivering direct economic and social 
benefits to local communities. 

Nobel Prize-winning author John Stein-
beck said, “People do not take trips … trips 
take people.” Through sustainable tourism, 
innovative companies are taking people 
on trips that deliver on the promise of pro-
tecting our planet, so that current and fu-
ture generations can continue to enjoy the 
wonders of travel. And we have Australia to 
thank for a lot of that.  



· T h e r e ’ s  n o  b e t t e r  p l a c e ·

· T h e r e ’ s  n o  b e t t e r  t i m e ·

Discover the Magic of

Mundo
    Maya

White sands and still-wild forests. Gushing waterfalls and giant whale sharks. Wondrous mountains and world-renowned 

archeological sites. Welcome to Mundo Maya, a region that spans Mexico’s southern tip and offers ultra-luxe resorts and spas. 

Book a Virtuoso approved property through your Virtuoso travel advisor and receive extra amenities such as a free upgrade 

upon arrival, buffet breakfast, early check-in and late check-out, complimentary spa treatments, or dinner for two.
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 WHAT MATTERS

ew York CitY resident krista krieger reCentlY partiCipated  
in rhino research while on safari at South Africa’s andBeyond Phinda 
Private Game Reserve, a collection of lodges discreetly placed among 
56,800 acres of abundant wildlife and magnificent scenery. Rangers at 

the reserve notch each rhino’s ears for easy identification and insert a microchip in 
their horns to help track their whereabouts. Krieger’s group patrolled the bush by 
jeep, searching for an unmarked rhino, which the preserve veterinarian shot with 
a sedative dart. “Darting the rhino was very exciting,” she says. “I got to touch the 
rhino and inject it with antibiotics.” Krieger, veteran of a number of safaris, cites 
Phinda’s program as a good example of how effective management can bring back 
a devastated population of animals.

It’s also a good example of an emerging travel trend: volunteering on vacation. In 
2007, according to the Corporation for National and Community Service, more than 
3.7 million Americans volunteered away from home. Even more telling, in an MSNBC 
poll, 95 percent of those who volunteered on vacation said they’ll do it again. 

Book a stay where you can combine good times with good works.
BY MELISSA GASKILL 

Hotels that Help

N

Rhinos in reserve: Get up 
close and personal.



The Authority for Luxury Travel

COSTA RICA  MEXICO  BERMUDA  BAHAMAS  CARIBBEAN DUBAI  MALDIVES  BALI SEYCHELLES HAWAI` I  FRENCH POLYNESIA  FIJ I

© 2009 Island Destinations. All offers are based on double occupancy and subject to availability. Certain restrictions may apply. Rates and inclusions are subject to change. 
Subject to additional tax and service charges. Additional night packages available.

FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL SPECIALIST

HOTEL LE TOINY
ST. BARTHÉLEMY    CARIBBEAN

Island Destinations Special Offer
Private Roundtrip Transfers & Welcome Amenities
Continental Breakfast Daily & Complimentary Laundry Service
Lunch Voucher of 50 Euros
Upgrade upon Arrival (subject to availability)

4 nights in a Villa Suite with Private Pool and Ocean View 
from $2,745 per room
Valid on new bookings through 8/31 and travel from 6/1- 8/31/09

CAMBRIDGE BEACHES
BERMUDA

Bermuda’s 400th Anniversary Summer Offer
$400 Resort Credit (reflected in rate)
Upgrade on Arrival (subject to availability)
Daily Full Breakfast
Extra $100 Resort Credit (applied at checkout)

4 nights from $1,975 per room
Valid on new bookings through 8/17/09 and travel through 8/21/09

 Island Destinations includes Enhanced Post Departure Insurance with every booking
(comparable travel insurance is valued at nearly $100 per person)

GRACE BAY CLUB
TURKS & CAICOS    CARIBBEAN

Grace Bay Stimulus Check – Stay 4, Pay 3
Villas Junior Suite 4 nights from $1,650 per room

Upgrade at the time of booking (subject to availability)

Estate Junior Residences  4 nights from $2,400 per room
Private Roundtrip Airport Transfers & VIP Amenities

ID Exclusive: $250 Resort Credit
Full Breakfast Daily for both offers
$100 Food & Beverage Credit & Bottle of Champagne

Valid on new bookings and travel now through 12/19/09

THE REGENT PALMS
TURKS & CAICOS    CARIBBEAN

4th Night Free Promotion
4 nights in a One Bedroom Oceanview Suite from $1,950 per room
Family&Friends Offer 
4 nights in a Two Bedroom Oceanview Suite from $3,500 

ID Exclusive: $150 Food, Beverage and Spa Credit at 
the 25,000 Square Foot World Renowned Regent Spa
Welcome Amenity Upon Arrival & Continental Breakfast Daily

Valid on new bookings through 9/30/09 and travel from 4/15 to 12/18/09
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 WHAT MATTERS

“The opportunities for volunteering on 
vacation have probably increased a hun-
dredfold in the past five years,” says David 
Clemmons, founder of VolunTourism.org. 

“Participating in a volunteer experience 
can make a trip personally enriching and 
much more meaningful,” says Sue Stephen-
son, vice president of Ritz-Carlton Hotel 
Company’s Community Footprints pro-
gram, which offers volunteering through 
Give Back Getaways at many of its proper-
ties. “It deepens the experience of visiting 
a unique place. Our guests describe it as 
inspirational and educational, and say they 
never felt so appreciated.”

Here are a few of the growing number of 
hotels offering the opportunity to combine 
good times with good works. 

Mandarin Oriental, MiaMi 

Everglades Restoration
The Mandarin Oriental, Miami on Brick-
ell Key works closely with Everglades Na-
tional Park, a UNESCO World Heritage 
site – and so can you. Hotel guests can grab 
a box lunch and hop in a hybrid vehicle to 
drive to the park, about an hour away, where 
they spend the morning helping park staff 
restore Everglades habitat, perhaps plant-
ing native South Florida trees in areas af-
fected by invasive plants or removing those 
invasive species. After lunch, a ranger leads 
a tour of the park, pointing out alligators, 
herons, and other wildlife, and showing 
participants how to “slog,” or wade through 
shallow waters like the locals. Doubles from 
$245, including breakfast and a $100 spa credit 
(Everglades transfers and box lunches extra).

King Pacific lOdge, British cOluMBia

A Whale of a Time
A Rosewood Resort floating off Princess 
Royal Island in British Columbia’s Great 
Bear Rainforest, this lodge offers education-
al programs about the area’s orca and hump-
back whales through a partnership with the 
North Coast Cetacean Society (NCCS). 
Now guests can serve as research assistants 
on NCCS outings, helping scientists pho-
tograph individual whales for identifica-
tion and gathering data on whale location 
and movement. After their departure, par-
ticipants receive regular reports detailing 
sightings and progress of the whales they 

$1,035*
The Wines & History of 

St. Emilion
3 days/2 nights from

The medieval village of 
St. Emilion in the  famous 
Bordeaux region awaits. 
Indulge in an epicurean’s 
dream with some of the world’s 
best wines and food. Visit the 
underground monuments of 
St. Emilion. Extend your stay 
in Bordeaux, the capital of 
the Aquataine region and a 
UNESCO World Heritage site.

Includes: 2 nights in Deluxe category room One 4-course dinner 
Guided visit of St. Emilion historical monuments Wine tasting 

at 2 area vineyards 3-day Luxury Car Rental Daily breakfast 

Virtuoso Amenities: Bottle of Grand Cru St. Emilion Wine and St. 
Emilion Macaroon cookies in room upon arrival

*Price is per person, double occupancy.

Contact your Virtuoso
travel advisor for 

information 
and reservations.

WineOverMatter

HOTEL ESPRIT SAINT GERMAIN

FEEL AT HOME ON PARIS LEFT BANK - 28 ROOMS AND SUITES
FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

AP MAIJUIN VIRTUOSO V7.qxd:Mise en page 1  3/18/09  12:46 PM  Page 1
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because most plants here are long-lived, 
people can come back in five or ten years 
and see the one they planted. It gives them 
a nice connection with this place, a feeling 
that they helped out.” Doubles from $195, in-
cluding breakfast. 

hazards that include tourists and lights, 
which can disorient the turtles. Guests 
name their hatchling and receive a certifi-
cate and a turtle cookie created by the hotel 
chef. Doubles from $193, including breakfast 
and a $100 spa credit.

Four SeaSonS reSort 

Saving the Sonoran
From this complex of Southwestern-style 
casitas and serene pools high in the dra-
matic Sonoran Desert landscape, take a  
hike – a desert preservation hike, that is.  
The guided walk in adjacent Pinnacle Peak 
Park concludes with guests planting a buck-
horn cholla cactus, Fairy Duster, or other 
native plant. On the hike John Loleit, coor-
dinator for the city park, shares his wealth 
of knowledge about the area’s signature 
plants, animals, archaeology, and geology, 
pointing out, for example, edible plants and 
those used by Native Americans for me-
dicinal purposes. “People see the desert in a 
different light after the hike,” he says. “And 

studied during their visit. “The lodge has 
long supported our work on the complex so-
cial and physical relationships of humpback 
whales,” says NCCS’s Janie Wray. “This new 
program forges an enduring association be-
tween these animals and guests.” Doubles 
from $3,841 for three nights, including all meals 
and beverages and a welcome sake set.

the Fairmont acapulco princeSS

Sea Turtle Sanctuary
From August to January, several species of 
endangered sea turtles nest on beaches near 
this iconic 15-story pyramid rising from 
the lush tropical landscape. The hotel col-
lects and protects turtle eggs, and to date 
has released more than 150,000 hatchlings 
into the Pacific Ocean, often with the help 
of guests. Ecologist Vincente Batalla ex-
plains the sea turtle’s life cycle and threats  
to its survival, then lets guests select a turtle 
from among 50 or so hatchlings, release it  
on the sand, and shepherd it safely into the 
water. Without assistance, Batalla says, 
many hatchlings would not make it past  

Shepherding sea turtles  
to safety in Mexico.

ScottSdale at troon north
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 DESIGN TOUR

OON AfTEr MY ArrIvAl 
in Delhi during a recent 
trip, I decided to spend 
a quiet Sunday morn-

ing exploring the old city. It 
proved anything but tranquil, 
but was certainly exhilirat-
ing. My driver dropped me off 
at the monumental Red Fort 
and, since there was nowhere 
to park, promised to pick me 
up in an hour. I bypassed a line 
of Indian families waiting at 
the fortifications and decided 
instead to explore the bazaar. 

The Indian capital’s sophisticated new  
hotel and gloriously classic sights. 

BY MICHAEL WEBB

Delhi Does
Simple

S Two rickshaw drivers fought 
for the privilege of driving me 
along Chandni Chowk, the old 
main street, and into back al-
leys. The victor urged me to 
brace my foot on the bracket 
supporting the saddle col-
umn. “Your safety belt, dear 
sir,” he said with a jovial 
laugh. It was an introduction 
to the maelstrom of Indian 
traffic. Vehicles of every size 
jockey for place, zigging and 
zagging, avoiding collision 
by a hairsbreadth, like a shoal 

of fish in an aquarium. The 
cacophony is overwhelming. 
Signs on the back of every truck 
read “Horns Please” – as if any-
one needed encouragement.  

Delhi is one of the world’s 
most vibrant and colorful me-
tropolises. A succession of 
conquerors rebuilt the city as a 
capital of empire, most recent-
ly the British, who completed 
a spacious new layout of broad 
avenues, gardens, official 
buildings, and bungalows in 
1931, a mere 16 years before they 

 Humayun’s Tomb (left)
and a corridor at the 

Aman New Delhi (right).
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Silver-gray Ambassadors – the workhorse 
Indian auto for the past 60 years – ferry the 
Aman’s guests around town, so everything is 
easily accessible, from the 800-year-old Qutb 
Minar in the south to the Rashtrapati Bhavan, 
built as the viceroy’s house and now occupied 
by the Indian president, to the west. Be sure to 
visit its Mughal Garden if you are there in Feb-
ruary or March, when it is open to the public. 
Though the distances in Delhi are too great for 
walking, and cars are the best mode of trans-
port, you might decide to spend your first day 
fairly close to home. Here are a few noteworthy 
stops in the vicinity of the Aman.

huMAyuN’S ToMb IS The FINeST oF
Delhi’s many tombs: A domed octagonal 
structure set in a tranquil garden, it has 
been sensitively restored. It was built in 
the late sixteenth century to house the re-
mains of the second Mughal emperor, who 
died when he tripped down the steep steps 
of a library while hurrying to the mosque – a 
salutary lesson for visitors in a country that 

designed as a model of simplicity and seren-
ity. Unlike the princely trappings of India’s 
heritage hotels, here the walls and floors 
are of pale, polished stone, with a few tradi-
tional carvings as accents. Private terraces 
are shaded by perforated jali screens that 
cast dappled patterns of light and shadow. 
Guest suites are lined with dark wood shut-
ters, and bright orange marigolds before an 
elephant statue in the porte cochere en-
liven the crisp monochromatic decor. (You 
might decide to erect your own little altar 
to the elephant god, Ganesh, who reputedly 
brings good luck.) Most of the 67 rooms and 
suites have private plunge pools, and a syba-
ritic spa flanks the main pool, with eight pri-
vate treatment rooms, two hammam steam 
baths, and a bamboo relaxation garden. Lo-
dhi, a two-level restaurant, serves refined 
Catalan fare; downstairs is a tapas bar as au-
thentic as any in Spain; there’s also Aman, a 
casual restaurant offering Indian and Thai 
dishes, and a counter serving “French kai-
seki,” Franco-Japanese fusion dishes.

conceded independence. Its grand scale and 
relative calm are in sharp contrast to the old 
walled city, where the Red Fort and Jama 
Masjid mosque are embedded in a labyrinth 
of narrow lanes, lined with the crumbling 
remains of patrician houses. Here, life is 
lived on the street, and rickshaws outnum-
ber cars. Scattered around these two hubs 
are ruined forts and ancient tombs – a few of 
which are stranded on traffic islands – and 
brash commercial developments that speak 
of India’s newfound wealth. The country 
has recovered from the terrorist attacks in 
Mumbai last November, but you will find 
heightened security at hotels, airports, and 
public buildings.

Exploring Delhi can be exhausting, espe-
cially in the heat of late spring and the mon-
soon rains of July through September, a time 
when successive rulers retreated to hill sta-
tions. The Aman New Delhi, which opened in 
March, offers a cool oasis and a good location 
from which to explore. It is the hotel group’s 
first urban resort, but, like its 19 siblings, it’s 

 DESIGN TOUR

Brilliant sights (clock-
wise from top left): The 
Aman New Delhi, Jantar 
Mantar observatory, 
and local flora.
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has yet to adopt its own version of the Amer-
icans with Disabilities Act. The faded stucco 
glows pinky-white in the early-morning and 
late-afternoon sun. Mathura Road.

Reproduction antiques, brassware, silver 
jewelry, and assorted artifacts are available 
in abundance in the bustling Sunder Nagar 
market. Mathura Road. 

At Purana Qila, a vast expanse of parkland 
surrounded by crumbling walls and contain-
ing a handsome Lodhi mosque is almost all 
that remains of the fortress constructed by 
Humayun and completed by his successor, 
Sher Shah, in the 1540s. Mathura Road.

The Crafts Museum, a rambling com-
plex of village-scale structures assembled 
from architectural fragments and rustic 
materials, contains permanent displays and 
temporary exhibitions of carvings, textiles, 
metalwork, and ceramics from all over In-
dia. You can watch artisans making pots and 

GETTING THERE
Lufthansa offers daily 
flights from Frankfurt 
and Munich to Delhi.

STAY 
The recently opened 
Aman New Delhi is 
nine stories of airy 
contemporary under-
statement adjacent to 
the city’s Nizamud-
din complex. The 67 
rooms and suites have 
floors of northern 
Indian khareda stone. 
Doubles from $550. 

A 1930s art deco 
landmark, The Impe-
rial New Delhi has a 
star-studded history, 
a prime Janpath loca-
tion, an impressive 
art collection, and 
271 gracious rooms. 
Doubles from $232, 

including breakfast, 
complimentary parking, 
and an art tour.

The 330-room Oberoi 
Hotel, New Delhi 
has a muted palette, 
modern lines, and a 
location beside Delhi’s 
Golf Club. Doubles 
from $240, including 
breakfast, one dinner 
for two, and round-trip 
airport transfers.

The pink sandstone 
facade and gold inlay 
work of the 294-room 
Taj Mahal Hotel New 
Delhi invite guests 
to relax in ornate 
Mughal-style sur-
roundings. Doubles 
from $232, including 
breakfast, one lunch 
for two, and a one-way 
airport transfer.

CAPITAL IDEAS
Delhi-bound? How to go and where to hang 
your hat.

Micato’s 
Stimulus
Plan?

Stimulate all your senses on safari! 
Ask your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

Voted World’s Best Tour Operator & Safari Outfitter

2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 & 2008

Voted World’s Best Value Too!
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weaving intricate designs before searching 
for similar handiwork in the well-stocked 
gift store. Bhairon Marg.

Jantar Mantar is an open-air observa-
tory that was built in 1724 by Jai Singh II, 
before he completed a more ambitious com-
plex in his home city of Jaipur. It resembles a 
park of huge red abstract sculptures, includ-
ing a stepped wedge and two rotundas with 
spokes radiating from the center. Each was 
a precisely calibrated instrument for court 
astrologers, who used them to tell time and 
forecast the alignment of planets. Sansad 
Marg, southwest of Connaught Place. 

Close to Jantar Mantar is Gandhak-
ki-Baoli, an ancient step well located on 
a street that’s hung with laundry. It’s an 
astonishing find: a deep stone basin with 
steps leading down to the water – far 
down in the dry season, less so after the 
monsoon rains. Such wells are common 
in northwestern India, but it’s rare to find 
one that has survived in such an urban lo-
cation. Hailey Road.

Veda, a trendy restaurant with low light-

ing, decorated with the colored glass that’s 
popular in Rajasthan, serves kebabs, fish 
tikka, and other pan-Indian dishes. H-27 
Connaught Place; 91-11/4151-3535.

At Khan Market, eclectic stores are con-
veniently clustered together, offering silver 
and gold jewelry, block-printed cottons, 
and traditional Indian clothes for men and 
women. Subramaniam Bharti Marg.

Bukhara, a wildly popular and atmo-
spheric hotel restaurant, specializes in ke-
babs such as murgh malai (tandoori grilled 
chicken with creamy cheese and cilantro), 
and other traditional dishes of the North-
west frontier. It’s worth the 20-minute 
drive, but be sure to book a day in advance. 
ITC Maurya, New Delhi, Diplomatic Enclave; 
91-11/2611-2233.    

Rosy relic: Part of the  
Humayun’s Tomb complex.

2009

Your sanctuary…

Longer Days.  Warmer Nights.  Brighter Stars.

9291 Burton Way   Beverly Hills, CA  90210
Other Raffles Destinations:  Singapore, Beijing, Siem Reap, Phnom Penh, Dubai, Canouan

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Rates quoted are per person, land only, based on double occupancy unless otherwise stated. Upgrade subject to availability. Halekulani: Offers are not combinable with other specials or promotions. Rates valid for select travel 
8/25-11/15/09. Rates, terms, conditions, availability and itinerary are subject to change without notice.Certain restrictions may apply. Taxes, gratuities, transfers, airfare and excursions are additional unless otherwise indicated. Not
responsible for errors or omissions. [Pleasant Holidays acts only as an agent for the various travel providers shown above.] CST# 1007939-10. UBI# 601 915 263. Copyright © 2009 Pleasant Holidays, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
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The Kahala Hotel & Resort ........................................................from
$1042

Includes 5th night FREE & daily buffet breakfast for two
Virtuoso Amenities: Kahala Logo Beach Bag & Beach Towel and complimentary room upgrade.

Halekulani .............................................................................................from
$1173

Virtuoso Amenities: Daily buffet breakfast at House Without a Key or full American breakfast at Orchids 
(except Sunday) and complimentary room upgrade for clients reserved in Partial Ocean or Ocean View rooms.

The Fairmont Kea Lani, Maui ONE-BEDROOM SUITE .......................from
$951

Virtuoso Amenities: Welcome basket with local products such as juice, chips, chocolate, macadamia nuts.

The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua ...............................................................from
$978

Kids eat FREE from children’s menu
Virtuoso Amenities: Complimentary room upgrade.

Four Seasons Resort Maui at Wailea .................................from
$1430

Includes 5th night FREE
Virtuoso Amenities: Welcome amenity or champagne.

Hawai`i Vacation!

Call your Virtuoso Travel Specialist for reservations.

Choose from these premier luxury properties on Hawaii’s most popular

islands and enjoy these extra special touches – only from Virtuoso.

VACATIONS INCLUDE: 5 nights accommodations, all hotel taxes & more!

Photos courtesy of The Fairmont Kea Lani, Maui.

UltimateThe
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Restaurants  

We invite you to be deliciously 
indulged in a dining experience 
as diverse as the 180 global 
destinations to which we travel. 
With culinary masterpieces created 
by master chef Jacques Pépin, 
the dining is only rivaled by the 
sublime, personal service and the 
refined yet relaxed ambiance that 
ensures your ultimate comfort. 

This is a distinctly different style of 
cruising. This is Oceania Cruises.

One of the

World's Finest
Just Arrived
in Portofino

 Finest cuisine at sea, served in four 
distinctive open-seating restaurants

Gourmet culinary program 
created by world-renowned 
master chef, Jacques Pépin

Elegant mid-size ships featuring
large-ship amenities 

The world’s most alluring
and desirable ports 

Country club-casual ambiance; 
tuxedos and gowns are never required

Butler Service offered in Owner’s, 
Vista and Penthouse Suites

Best value in luxury cruising

Offer expires June 30, 2009. Fares listed already reflect all applicable discounts, are cruise only in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy and include Non-Commissionable Fares. $1,000 per stateroom price reduction is based on double occupancy and applies to categories 
PH1 – G only. $100 spa credit is per stateroom. Government Fees and Taxes of up to $26 per guest per day are additional. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply. All fares and offers are subject to availability, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be 
withdrawn at any time without prior notice. 2 for 1 fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; all fares are cruise only, and do not include Prepaid Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees, and personal charges, as defined in the Terms and Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract 
which may be viewed at www.OceaniaCruises.com. Full Brochure Fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. Promotional fares may remain in effect after the expiration date. Air promotion applies to economy, 
round-trip flights only from select Oceania Cruises U.S. & Canadian gateways and does not include ground transfers, air taxes and air fuel surcharges. Air ticketing fee will apply. Free Airfare is available only from the following Oceania Cruises Primary Air Gateways: ATL, BOS, ORD, DFW, 
DEN, IAH, LAX, MIA, JFK, EWR, MCO, PHL, PHX, SAN, SFO, SEA, TPA, YYZ, YVR, IAD. Airfare is available from all other U.S. & Canadian gateways at an additional charge. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, and surcharges at 
any time. The Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge is additional revenue to Oceania Cruises. Additional terms and conditions may apply. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. MAY0909

 ;
E U R O P E  •  S O U T H  A M E R I C A  •  C A R I B B E A N  •  A S I A  •  A U S T R A L I A

$1,000 Price Reduction OFF 2 for 1 Cruise Fares  

DELUXE OCEAN VIEW FROM $3,799
PER GUEST WITH FREE AIRFARE

VERANDA FROM $4,499

 ;

Aegean Adventures
ISTANBUL TO ATHENS • 12-DAY VOYAGE
ABOARD INSIGNIA • AUGUST 23, 2009

ISTANBUL overnight • KUSADASI • RHODES • DELOS 
MYKONOS • SANTORINI • KATAKOLON • CORFU • DUBROVNIK

AGHIOS NIKOLAOS • ATHENS overnight 

DELUXE OCEAN VIEW FROM $4,099
PER GUEST WITH FREE AIRFARE

VERANDA FROM $4,799

 ;

Whispers of Antiquity
ISTANBUL TO VENICE • 14-DAY VOYAGE
ABOARD NAUTICA • OCTOBER 3, 2009

ISTANBUL overnight • KUSADASI • RHODES • DELOS • MYKONOS 
SANTORINI • ATHENS • SORRENTO/CAPRI • AMALFI/POSITANO 

TAORMINA • KOTOR • DUBROVNIK • VENICE overnight 

DELUXE OCEAN VIEW FROM $3,599
PER GUEST WITH FREE AIRFARE

VERANDA FROM $4,299

 ;

Ionian Inspiration
ROME TO VENICE • 12-DAY VOYAGE

ABOARD REGATTA • OCTOBER 5, 2009

ROME • PORTOFINO • LA SPEZIA • MONTE CARLO • FLORENCE/PISA 
AMALFI/POSITANO • SORRENTO/CAPRI • TAORMINA • CORFU • KOTOR

DUBROVNIK overnight • VENICE overnight

DELUXE OCEAN VIEW FROM $3,799
PER GUEST WITH FREE AIRFARE

VERANDA FROM $4,499

 ;

Black Sea Serenade
ATHENS TO ISTANBUL • 12-DAY VOYAGE
ABOARD NAUTICA • AUGUST 28, 2009

ATHENS • SANTORINI • KUSADASI • YALTA • SOCHI 
SEVASTOPOL • ODESSA • CONSTANTA • NESSEBUR 

ISTANBUL overnight 

WITH Free Airfare, PLUS $100 Spa Credit

MAY0909 Virtuoso Life Spread.indd   3 3/16/09   5:40:34 PM
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The panoramic water views aren’t the only thing that will take your breath away.

We could tell you it’s our four acclaimed restaurants, our 6th Annual Cape Cod Summer Jazz Festival, our exclusive playing rights to 

Cape Cod National Golf Club, or our newest property enhancements including the Children’s Center, Signature Collection Suites, Adult Lap Pool

or our new Tennis Center that make us the finest luxury resort on Cape Cod. But we wouldn’t want to be guilty of understatement.

You have arrived.

                                  For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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The open-air lobby at 
La Purificadora in 

Puebla, Mexico.

SMALL 
PLEASURESPLEASURES

50 UNDER 50
These boutique hotels go big with the details: A gracious Mexican hacienda 
has bathtubs carved from coral stone; a desert casbah invites guests to sleep on the roof under the 
stars; a Danish hideaway has its own on-site organic dairy; a Turkish cave hotel is straight from 
a fairytale. And with 50 or fewer rooms, these properties offer you the added perk of knowing 
you’re among a select few to enjoy their charms.  BY MARIKA MCELROY CAIN

UNDER $250 A NIGHT GOURMET DESTINATION ALL MEALS INCLUDED KID FRIENDLY$
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JOhannESbURg, SOUTh aFRIca

$ Tintswalo at 
Waterfall  • 16 rooms

Equestrian chic takes the reins at 
this stone-clad lodge near Johan-
nesburg. Polo grounds surround 
the hotel, which is located on 
a 494-acre country estate, and 
rooms are named (and decorat-
ed) after horse breeds. From $155 
per person, including breakfast 
and cocktail hour, and one spa 
treatment per person. 

nORTh MaLE aTOLL, MaLdIVES

Soneva Gili by Six Senses  
45 rooms 
Among the 45 overwater, 
thatched-roof rooms at this 
coral island resort in the In-
dian Ocean are seven Crusoe 
Residences, reachable only by 
private rowboat. Doubles from 
$1,304, including breakfast and  
a 30-minute spa treatment.

FRanSchhOEk, SOUTh aFRIca

La Residence 
11 rooms

Rustic glam reigns at this hide-
away in the heart of South Af-
rica’s premier wine and dining 
destination. Colossal crystal 
chandeliers hang from rough-
hewn beams; red velvet settees 
stand on a black-and-white-
checked marble floor. Each 
suite is distinctive – and lavish, 
from Room 3, with its heated 
marble bed and mirrored bath-
room, to the India-inspired 
Room 11. Meals are prepared 
using ingredients from the 
hotel’s garden and paired with 
great South African wines. 
Doubles from $780, including 
breakfast, some beverages, and  
a bottle of wine.                 

AFRICA

SkOURa, MOROccO

Dar Ahlam • 12 rooms
A desert-fantasy hide-

away in a verdant palm grove, 
Dar Ahlam occupies a restored 
1920s adobe casbah where 
dramatic flourishes range from 
alfresco candlelit dinners to 
rooftop overnights. Doubles 
from $1,325, including all meals 
and beverages.

bazaRUTO ISLand, MOzaMbIqUE

Indigo Bay Island Resort 
and Spa • 44 rooms

In addition to diving and 
snorkeling from Indigo Bay’s 
pristine beachside location, 
with its white-sand beaches 
and clear Indian Ocean wa-
ters, guests can head inland 
for dune-boarding and explo-
ration. From $465 per person, 
including all meals.

Some 30 acres of 
vineyards, orchards, 
and gardens sur-
round La Residence.

Room 11 at 
La Residence.

In-room massage  
at Soneva gili.
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Delwara, InDIa

Devi Garh • 39 rooms
Inside, this eighteenth-century 
Rajasthan sandstone fortress is 
a citadel of sophistication in the 
Aravalli Hills. While its butter-
yellow exterior remains as it 
was in the days of Raj Raghudev 
Singh II, its contemporary 
interior gleams with inlaid 
semiprecious stones. Guests in 
the Devi Garh Suite can float in 
its black marble swimming pool, 
while those in the Aravali Suites 
can contemplate the eponymous 
surrounding hills from balconies 
or bay windows. Doubles from 
$370, including breakfast.

SIem reap, CamboDIa 

Amansara • 24 rooms
The midcentury modern 
former guesthouse of King 
Norodom Sihanouk, this low-
slung Aman property stands 
at the doorstep of the ancient 
temple city of Angkor. Each 
guest gets a private remork 
(moped-drawn rickshaw) and 
driver for excursions. Doubles 
from $750, plus $100 per person 
for meals, including breakfast 
and lunch or dinner, beverages, 
two daily remork outings, and a 
spa treatment. 

 balI, InDoneSIa 

Amankila • 34 rooms
Get a Bali high at this verdant 
east island hideaway, where a 
three-tiered pool stair-steps 
down the hillside in front, 
while 10,308-foot Mount 
Agung towers behind. Divide 
lounging time between the 
white-sand beach and private 
terrace daybeds. Doubles from 
$850, including breakfast, one 
lunch for two, and transfers from 
the Denpasar airport.

phuket, thaIlanD 

Trisara • 39 rooms 
The best thing about a 

property where every suite  
has its own pool? No jockeying 
for lounge chairs – and,  
in the case of Trisara, views 
from your king-size bed to your 
private pool and the Andaman 
Sea beyond. The resort also 
has a kids’ club. Doubles from 
$563, including breakfast, a $100 
spa credit, and airport transfers.

DubaI, unIteD arab emIrateS 

Al Maha Desert Resort 
& Spa • 42 rooms

An upscale bedouin aesthetic 
pervades Al Maha, set on nearly 
90 square miles of desert pre-
serve at Dubai’s outskirts. Each 
suite has a swooping tentlike 
roof and a private pool, and 
guests can ride camels through 
the surrounding desert. Doubles 
from $1,305, including all meals 
and two activities per day. 

ASIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST

a dry heat:  
al maha Desert 
resort and Spa.

Devi Garh’s palace 
suites are hewn 

from white marble.

amankila’s  
outlook: enviable.
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GLEnORchy, SOUTh ISLand, 

Blanket Bay • 12 rooms
With design as ruggedly classic 
as the scenery surrounding it, 
this lodge at the northern tip 
of Lake Wakatipu positions 
travelers to take advantage 
of the South Island’s famed 
outdoor pursuits (fly-fishing, 
horseback riding, hiking, and 
the like). Doubles from $480, 
including breakfast, predinner 
cocktails, and dinner.

capE paLLISER, nORTh ISLand, 

Wharekauhau Lodge & 
Country Estate • 12 rooms
An Edwardian-inspired main 
lodge and cottages with heated 
marble floors and cushy four-
poster beds are cozy foils for 

RUSSELL, nORTh ISLand, nEw ZEaLand

Eagles Nest • 5 rooms
An opulent base for flights of 
fancy through the spectacu-
lar Bay of Islands, this aerie’s 
villas employ glass, concrete, 
and a color scheme of gray, 
black, and white to play up the 
natural beauty outside. Guests 
can swim in private infinity 
pools in all but one villa, head 
out for whale-watching, call 
on a chef to prepare meals in 
their gourmet kitchens, and – if 
they’re staying in the four-bed-
room Rahimoana Suite – zip 
around the area in a Porsche 
Cayenne Turbo. Doubles from 
$420 (minimum two-night stay), 
including a fully stocked pantry 
replenished daily, transfers from 
the Bay of Islands airport, and a 
bottle of Champagne.

NEW ZEALAND AND AUSTRALIA 

the thundering surf below the 
country’s oldest working sheep 
farm. From $345 per person, 
including breakfast, predinner 
cocktails, dinner, and a $50 
activity credit.

KanGaROO ISLand, aUSTRaLIa 

Southern Ocean 
Lodge • 2 1  rooms

Southern Ocean Lodge appears 
to have been dropped onto 
remote Kangaroo Island by in-
credibly hip hoteliers from the 
future. Inside the linear clifftop 
building, a floating fireplace 
graces the lobby, and rooms 
have sunken lounge areas with 
ocean vistas. From $760 per 
person (two-night minimum), 
including all meals and some bev-
erages, activities, a $25 spa credit, 
and airport transfers.

wROTham paRK, aUSTRaLIa

Voyages Wrotham 
Park Lodge • 10 rooms

A 1.5-million-acre working cattle 
station, 20 guests (at the most), 
ten cottagelike quarters with 
views of the red escarpment over 
Mitchell River, and innumerable 
options for diversion, from cattle 
drives to country cuisine – it all 
adds up to an Outback fantasy.  
Doubles from $1,045 for two 
nights, including all meals, some 
beverages, and some activities. 

a chalet Suite  
at Blanket Bay.

Eagles nest Luxury 
Villa Retreat
Infinite relaxation: 
The Rahimoana 
Suite at Eagles nest.

nEw ZEaLand 

nEw ZEaLand 
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SOUTH AMERICA

Santa Catalina, argentina 

Estancia de Charme 
El Colibrí • 9 rooms

Recipe for a sophisticated 
sojourn: Take 420 acres of 
pampas; add one polo-loving 
family, French design f lair, 
and Argentine soul. Situated 
in Argentina’s Córdoba Prov-
ince, Raoul and Stéphanie 
Fenestraz’s estancia has 
handpainted ceilings, f loors 
hewn from vintage railroad 
ties, Parisian velvet drapes, 

Maraú, Bahia, Brazil 

Kiaroa Eco-Luxury Resort  
28 rooms 
A 30-minute f light from 
Salvador de Bahia lands guests 
at this beach resort on the 
secluded Maraú Peninsula. Half 
of the rooms are in freestand-
ing bungalows, some with their 
own private pools. Doubles from 
$508, including breakfast and one 
dinner for two. 

eaSter iSland, Chile 

explora en Rapa Nui 
30 rooms

Easter Islanders hewed their 
iconic moai; now explora has 
crafted a sinuous lodge of 
blond and black wood, volcanic 
rock, and curvilinear spaces. 
Admire the former during day 
excursions led by local guides, 
and revel in the latter’s ocean 
views and fine dining after-
ward. Three nights from $2,280 
per person, including all meals and 
beverages, and daily explorations.

CarMelo, UrUgUay 

$ Four Seasons 
Resort Carmelo 

44 rooms
With a minimum of 970 square 
feet each, the bungalows at this 
Asian-inflected resort on the Río 
de la Plata give families space to 
relax – as do the walled gardens 
with outdoor showers (in some 
bungalows), an 18-hole golf 
course, and in-room spa treat-
ments. Doubles from $250, in-
cluding breakfast and one greens 
fee or one spa treatment. 

two polo fields, and an on-site 
farm and garden that provide 
meat and produce for use at 
La Table du Colibrí. Take a 
polo clinic, followed by a bar-
becue at the clubhouse; help 
the gauchos round up cattle; 
salute the sun during a yoga 
class in the spa; and retire to 
your room to relax in front of 
the fireplace with your spirit 
well nourished. Doubles from 
$485, including all meals and 
nonalcoholic beverages.

 Santa Catarina, Brazil 

Ponta dos Ganchos  
Exclusive Resort 

25 rooms
White sand and turquoise wa-
ters in front, rain forest behind, 
and ocean-view bungalows 
throughout set the scene for ro-
mance. No guests under 18 and 
dinners for two in the candlelit 
gazebo on a tiny island seal the 
deal. Doubles from $720 (mini-
mum two-night stay), including 
all meals and a $50 bar credit.

Charmed life: el  
Colibrí’s living room.
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while contemporary flourishes 
include a rooftop deck flanked 
by a glass-sided swimming pool 
and rooms with glass closets 
and balconies. Doubles from 
$155, including breakfast and one 
$50 food and beverage credit.

COmaLa, mExICO

Hacienda de San Antonio  
25 rooms
An active volcano rises behind 
this hacienda in Mexico’s 
western highlands. Originally 
the center of a nineteenth-
century coffee plantation, the 

PUEbLa, mExICO 

$ La Purificadora 
26 rooms 

A clear choice for high-style 
lodging in colonial Puebla, this 
modern hideaway – built on the 
site of a nineteenth-century 
water purification factory – 
cuts an impressive figure in 
the heart of town. Guests are 
greeted in a three-story open-
air lobby, resplendent with 
purple furniture, whitewashed 
walls and stone floors. Ele-
ments of the original structure 
are incorporated into the hotel, 

property has Alhambra-like 
formal gardens, a gilded cha-
pel, and nighttime entertain-
ment in the form of distant 
lava f lows. Doubles from $440, 
including breakfast, one private 
picnic, a volcano excursion,  
and transfers from the airport  
in Colima.

méRIda, mExICO 

$ La Hacienda 
Xcanatún • 18 rooms

Two of the Master Suites at this 
restored eighteenth-century 
hacienda have bathtubs carved 
from coral stone – ideal for a 
prolonged soak after a day ex-
ploring nearby Mérida. Doubles 
from $245, including breakfast 
and complimentary parking.

RIVIERa maya, mExICO 

Hotel Esencia 
29 rooms

Once the beachside estate of an 
Italian duchess, this white-
washed hotel near Playa del 
Carmen provides families with 
an airy – and royalty-appropri- 
ate – hideaway, complete with 
pools, warm Caribbean water, 
and two miles of white, sandy 
shoreline. Two-bedroom cot-
tages include twin beds for kids. 
Doubles from $459, including 
breakfast and one wine tasting. 

Clear choice: 
La Purificadora.

Hotel Esencia’s 
haute huts.

MEXICO
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Calistoga, California 

Calistoga Ranch 
46 rooms
Among the alfresco diver-
sions at this wine country 
woodland escape: bocce, 
biking, and bathing. Each 
freestanding cedar-shingled 
guest lodge counts a private 
outdoor shower among its 
amenities, so guests can scrub 
up while contemplating the 
abundant pine and oak trees. 
In larger lodges, the master 
bedroom is joined to the liv-
ing area by a deck – a bit of 
architectural encouragement 
to slow down and appreciate 
just how great the outdoors 
is in this part of the country. 
Doubles from $650, including 
breakfast and a bottle of wine. 

san Martin, California 

CordeValle, a Rosewood 
Resort • 45 rooms
A fireplace in every bungalow 
and suite warms guests on 
cool evenings at this resort 
in the foothills of the Santa 
Cruz Mountains. Outside, golf 
games heat up on the chal-
lenging Robert Trent Jones 
Jr. course. Doubles from $395, 
including breakfast and a $100 
resort credit.

napa, California 

Poetry Inn • 5 rooms
Leave it to a vintner 

to open one of Napa’s most 
enchanting hotels: Cliff Lede 
(of Cliff Lede Vineyards) 
lavishes guests at this prop-
erty overlooking the Poetry 
Vineyard with three-course 
breakfasts, heated marble bath-
room floors, and panoramic 
valley views. Doubles from $550, 
including breakfast and a guided 
vineyard tour and VIP tasting.

UNITED STATES AND CANADA

lenox, MassaChusetts

Blantyre • 24 rooms
A genteel Berkshires retreat, 
this turn-of-the-nineteenth-
century Tudor mansion was 
rescued from oblivion in the 
1980s. Now it welcomes guests 
with year-round style: The 
staff floods the Har-Tru tennis 
courts to create a skating rink 
in the winter. Doubles from $550, 
including breakfast and a one-
hour massage.

natChez, Mississippi 

$ Monmouth Plantation 
30 rooms

This 1818 mansion’s antebellum 
allure drapes over arbors in the 

form of blooming wisteria. It 
cloaks the massive oaks in the 
form of Spanish moss. And it fills 
every room of the house, which 
has been meticulously restored. 
Doubles from $195, including 
breakfast and a carriage ride or 
entrance to two area mansions.  

British ColuMBia, Canada 

Clayoquot 
Wilderness 

Resort • 20 rooms
Camping never looked as 
au courant as it does at this 
Northwest outpost 20 miles 
from Tofino. Outdoorsy types 
spend nights in spacious, 
heated white canvas tents and 

days hiking, bear- and whale-
watching, f ly-fishing, and 
more. From $3,750 per person 
for three nights, including all 
meals and beverages, activi-
ties, and round-trip f loatplane 
transfers from Vancouver.

natural inspiration 
at Calistoga ranch.

a villa courtyard  
at CordeValle.



from the aromatic garden to 
spa treatments that incorpo-
rate almonds, verbena, and 
other local ingredients. Doubles 
from $390, including breakfast, 
a daily spa experience, and a 
L’Occitane welcome gift.

Le Mans, France 

$ Château Hôtel de 
la Barre • 8 rooms

The Count and Countess de 
Vanssay open the doors of 
their fifteenth-century Loire 
Valley château to travelers for 
stays in heirloom-bedecked 
rooms, countryside picnics, 
lavish formal dinners, and 
aristocratic hospitality. 
Doubles from $210, including 
breakfast, afternoon tea, and  
a tour of a nearby dairy farm.

chipping caMpden, engLand 

The Cotswold House Hotel 
30 rooms
The lichen-kissed exterior of 
this 1802 manor house belies 
the thrilling updates inside: 
massive stone bathtubs, Frette 
linens, and a host of contempo-
rary design elements. Out-
doors, a riot of flowers bursts 
from the fetching gardens. 
Doubles from $280, including 
breakfast and one afternoon tea 
for two.

Mane-en-provence, France 

Le Couvent des Minimes 
Hôtel & Spa • 46 rooms
Herbal notes infuse this 
seventeenth-century convent, 
newly reinvented as a hotel by 
skincare brand L’Occitane, 

Lech, the Kristiania offers a 
Maybach for ferrying guests 
around town, a ski butler (of 
course), and events such as a 
Louis Vuitton packing school. 
Doubles from $600, including 
breakfast and dinner.

great MiLton, engLand

Le Manoir aux 
Quat’Saisons 

32 rooms
Destination dining is the 
draw at Raymond Blanc’s 
two-Michelin-star restaurant 
and hotel in Oxfordshire, 
but the rooms and suites 
are as delicious as any of the 
modern French dishes on the 
menu here. Doubles from $630, 
including breakfast and a $100 
food and beverage credit.

copenhagen, denMark 

Nimb • 13 rooms
At this small hotel inside 

Tivoli Gardens, the Moorish-
style roof shelters rooms with 
an alluring combination of 
traditional and modern Dan-
ish design. Star chef Thomas 
Herman helms one of the two 
on-site restaurants, and the 
hotel also houses a wine bar 
that pours 30 vintages by the 
glass and a deli that churns 
out organic butter, yogurt, 
and cheese. Doubles from $690, 
including breakfast and one 
afternoon tea for two.

Lech, austria

Kristiania Lech • 30 rooms
An of-the-moment lodge 
in the swish ski resort of 

EUROPE

8 2 v i rt u o s o  L i F e

an enticing choco-
late confection: 
nimb’s room 10.
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EUROPE

Eloúnda, CrEtE, GrEECE

Elounda Gulf Villas & 
Suites • 28 rooms

Play house, Greek glitz style, 
in any of ten suites and 18 
family-appropriate villas at this 
whitewashed enclave overlook-
ing the Mirabello Gulf. Villas, 
which sleep between two and 
six guests, have private pools, 
trompe l’oeil detailing, and 
full kitchens, as well as on-call 
cooks who can whip up meals to 
be served in the outdoor dining 
area. Suites from $545 and villas 
from $1,170, including breakfast 
and one dinner for two.

Santorini, GrEECE 

Vedema Resort • 45 rooms 
Like the setting for a Cycladic 
daydream, Vedema Resort un-
dulates across its site in the small 
town of Megalohori. Vineyards 
surround it, the black-sand 
beaches of Santorini aren’t far 
off, and a 400-year-old wine 
cellar serves as its centerpiece. 
Doubles from $470, including 
breakfast and one dinner for two. 

ravEllo, italy 

Palazzo Sasso 
43 rooms

This twelfth-century palazzo 

blushes a fetching pink on its 
perch above the Mediterranean. 
Perhaps it’s a reaction to an em-
barrassment of riches: a prime 
Amalfi Coast location, the two-
Michelin-star fare at Rossellinis, 
and rooms embellished with 
antiques and handmade Vietri 
tiles. Doubles from $440, includ-
ing breakfast and spa access.

PEruGia, italy 

Palazzo Terranova 
10 rooms

Umbrian countryside living 
takes a turn for the luxe at this 
country house. Guests can 

hunt for white truffles, learn 
to make pasta or wood-fired 
pizza, or just admire the rolling 
vista from the pool. Doubles 
from $555, including breakfast 
and one dinner for two.

Gaze off into  
the Greek blue 

yonder at Elounda 
Gulf villas.

vedema resort.
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ties, and one lunch for two on a 
riverboat or one winery visit.

VERbIER, SwITzERLand 

The Lodge, 
Verbier • 9 rooms

Richard Branson’s mountain 
hideaway is a cozy-chic alpine 
nest with smooth plank walls, 
a slopeside location in one of 
Switzerland’s most beloved ski 
towns, and a family-friendly 
ethos (there’s even a mini ice 
rink and a bunk room that 
sleeps up to six kids). Three 
nights from $1,900, including all 
meals and beverages.

züRIch, SwITzERLand 

Widder Hotel • 49 rooms 
The eight historic town houses 
that make up this hotel are na-
tional monuments. Inside, the 
buildings’ bones are lovingly 
preserved but get a modern 
injection from furnishings by 
the likes of Charles and Ray 
Eames, Mies van der Rohe, and 
Le Corbusier. Doubles from $520, 
including breakfast and a Zurich 
pass for access to museums, trans-
portation, and more.

citrus hues of linens and drapes 
all the more impact. Doubles 
from $520, including breakfast, a 
$50 lunch credit, and spa access.  

PIEVEScOLa, ITaLy 

Relais La Suvera • 32 rooms
Rooms at this Tuscan 
Renaissance villa, once the 
property of Pope Julius II, 
are festooned with brocade 
and filled with magnificent 
details (sleep, for instance, in 
the canopied battlefield bed 
of the first duke of Genoa). 
Doubles from $540, including 
breakfast and welcome drinks. 
 
cOTaS, PORTUgaL

Quinta da Romaneira 
19 rooms

Set on 990 acres of terraced 
Duoro Valley vineyards, Quinta 
da Romaneira’s rooms are di-
vided between one traditional 
villa and one with modern 
leanings. Spend an afternoon 
touring the area’s wineries 
or just settle in at the on-site 
chocolaterie for tea and treats. 
Doubles from $1,450, including 
all meals and beverages, activi-

caSTIgLIOnE dELLa PEScaIa, ITaLy

L’Andana • 33 rooms 
Alain Ducasse opened his 

Tuscan hotel in the sixteenth-
century hunting lodge of Duke 
Leopold to much fanfare a few 
years back. Since then, it’s seen 
a steady business from foodies, 
as well as those who want to 
feast their eyes on the luscious 
Maremma region. The restau-
rant, La Trattoria Toscana, is 
housed in the former granary, 
while the hotel occupies the 
villa. Rooms have muted walls 
and rustic furnishings, which 
give the brash saffron and 

EUROPE

ducasse does 
Tuscan luxe: a bath-
room at L’andana. 

L’andana’s gnocchi. 

Quinta da 
Romaneira: 

diversion in 
the duoro. 
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lounging on curtained daybeds 
by the pool or taking the waters 
in the Moorish-inspired spa. 
Doubles from $460, including 
breakfast, plus wine and tapas once 
during stay.

ELcIEgO, SpaIn

Marqués de Riscal
43 rooms 

Frank Gehry’s landmark Rioja 
hotel continues to lure wine 
lovers and contemporary 
architecture devotees. Rooms 
showcase Gehry’s signature 
wacky walls and windows – or 
views of the Gehry building, 

SanLúcaR La MayOR, SpaIn 

El Bulli Hotel  
Hacienda Benazuza 

44 rooms
Catalan sensation Ferran Adrià 
lent his star power – and a ros-
ter of his most famed dishes – to 
this gorgeously restored Moor-
ish farmhouse 20 minutes west 
of Seville. La Alquería serves 
a 24-course tasting menu that 
the property’s original inhabit-
ants could only have imag-
ined: roasted vegetables with 
charcoal oil and fennel flower 
tempura, among other dishes. 
Guests can spend their days 

EUROPE

depending on which one you 
book. Doubles from $1,100, in-
cluding breakfast and a 15-minute 
spa treatment.

gRanada, SpaIn

$ Hospes Palacio de los 
Patos • 42 rooms

Awash in white, from the linens 
to the walls, the decor at this 
hotel in the heart of Andalusia 
is in striking contrast to the 
cobbled winding streets and 
ornate Moorish details of the 
Alhambra. Doubles from $205, 
including breakfast, plus drinks 
and tapas once during stay.

InVERnESS, ScOTLand

Rocpool Reserve  
Hotel & Restaurant  

11 rooms
A little bit of rock and roll in 
an area known more for its 
lochs and knolls, this Scottish 
Highlands property has Xboxes 
for kids, bold color flourishes, 
and a restaurant that uses local 
ingredients to ingenious ends. 
Doubles from $275, including 
breakfast and one afternoon tea.

göREME, TURkEy

Anatolian Houses 
19 rooms
Cave dwelling at its most fabu-
lous is the draw at this hotel, 
tucked into a series of Cappa-
docia’s storied caves. Columns, 
ceilings, and even beds are 
carved from stone, and some 
suites feature the conical fairy 
chimneys that make the region 
famous. Doubles from $280, 
including breakfast and one din-
ner, one afternoon tea, and one 
horseback outing for two.   

How does adrià’s 
garden grow?  
gorgeously at  
El Bulli Hotel.

Vinoteca at 
the Marqués 
de Riscal.

anatolian 
exterior.
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to Escape Completely Today!

Caribbean  
explore idyllic islands with Princess.®
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Receive up to
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7-day Classic Southern Caribbean
Caribbean Princess®  | Roundtrip San Juan

balcony fares from

$939*

7-day Western Caribbean Cruise
Crown Princess®  | Roundtrip Ft. Lauderdale

 balcony fares from

$889*

10-day Southern Caribbean Cruise
Ruby Princess®  | Roundtrip Ft. Lauderdale

balcony fares from

$1,419*
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NCL’s Deluxe Penthouses and Garden Villas

© 2009 NCL CORPORATION LTD. SHIP’S REGISTRY: BAHAMAS AND UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. #11729 11/09 
* Limousine service is for Garden Villa guests. On-board credit amount is per person, based on price category booked and will be applied to the first guest in the 
stateroom. On-board credit has no cash value, may not be used in the casino or toward service charges, has no cash value and is not transferable. On-board credit 
offer is not combinable with any other offer.

penthouse suite & Villa extras: 

DeDicateD Butler Presence in courtyarD • comPlimentary chamPagne • Bliss collections By ncltm BeDDing • customizeD Pillow menu 

customizeD Daily hors D’oeuvres • sPecial suite menu • Priority emBarkation & DisemBarkation • limousine service from Pier to airPort*  

LIFE’S BETTER   VACATIONon 

Looking forward to looking forward to something again?  
NCL’s Suites and Villas are Freestyle Cruising® —turned up a notch. These luxury accommodations give 
you everything you’d expect from an NCL cruise and more. Try spacious rooms, to-die-for bathrooms, 

endless views and private balconies with hot tubs. There’s also priority  
embarkation and disembarkation, and priority boarding for launches to 
shore. Reserve your suite of garden villa with your Virtuoso travel advisor 
and receive $100 shipboard credit. Or, for even more savings, ask about 
balcony or oceanview accommodations. This is luxury living, Freestyle.
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With 7,000 islands stretching 2,500 miles, 
there’s a beach retreat for everyone.
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Saint thomaS 
Offering nonstop action, Saint Thomas is celebrated for water sports 
such as windsurfing and kayaking at Vessup Beach, fishing expedi-
tions from Red Hook Marina, and snorkeling and diving at Coki Point 
and Sapphire Bay. Kids love Coral World Marine Park as an engaging 
introduction to local marine life. 

The busy colonial capital of Charlotte Amalie, set at the base of 
jungly hills, surrounds a harbor that was once a favorite gathering 
spot for pirates. Now it attracts a different kind of treasure hunter, 
with some of the Caribbean’s best duty-free shopping. Take a ferry 
to neighboring Saint John for artists’ offerings and great hikes. Saint 
Croix’s Dutch colonial towns Christiansted and Frederiksted are ac-
cessible via seaplane. 

Stay: With 180 newly remodeled guest rooms, The Ritz-Carlton, 
St. Thomas fronts Great Bay and Coconut Cove beaches and caters 
to families with king beds and convertible sofas. Its comprehen-
sive Aquatic Center offers plenty to keep everyone busy. Families 
love sailing on the Lady Lynsey to a pirate treasure hunt on a nearby  
deserted island. Doubles from $449, including breakfast and a $50  
food and beverage credit.

Dominican Republic 
Second in size only to Cuba in the Caribbean, the Dominican Republic 
occupies the Spanish side of Hispaniola. The Spanish colonial town of 
Santo Domingo is known for late-night dancing – especially meren-
gue – and Spanish-Caribbean cuisine. Young history buffs can visit 
the house that belonged to Christopher Columbus’ brother and see a 
suit of armor from the time of the explorers. Approximately 180 miles 
of beaches studded with palm trees – Punta Cana’s are the prettiest – 
ring the volcanic coast. Sports enthusiasts rejoice: The DR is known 
for some of the world’s best golf courses. And for wind- and kite-surf-
ing, Cabarete on the northern coast is hailed as one of the Caribbe-
an’s top five spots. In the winter, join a whale-watching expedition.

Stay: With 450 rooms, country-club-posh Casa de Campo offers 
the Caribbean’s best golf with famed courses Teeth of the Dog, Dye 
Fore, and Links, plus extensive family programs, as well as eques-
trian activities and skeet. Its roomy villas are perfect for families. 
Doubles from $195, including breakfast or a $200 spa credit with inclusive 
meal supplement.

Full-time nannies are available at the 50-room Tortuga Bay Ho-
tel’s Oscar de la Renta-designed villas on a spectacular five-mile-
long beach in Punta Cana – one of our favorites. Doubles from $525, 
including breakfast and a 30-minute massage per adult. 

Casa Colonial Beach & Spa successfully blends Spanish colonial 

 
Kid-friendly destinations for your next vacation.

y husband and I spent our honeymoon in 1982 on a tiny, sleepy island in the Bahamas where 
roosters outnumbered the 400 inhabitants. We frolicked in crystalline waters, marveled  
at red starfish the size of dinner plates and sand dollars as big as your hand, and savored  
freshly caught lobster at beachside meals under the moonlight. That experience launched our  
quarter-century love affair with the Caribbean, which comprises more than 7,000 islands and 
cays and encompasses more than two dozen different nations. Having visited 35 islands on 
more than 100 trips and written four Caribbean guidebooks, we remain endlessly fascinated 

with a part of the world that stands out as a melting pot of a hundred different cultures. Whether your taste runs to 
wild, natural beauty and untrammeled beaches; vibrant nightlife and sophisticated dining; action-packed, family-
friendly resorts; or quiet, romantic hideaways, a perfect match awaits. 



Clockwise from top left: Making a splash 
on Saint Lucia, Ladera’s four-poster decor, 
French Creole fretwork on Saint Martin, 
and Saint Thomas in bloom. 
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with sleek modernism. Family draws include nearby horse-drawn car-
riages, windsurfing, and a Robert Trent Jones-designed, par-72 course 
– the 50-room resort offers golf tutoring and spa treatments by a PGA-
trained therapist. Doubles from $286, including breakfast, one lunch for 
two, and a botanical bath treatment for two at The Bagua Spa.

GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS
Famed for its dramatic wall diving, Grand Cayman has emerged as a 
favorite with families because of wide Seven Mile Beach and its calm, 
ankle-lapping, clear waters. The Cayman Turtle Farm, popular with 
kids of all ages, explains the life cycle of these sea creatures, from 
tiny hatchlings to mesmerizing adult green sea turtles weighing up 
to 600 pounds. At Stingray City older kids can view and touch vel-
vety-soft southern stingrays that congregate near sandbars where 
fishermen used to clean the day’s catch. Teens get a kick out of send-
ing a postcard stamped “Hell, Grand Cayman, BWI” from the tiny 
post office at the weirdly weathered ironshore rock formations.

STAY: The Ambassadors of the Environment program at The Ritz-
Carlton, Grand Cayman, created by the internationally renowned 
explorer and preservationist Jean-Michel Cousteau and his Ocean 
Futures Society, introduces young travelers and their families to the 
island’s traditions, coral reefs, mangrove forests, woodlands, and 
wetlands. The 365-room British colonial-style resort occupies 144 
acres that stretch from famed Seven Mile Beach to the North Sound. 
Doubles from $299, including breakfast and a $100 resort credit.

THE BAHAMAS
Paradise Island’s lavish spectacle has a SeaWorld-meets-Vegas vibe 
that appeals to adults and kids alike. In recent years new offerings 
include a 63-acre water theme park called Aquafest with tubing rap-
ids and the Dolphin Cay interaction and educational center. 

STAY: The Cove Atlantis offers 600 rooms with spectacular 
ocean-view balconies. Entertainment for the kiddos abounds, along 
with adult pleasures such as a casino gaming area, a redone Mandara 
Spa, and celebrity chef Bobby Flay’s Mesa Grill. Doubles from $490, 
including breakfast and a $100 food and beverage credit.

Its sister property, the all-suite Reef Atlantis, boasts 497 residen-
tial-style suites and access to the wonderland that is Atlantis. Doubles 
from $570, including breakfast and a $100 spa credit.

At the 105-room One & Only Ocean Club Bahamas, kids ages 6 to 
12 can take part in the KidsOnly Program, which includes a culinary 
academy. Young guests staying in one of the villas receive their own 
pink-and-green cashmere robes and soft Bahamian dolls made from 
local Androsian fabric. Doubles from $590, including breakfast.

Just 50 miles from Florida, Grand Bahama Island serves up shop-
ping in Freeport and a dizzying array of duty-free treasures in Port 
Lucaya. On both the western and eastern tips of the island, families 
will find long, serene stretches of beaches. 

STAY: Fishing is the star at the 73-room Old Bahama Bay, which 
boasts a 72-slip, full-service port-of-entry marina with on-site cus-
toms and immigration. Families appreciate the shallow waters along 
its beach, the Kids Crew program, and the oversize oceanfront suites. 
Doubles from $259, including breakfast and a snorkeling trip for two.

ANGUILLA 
When you see the scrubby desert countryside, goats wandering 
dirt roads, and fishing villages so small you miss them if you blink, 
you may wonder what brings stars from Janet Jackson to Robert De 
Niro to this place. Then you’ll catch your first glimpse of the whit-
est sand beaches you can imagine. Scalloped by 33 pristine beaches 
juxtaposed against turquoise Caribbean waters, Anguilla’s sandy 
shores and steep cliffs total 16 miles. The snorkeling is some of the 
best we’ve found on our Caribbean forays: relatively untrammeled 
corals and rocks where a kaleidoscope of reef fish and sea critters 
make their homes. Bird-watchers come here to view nesting frigate 
birds and pelicans. A favorite beach is two-mile-wide, 
ta lcu m-powder-sof t Shoa l Bay East: Fra med by
coconut palms and sea grape trees, its coral gardens
are inhabited by hundreds of tiny iridescent fish,
making it great for snorkeling. 

STAY: To its 96 rooms and suites, 
CuisinArt Resort & Spa recently 
added six Grecian-style seaside vil-
las, including three-bedroom villas with 
private pools and palatial two-story five-
bedroom villas. Its newly renovated Venus 
Spa tripled in size and includes a Men’s Club 
Room, relaxation room with sea views, two 

Isn’t it time just the two of you got away?

best we’ve found on our Caribbean forays: relatively untrammeled 
corals and rocks where a kaleidoscope of reef fish and sea critters 
make their homes. Bird-watchers come here to view nesting frigate 
birds and pelicans. A favorite beach is two-mile-wide, 
ta lcu m-powder-sof t Shoa l Bay East: Fra med by

conut palms and sea grape trees, its coral gardens
are inhabited by hundreds of tiny iridescent fish,
making it great for snorkeling. 

 To its 96 rooms and suites, 
recently 

added six Grecian-style seaside vil-
las, including three-bedroom villas with 
private pools and palatial two-story five-
bedroom villas. Its newly renovated Venus 
Spa tripled in size and includes a Men’s Club 
Room, relaxation room with sea views, two 



couples’ suites with oversize tubs, and the first hydrotherapy pool of 
its kind in the Caribbean. Doubles from $400, including breakfast and 
a massage.

Fresh from a $22 million redo, the Moorish-style 72-room Cap 
Juluca has 18 villas outfitted with new furnishings from Morocco. 
Doubles from $425, including breakfast and a cruise excursion or lunch 
at the hotel’s Blue restaurant.

SAINT MARTIN
The French half of the world’s smallest two-nation island, Saint 
Martin offers sybaritic pleasures for Francophiles. This small, hilly 
island – Dutch Sint Maarten makes up the other half – boasts 37 
beaches (one for every square mile of the island), 350 restaurants, and 
a dozen casinos (Dutch side only). Gourmands adore Grand Case, 
and our favorite for classic French seafood is Le Pressoir, tucked in a 
Creole cottage. After a day of shopping at the waterfront West Indies 
Mall – La Perla, anyone? – stop at a lo-lo (local mom-and-pop snack 
bar) and toast the sunset at the water’s edge or enjoy the view from 
old Fort Saint Louis at the edge of Saint Martin’s capital, Marigot.

STAY: Secluded La Samanna’s allure starts with its prime location 
and is capped by sterling service. Its 81 rooms and suites combine 
Provençal and classic Caribbean styles. New now: palatial villas with 
wraparound infinity pools overlooking the beach. Doubles from $371, 
including breakfast and a bottle of Champagne.

SAINT BART’S 
With only eight square miles to its name, seductive Saint Bart’s is 
the region’s playground for the rich and famous. This French island 

boasts a snug harbor and a dynamic 
dining scene; your biggest decision 
will be, Thai or French? After Christ-
mas, the tiny island seemingly plays 
host to more stars than Hollywood. 

Gouverneur Beach stands out as 
our favorite of the island’s 22 beaches: It’s peaceful and undeveloped 
with great snorkeling. Couples gravitate toward the northern end, 
where some indulge in skinny-dipping.

STAY: In January the 34-room Eden Rock debuted the 
16,000-square-foot Villa Rockstar. A full recording studio, four 
suites, and two guest cabins make up the beachside compound. The 
villa’s circular bath is completely tiled in pure white gold. Guests 
have a Land Rover and Mini Cooper at their disposal. Doubles from 
$623, including breakfast and a bottle of Champagne; Villa Rockstar from 
$20,286. 

Intimate, 15-room Hotel Le Toiny’s classic French Caribbean 
plantation-style villas and suites are outfitted with new 40-inch 
plasma screen TVs and iPod docking stations. Doubles from $628, in-
cluding breakfast and a $60 restaurant credit for lunch.

The 37-room Hotel Saint-Barth Isle de France recently de-
buted four new suites – each with private pools and kitchens. Doubles 
from $667, including breakfast and a bottle of Champagne.

Positioned amid tropical gardens, a lagoon, and two beaches, 
68-room Hotel Guanahani & Spa’s whimsical contemporary Cre-
ole decor and best-of-the-world spa treatments attract many repeat 
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Clockwise from far left: A Bahamas star, a 
walk on Playa Dorada in the Dominican Re-
public, and Anguilla’s Cap Juluca at nightfall.
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guests. Doubles from $457, including breakfast, one lunch for two, and a 
welcome bottle of Champagne.

TURKS AND CAICOS
Only 8 of the 40 islands that comprise Turks and Caicos are inhab-
ited, and Providenciales – Provo, as it’s called – welcomes the most 
visitors. Hands down, Provo’s Grace Bay Beach wins our affection 
as the ultimate Caribbean beach beauty. Take advantage of terrific 
snorkeling right off the shore after you’ve strolled the long, wide 
beach. If you’re fortunate, JoJo, a wild dolphin that inhabits the 
waters off Provo, might join you. The other isles are accessible via a 
10- to 20-minute seaplane flight or by boat. 

STAY: A modern oasis fashioned from wood and glass, Amanyara 
(featured on this issue’s cover) reflects the sky and sea. Adjacent to 
Northwest Point Marine National Park, known for its wall diving, 
this peaceful resort’s 40 private pavilions with soaring 30-foot ceil-
ings and sliding-glass doors that open to the tropical breezes make 
the most of its natural setting. Doubles from $1,200, including break-
fast and one lunch for two.

The 59-room Grace Bay Club is known for the only gourmet 
oceanfront restaurant on Provo: Anacaona serves Euro-Caribbean 
cuisine against the backdrop of Grace Bay. Doubles from $550 for a 
junior suite, including breakfast, a $100 food and beverage credit, and a 
welcome bottle of Champagne.

Known for its soothing minimalist style paired with holistic heal-
ing treatments, Parrot Cay & Como Shambhala Retreat regularly 
attracts stars eager to rejuvenate between shoots. 
Doubles from $518, including breakfast and one lunch or 
snorkeling trip for two.

The 12-mile beach that Point Grace occupies con-
sistently wins accolades as one of the world’s best, 
and the hotel’s 30 suites and two penthouses offer 
stunning views of the sea. Doubles from $425, includ-
ing breakfast.

JAMAICA 
Quintessential ladies’ man Errol Flynn described Jamaica as “more 
beautiful than any woman I’ve ever seen.” The island that gave the 
world both Bob Marley and Ian Fleming’s James Bond became a win-
ter playground for movie stars, heads of state, playboys, and play-
wrights in the 1940s. Today its storied grande dame resorts still at-
tract an international following, and its varied terrain offers a wide 
range of beaches; leafy jungles punctuated with waterfalls; the misty 
Blue Mountains, where some of the world’s most expensive coffee 
is grown; blue lagoons; and savannas that echo the African plains. 
You can’t help but move to the continual rhythm of reggae and rock-
steady music that reverberates on its streets, or smile at the whimsi-
cal names of places such as Fern Gully and Bamboo Alley. And who 
doesn’t love fiery jerk chicken?

STAY: Round Hill Hotel and Villas’ popular Pineapple Kids’ Club, 
adjacent to its 36 oceanfront rooms, was recently renovated, as 
well as 3 of its 27 privately owned villas. The award-winning execu-
tive chef serves healthy Caribbean cuisine in a setting overlooking 
Round Hill Bay. Doubles from $377, including private airport transfers, 
breakfast, and a welcome bottle of rum. 

Half Moon stretches across 400 tropically landscaped acres 
in Montego Bay, with 165 suites, 32 rooms, and 33 four- to seven-
bedroom villas, each with its own staff and pool. Ask about one 
of the new spa suites. Doubles from $205, including private airport 
transfers and breakfast. 

Winston Churchill’s favorite, Jamaica Inn – he stayed in the 
White Suite – added four stand-alone cliffside cottages with private 
plunge pools. Guests at this 47-suite hotel shouldn’t miss the Ki-
Yara Spa. Doubles from $300, including breakfast and a welcome bottle 
of rum.

With 74 rooms and a private villa, British colonial-style Royal 
Plantation in Ocho Rios is the handsome reincarnation of the leg-
endary Plantation Inn, a bastion of old Hollywood glamour. Doubles 
from $570, including breakfast, a $100 spa credit, and a welcome bottle 
of wine.

The 427-room Ritz-Carlton Golf & Spa Resort, Rose Hall oc-
cupies a prime spot in the 5,000-acre Rose Hall Plantation enclave. 
Nanny services and the Ritz Kids program are available. Doubles from 
$169, including breakfast and a $75 resort credit.

BARBADOS 
Proper but never prim, Bar-
bados sticks to tried-and-true 
British traditions. At first it 

Legendary retreats that take you away from today.

Bird’s-eye view in Puerto Rico. Opposite 
page, clockwise from top left: Bahamian 
conch shell, quaint Cobblers Cove on Barba-
dos, Winston Churchill favorite Jamaica Inn, 
seafood spread on Saint Martin, taking the 
plunge on Virgin Gorda.



might seem incongruous to lounge by a pool on a tropical island sip-
ping high tea and snacking on dainty finger sandwiches. But Bar-
bados is full of delightful surprises: Carefully clipped rose gardens 
brush up against riotous tropical flowers; polo reigns on the posh 
Gold Coast on the Caribbean side, while at Bathsheba, a boulder-
strewn beach on the Atlantic side, surfers gather from all over the 
world; and one of the Caribbean’s most sophisticated dining scenes 
juxtaposes evening resort wear with the laid-back party atmosphere 
of the Saint Lawrence Gap to the south. Treat yourself to an early-
morning stroll through Andromeda Botanic Gardens, near Bath-
sheba, which is home to a magnificent collection of orchids. 

Stay: Posh Sandy Lane just upped its game again after an exten-
sive renovation of all 112 guest rooms and the introduction of its Ba-
jan Blue restaurant. Book the chef’s table in the new private dining 
room. The lavish spa features a new panoramic sauna, cold room, 
and Oakworks spa beds. Doubles from $1,000, including airport trans-
fers, breakfast, and a spa massage. 

Situated on a calm beach with snorkeling just offshore (watch 
for sea turtles), the all-suite, 40-room Cobblers Cove has the feel 
of an English country guesthouse. High tea with an island twist 
is served poolside. Doubles from $465, including one-way transfer 
and breakfast.

    
Puerto rico 
The romantic Spanish colonial city of Old San Juan charms with 
its well-preserved forts and narrow streets overhung with flower- 
festooned balconies. The vibrant restaurant scene, dominated by  
experimental chefs, hip nightlife, and sophisticated art galleries, 
bridges the gap between old and new. A nod to its Spanish heritage, the 
party gets started late, and it’s customary to dress well for evenings out. 

Puerto Rico has some of the world’s best river caves for spelunk-
ing, extensive rain forests for hiking, and vibrant corals for diving. 

Our favorite family adventure was a guided kayaking tour on a starlit 
night from Fajardo to a bioluminescent lagoon. When you run your 
hands through the water, the plankton light up like magic.

Stay: With its 58 elegant rooms displaying restored Spanish colo-
nial architecture and design, the intimate Hotel El Convento in the 
heart of Old San Juan reflects its history as a Carmelite convent on 
which construction began in 1646 at the behest of King Philip IV of 
Spain. A rooftop pool overlooks the city. Doubles from $215, including 
breakfast and a $25 spa credit. 

Beach lovers should consider the 416-room Ritz-Carlton, San 
Juan Hotel, Spa & Casino, situated on a prime beach in nearby  
Isla Verde. Doubles from $359, including breakfast and a $100 food and 
beverage credit.

Saint Lucia 
Ahhhh, Saint Lucia. An often-overlooked gem, this island yields one 
surprise after another: a steamy volcano, secluded waterfalls, dra-
matic mountain vistas, lush rain forests, even private mineral baths 
used by Napoleon’s muse Josephine, who grew up on one of the is-
land’s plantations. Next to the more buttoned-up Barbados, this gar-
den of Eden has emerged as a favorite of honeymooners. 

Saint Lucia’s crowning glory is the Pitons: postcard-perfect vol-
canic peaks rising out of the sea. Saint Lucians believe the land  
between the Pitons is enchanted, and we fell under its spell. Snor-
kel or dive the marine reserve at the base of the Pitons, which wraps 
around to Anse Chastanet, then take a dugout canoe to the nearby 
ruins of an eighteenth-century French plantation, and mountain 

Get back to nature at these little slices of paradise.
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bike through the jungle that has reclaimed the land. 
STAY: Peaceful and remote, Ladera boasts one of the Caribbean’s 

most coveted locations: Each of the 26 suites and six villas – all deco-
rated with an artful blend of local crafts, four-poster beds, and nine-
teenth-century French antiques – has its west wall completely open 
to an eagle’s-eye view of the Pitons. Its Dasheene restaurant and bar 
shares that amazing view and serves some of the region’s best tradi-
tional Caribbean cuisine. Doubles from $380, including breakfast and a 
30-minute massage for two.

SAINT JOHN
Conservationist Laurance Rockefeller gifted the United States with 
two-thirds of Saint John to be preserved as Virgin Islands National 
Park. Carpeted with green, low-slung mountains ringed by beaches 
with protected bays, the island is accessible only by ferry, yet water 
lovers and hikers still flock here. Cruz Bay is an attractive blend of 
artsy shops and outdoor cafés. 

STAY: Caneel Bay, A Rosewood Resort’s 166 accommodations 

are each thoughtfully decorated with natural woods, native stone, 
handcrafted West Indian-style furniture, and richly woven fabrics. 
Still true to Rockefeller’s vision, this low-key resort is tucked into 
170 lush acres edging seven secluded white-sand beaches. We love 
the new massage cabanas for seaside relaxation. Doubles from $275, 
including breakfast and a welcome bottle of rum.

GRENADA
Known for centuries as the Spice Isle, Grenada has rich volcanic soil 
that produces a wealth of fragrant spices such as nutmeg, clove, saf-
fron, and cinnamon, as well as rare tropical flowers that grow wild 
on its lush mountainsides. Hike through the rain forest in the Grand 
Étang National Park and Forest Reserve and you’ll see thick stands of 
bamboo and waterfalls feeding crater lakes.

STAY: The 64-room Spice Island Beach Resort on renowned 
Grand Anse Beach won Green Globe certification, recognizing the 
resort’s commitment to environmental standards. Doubles from 
$680, including breakfast and one couple’s massage.

This page, from left: Local color in the 
Bahamas, Tortola crafts, and JoJo the 
dolphin greets snorkelers in the Turks and 
Caicos. Opposite page: Grenada’s city scene 
in Saint George.
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PETER ISLAND, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
The largest private island of the 60 islands, cays, and exposed reefs 
that comprise the British Virgin Islands, classy-but-casual Peter Island 
straddles the sparkling waters of the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, 
and Sir Francis Drake Channel. An island-hopper’s dream, it is accessi-
ble only by boat or helicopter, and you can easily drift from one island to 
the next. Virgin Gorda packs a world of beauty into a mere eight square 
miles with two national parks, both great for hiking. Sandy Anegada is 
so flat that it became a favorite hideout of pirates because it was scarcely 
visible from the sea. Don’t let the funky look of Foxy’s on Jost Van Dyke, 
a tiny island near Tortola, fool you. For years, this joint has attracted 
famed musicians from Kenny Chesney to Jimmy Buffet to Keith Rich-
ards. You never know who might give an impromptu performance on 
any given evening. Just drop anchor and enjoy the scene.

STAY: With 52 rooms and three villas on 1,800 acres, Peter Island 
Resort never feels crowded. Its Suite Retreat offers deep-plunge 
hydrotherapy soaking tubs for two, private outdoor patios, and two 
deluxe treatment tables – all with stunning sea views. Couples may 
reserve Honeymoon Beach and get a special picnic lunch delivered. 
Its newest villa, Falcon’s Nest, offers six bedrooms and a tiered pool 
with a swim-up bar. Doubles from $502, including breakfast and a 
Champagne lunch for two. 

Sense, the spa at Rosewood Little Dix Bay on Virgin Gorda, makes 
excellent use of indigenous herbs and ingredients in its treatments. 
Although the mood is tranquil, stay as busy as you’d like with extensive 
offerings from private yacht charters to sunfish lessons. Doubles from 
$425, including breakfast and a tennis lesson or beachside lunch for two.

ANTIGUA 
You’d have to beach-hop every day for a year to see every single 
strand ringing lovely Antigua, a favorite of sailors for centuries. To-
day, yachts crowd English Harbour, and Nelson’s Dockyard shows off 
a handsome selection that can be rented for day trips. 

STAY: Curtain Bluff now offers guests the opportunity to privately 
reserve its 5,000-square-foot spa. Relax in the outdoor Jacuzzi or 
on the deck overlooking the ocean and neighboring Montserrat and 
watch the sun set in a famed green flash. Doubles from $645, including 
all meals, beverages, and activities, and a $100 resort credit. 

Secluded Jumby Bay, A Rosewood Resort, on a 300-acre island 
accessible only by boat, reopens in November after a renovation of its 
56 suites and villas and ten fully staffed estate homes. New: a seaside 
infinity pool and a spa with six treatment rooms, each with a private 
terrace. Rates to be determined.

Carlisle Bay, an 80-room contemporary retreat with an indulgent 
spa, nestles in a bay with a lush rain forest as the backdrop. Doubles 
from $416, including breakfast and one spa service for two.

 
SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES
From exclusive Mustique, where Mick Jagger maintains a house, 
to the most minuscule isles, these 30 or so sleepy islands are scat-
tered over miles of translucent sea, making them a great favorite 
of the yachting set. Snorkeling and hiking are the main pursuits.

STAY: Raffles Canouan – its 156 single- and double-story villas 
set on a 1,200-acre private estate featuring three secluded beach-
es – is surrounded by one of the world’s largest coral reefs. Raff les 
Amrita Spa (with some suites accessible only by boat) is the first in 
the Caribbean to offer overwater, open-air treatment suites with 
glass f loors. Doubles from $495, including airport transfers, breakfast, 
and a one-hour spa treatment or round of golf.  

Discover the treasures pirates once called home.  

Setting sail off Peter Island.
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Peter Island Resort
This exclusive, yet romantic 1800 acre private  
island resort, is one of the most sought after  
Caribbean retreats. Totally unwind and relax  
in the unpretentious but attentive atmosphere  
of your own personal paradise. 

Rosewood Little Dix Bay
On a softly curving beach lapped by gentle blue  
waters, lies Rosewood Little Dix Bay. Renowned as  
a truly authentic destination of stylish, understated  
elegance, the resort is tailored perfectly for the astute 
traveller looking for relaxation and refinement.

Necker Island
Nestling amid lush tropical flora, the distinctive  
Balinese accommodation, affords views which  
are undoubtedly amongst the Caribbean’s finest.  
This private island’s understated elegance offers  
ultimate luxury experience.

60Caribbean Islands*

Unforgettable Experience

CMYK - 4c 

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.



If you’re looking for the perfect getaway, look no 

further than Classic Vacations and Hawai`i’s Big 

Island. Discover a world of unmatched luxury, 

exclusive offers, and special pampering that only 

Classic Vacations can deliver. You will find spectac-

ular activities, including: horseback riding, whale 

watching, boutique shopping, fine dining, and a 

variety of diversions at some of Hawai`i’s grandest 

full-service resorts.

Introducing the only St. Regis resort property in 

Hawai‘i. The St. Regis Princeville Resort will be an  

elegant reflection of its island home.The exclusive resort 

will introduce the pre-eminent services and amenities 

of the iconic St. Regis brand including the debut of the 

Halele’a Spa a luxurious masterpiece of calm and serenity.

Hawaii 

The FairmonT orchid, 
hawaii

Ocean-View Room •	
Every third night free •	
$200 resort credit •	
Welcome gift of chocolate honus •	
Upgrade based on availability at check-in •	
Free Romantic Turndown Service ($125 value)•	

3 nights from $669 per person 

Hawaii

mauna Lani Bay  
hoTeL & BungaLows

Ocean-View Room •	
One bottle of Champagne upon arrival •	
Dinner for two at Canoe House ($100 Max) •	
One sunset sail for two •	
One category room upgrade based on availability•	

3 nights from $819 per person

Hawaii

mauna Kea Beach hoTeL
Mountain-View Room •	
$100 resort credit •	
Daily buffet breakfast for two •	
Dinner for two ($100 Max) •	
Convertible car rental •	
One bottle of sparkling wine •	
Welcome chocolate amenity•	

4 nights from $1,259 per person

Offers valid on new bookings only. Prices shown are per-person, land only based upon double occupancy, except if expressly noted otherwise. Offers are subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued at any time without notice. Blackout 
dates, minimum night stays, minimum stay requirements on air, seasonal surcharges, resort fees (if any), and other restrictions may also apply. Some booking and travel dates may vary. Other promotions and departure dates available which may result in a different rate and/
or hotel inclusion. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on the free night offers. Classic Vacations CST# 2079429-20.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  099-0309

C L A S S I C  H A W A I I

The sT. regis PrinceviLLe resorT, Kaua‘i
Virtuoso Exclusive Experience Includes:

Six nights’ accommodation in a•	
Mountain Garden Room•	
Every sixth night free•	
Buffet breakfast for two daily•	
Room upgrade based on availability excluding suites•	
Welcome Gift upon arrival•	

6 nights from $1899 per person
book now - 12/19 and travel 9/1 - 12/19/10 

Call your Virtuoso traVel adVisor for reserVations 
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GLOBAL GOURMET

From geography lessons and wildlife studies to a little mother-son insight, 
an Alaska cruise is educational in more ways than one. 

BY ELAINE GLUSAC
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Sights of summer: Humpback whales  

in Alaska’s Inside Passage.  
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700-passenger Mariner, we could also en-
roll in Ambassadors of the Environment, 
a children’s ecology program designed by 
Jean-Michel Cousteau, son of famed un-
derwater explorer Jacques Cousteau. And 
rugged port excursions into the wild meant  
we wouldn’t have to compromise our zest 
for adventure.

But my worries ranged from the social 
(formal nights, really?) to the physical (can 
children fall through ship railings?). More-
over, we’d have to give up our independence. 
I’ve always prized the ability to change di-
rection when something isn’t working out. 
On a ship, we’d have one course for eight 
days in one direction only: true north.

Ship’s Log: Day One. 
Departing Vancouver. 
The Mariner’s 12th-floor deck is crowded 
with passengers juggling cameras and 
champagne flutes. One man, oblivious to 
the celebration, is jogging. Seth leans over 
the rail of the ship as we pass wooded Stan-
ley Park and booms, “Stunning!”

Ship’s Log: Day Two. Cruising the Inside Passage.
“The muscle controlling a whale’s tail is called a caudal peduncle,” I offer.

“A beluga whale is born gray and turns white,” my son, Seth, responds in a new ritual 
we’ve adopted: competitive recitation of the day’s lessons on an Alaska voyage that is, so 
far, full of them.

“Well, minke whales don’t raise their flukes when they spout,” I counter.
He stares me down. “Mom, glacial silt makes lakes and oceans blue.”

Ship’s Prologue: Winter 2008.
By profession and by preference, I’ve been traveling with my son, now 8, since he was 3 weeks 
old. Despite luggage hassles, cranky episodes, and one four-hour marathon reading and re-
reading The Caboose Who Got Loose on a flight from Spain, I’ve found the going richer in the 
company of a child. Sometimes he’s a key to a culture, such as the time he began playing 
with some Italian kids in a piazza and their parents invited us to join them for an aperitivo. 
Other times he offers insights that elude me, observing New York subways as thrill rides, for 
example. All the while I feel I’m contributing to his education by showing him the wide and  
wonderful world.

When we decided to visit Alaska, land of the fabled gold rush, colorful Jack London sto-
ries, and teeming wildlife, the rangy geography of the 49th state – which celebrates 50 years 
of statehood this year – seemed daunting. As I considered the options, I wondered: What if we 
didn’t have to change hotels every day? What if we could satisfy our curiosity and rove place 
to place without the exhaustion of packing and unpacking daily? What if we took a cruise?

The benefits were clear: We’d have transportation, lodging, and food provided. We’d get to 
see the entire Inside Passage – roughly 1,800 miles, from Vancouver, Canada, to Seward on 
mainland Alaska – without navigating it ourselves. By choosing Regent Seven Seas Cruises’ 

Navigating Alaska on Regent’s Seven Seas Mariner.
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to differentiate latitude from longitude. 
“Latitude rhymes with ‘fatitude,’” suggests 
Laura. “It goes around the equator like a  
fat waist.”

We explore that concept over dinner at 
the ship’s Asian restaurant, coincidentally 
named Latitudes, for which Seth enthusi-
astically dons his best. “A fathom is six feet 
or two meters,” he says over lobster with 
curry, “and the ship has a seven-meter draft, 
meaning we can go anywhere up to eight 
meters deep.”

I knew that he liked studying science. I 
learn that he likes wearing suits and eating 
shellfish, too.

Ship’s Log: Day Three. Arriving at Ket-
chikan and kayaking the Tatoosh Islands. 
Awake by 6 am to watch the ship dock, Seth is 
fascinated by the mechanics of this large ve-
hicle. Thick ropes are thrown from its sides; 
a gangplank is quickly moved into place, 
then married to a set of dockside stairs; and 
the entire walkway is efficiently carpeted in 
regal red. 

Walking down the plank, we disembark 
at Ketchikan, a former timber town that  
has turned forestry into entertainment at 
The Great Alaskan Lumberjack Show. The 

From our suite’s private veranda, Vancouver’s harbor gradually winds by as the ship does 
a slow 360-degree spin to calibrate its compass. It’s a relaxing ritual, this marine pirouette, 
even with a steward vacuuming the bon voyage confetti (since the party next door includes a 
toddler, the cruise line has installed transparent walls across the balcony railings as a child-
proofing measure, banishing my worst fear). 

Veteran sailors of Lake Michigan accustomed to cramped berths, Seth and I marvel at the 
size of our penthouse suite. Curtains separate the bedroom from the living room, a pied-à-
mer where an L-shaped banquette and an armchair oppose a cabinet wall with a desk, pre-
loaded iPod, flat-screen TV, DVD player, and stocks of wine, water, sodas, and snacks. Best 
of all, we have our own tuxedoed butler, Anjan Roy – “Call me Roy,” he says with a smile – to 
attend to our every need, which includes daily canapés at 5. Today it is caviar, and it is good.

Ship’s Log: Day Two. At sea, between mainland Canada and Vancouver Island.
A cruise director once described Alaska to me as a “port cruise,” in which passengers signed 
on for the port stops, as opposed to a “ship cruise,” prized for the boat’s amenities over its 
route. True, we are using the ship to port-hop, but our first day at sea is a chance to decelerate, 
acclimate to the gentle roll of the ocean, and enjoy a ship cruise, playing Scrabble over cookies 
and hot chocolates in the espresso bar, riding the eight-story elevator, and playing Ping-Pong 
and paddle tennis on the open decks. 

I’m tempted to say 8 is the ideal age for a junior cruiser: They are aware enough to appre-
ciate the setting and independent enough to allow parents occasional trips to the spa. But 
then I see the fun the 4-year-olds are having playing freeze tag and the teenagers belting out 
karaoke. Though collectively called Club Mariner, Regent’s kids’ programs are designed for 
a range of attention spans and interests, with everything from toddler play groups to teen 
scavenger hunts. 

Seth, a subscriber to National Geographic Kids and an eager backwoods camper, eagerly  
joins the separate Ambassadors of the Environment group. With maps from the ship’s bridge 
spread across a meeting-room floor, naturalists Molly Jones and Laura Ostrov teach six  
school-age budding environmentalists to use a sextant to chart the ship’s course and how  

City by the sea: Vancouver.
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clouds and back down again. He’s discov-
ered Alaskan optimism.

Ship’s Log: Day Five. Hiking the 
Chilkoot Trail near Skagway. 
“How are you today, Seth? Are you awe-
some?” asks Roy, striding into our room as 
he does each morning with room-service 
breakfast, inquiring after our plans.

We have signed up to hike a portion of 
the 33-mile Chilkoot Trail, one of two main 
routes to the Klondike gold fields used dur-
ing the Alaska gold rush of the 1890s. At the 
time, the Canadian government required 

predictably corny but surprisingly entertaining spectacle pits two-man teams 
of lumberjacks against each other, racing to chop wood, climb 40-foot trees, 
and roll floating logs until the other team falls off. As a parting souvenir, Seth 
has them autograph a paperback-size wood chip.

Back on the dock we meet up with guides who will take us kayaking around 
the tiny Tatoosh Islands, part of Tongass National Forest, a 17-million-acre pre-
serve of remote, undeveloped beauty that we will regard on much of our cruise. 
After a boat ride to what we dub Skipping Rocks Isle for the smooth, flat stones 
that litter the beach, we board a tandem kayak, knifing around islands thick 
with cedars where red, orange, and purple starfish cling to partially submerged 
rocks. Between strokes, Seth spots nine eagles, one loon, two harbor seals, and 
innumerable pigeon guillemots and murrelets. A pod of Dall’s porpoises trails 
us back to shore.

Ship’s Log: Day Four. Whale-watching in Tracy Arm 
and canoeing around Juneau.
Seemingly half the ship is up at 5 am with Regent naturalist Charles Iliff in the Observation 
Lounge, looking for whales despite the 47-degree weather on deck. We are entering a prime 
summer habitat for humpbacks and train our eyes to spot telltale clouds of mist that issue 
from blowholes, followed by dorsal fins cresting and tails telescoping down as the whales 
submerge to feed. 

Disembarking in Juneau after lunch, we board another boat, a canoe modeled on a 12- 
passenger native Tlingit war canoe, bound for water-level views of Mendenhall Glacier. Set-
ting the pace for twin columns of oarsmen behind us, Seth and I paddle into iceberg-filled 
Mendenhall Lake. Rounding a point colonized by nesting arctic terns, we pause before the 
towering, electric blue, accordion-pleated ice wall that is the tidewater face of the glacier. 
Keeping a safe distance from nearby icebergs, which are prone to capsize, we beach the canoe 
at Nugget Falls, observed by a mountain goat in the grass, nursing two fluffy white kids.

It has been another cloudy day, but Seth informs me, in today’s lesson, that there is more 
sunlight when it’s cloudy because the light that filters through bounces off the water to the 

doing it Regent Seven Seas 
Cruises offers numerous seven-day 
Inside Passage itineraries aboard 
the Seven Seas Mariner this season 
between Seward and Vancouver. 
Children aged 9 through 17 can 
participate in the Ambassadors 
of the Environment Youth Program 
designed by Jean-Michel Cousteau 
on departures from June 10 through 
August 12. Multiple departures: May 
20 through September 9; from $3,295 
(Ambassadors program additional 
$299 per child).

More Ways to go Celeb-
rity Cruises offers a variety of 

Alaska journeys from Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, Seattle, Vancouver, 
and Seward. Celebrity provides a 
five-tiered, age-based children’s 
program, plus onboard pagers so 
families can stay in touch. Multiple 
departures: May 11 through Septem-
ber 18; from $449.

Eight Holland America Line ships 
ply the Inside Passage throughout 
the summer on itineraries that range 
from round-trips out of Seattle 
and Vancouver to one-way sailings 
between Vancouver and Seward. 
In addition to shipboard children’s 
clubs, Holland America introduces 

kids to the kitchen with culinary 
workshops. Multiple departures: May 
6 through September 25; from $449.

Princess Cruises sails eight ships 
to Alaska from Vancouver, San Fran-
cisco, and Seattle. Princess’ National 
Park Service Junior Ranger Program 
teaches kids about the region with 
fun presentations and activities. 
Multiple departures: May 9 through 
September 14; from $399.

Three ships in the Royal Caribbean 
International fleet offer cruises 
from San Diego, San Francisco, 
Seattle, Vancouver, and Seward. 

Onboard children’s programs extend 
to infants’ and toddlers’ playgroups. 
Older siblings appreciate the 
rock-climbing walls, athletic courts, 
arcades, and mini golf found on 
most ships. Multiple departures: May 
2 through September 19; from $449.

Silversea Cruises launches 12 
sailings throughout the Alaskan 
summer aboard the 382-passenger 
Silver Shadow, ranging from sailings 
between Vancouver and Seward  
to trips out of Vancouver and  
San Francisco. Multiple departures: 
May 28 through September 12;  
from $2,647.

North to alaska
set sail on one of these summer cruise itineraries.

Log-rolling showmen.
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scores of comic puffins with thick orange 
bills and blond ponytail-like feathers swoop 
and bob. At a final stop, an estimated 100 sea 
otters raft together in a kelp bed, so many it 
is hard to tell snout from tail, flipper from 
flipper. In the near distance, dozens of seals 
bask on the beach. Two eagles fly overhead, 
and just then a humpback sounds 20 feet to 
starboard – Alaska’s marquee five-in-one 
postcard panorama.

Ship’s Log: Day Seven. Observing 
Hubbard Glacier.
If our itinerary were a play, we reach the 
third-act climax at Hubbard Glacier, the 
terminus of a 76-mile-long river of ice box-
ing in Yakutat Bay with a six-mile-wide, 
400-foot-tall cliff face. Continually moving 
forward, the glacier calves in pieces ranging 
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miners to bring a year’s worth of supplies with them, and the trail is said to be littered with 
heavy castoffs such as cast-iron cookware. We find it exhilaratingly rugged, with steep, rocky 
inclines and descents hazarded by exposed tree roots, and wonder how the miners did it while 
dragging 400-pound bags of flour. After two miles, rather than backtrack, we board rafts and 
float the Taiya River back to the trailhead with a new appreciation for the prospectors.

By comparison, the ship seems more opulent than ever. We stay up to catch the musical 
floor show and meet Emily, a 12-year-old from Illinois who has sailed with her grandmother 
to China, Tahiti, Malaysia, and Singapore. “Travel helps with social skills as you grow up, and 
you get to learn a lot about places,” says Emily, font of today’s wisdom. “It can also inspire 
careers. I always wanted to be a teacher or a food critic. Travel gets you closer to that.”

Ship’s Log: Day Six. Searching for sea otters in Sitka. 
Regent has saved the most beautiful port for last. Ringed by jagged, snowcapped mountains 
and adorned with the onion-domed Saint Michael’s Cathedral, Sitka was the capital of Rus-
sian Alaska before the United States bought the state in 1867. What drew Russian trappers 
then draws us today: sea otters.

A gray, 90-pound male with a glistening black nose and white face preens in the sunlight 
before the four-engine catamaran that ferries us, Ambassadors kids and their families, on 
a wildlife excursion into Sitka Sound. Throttling on, we slow at Saint Lazaria Island, where 

Continually moving forward, the glacier calves in pieces 
ranging from massive bergs to boulder-size bits that rain down like  

sifted confectioners’ sugar on the icy surface below.

Glacier gazing by Tlingit canoe  
at Mendenhall Glacier.
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Insider Expertise

What to Know What to Do

Cruises are a great way to see Alaska, but there’s much to do on land as well. 
In-the-know Virtuoso traVel adVisors  share their recommendations.

“This is one of the easiest soft-adventure trips 
you can plan, as you don’t need to worry about 
passports, language barriers, currency conver-
sions, and eating unfamiliar foods. It’s a won-
derful ‘starter’ trip.”

“If you have any love for fishing, Alaska is the place. Whether 
it’s for salmon, trout, or halibut, a stay at a fishing lodge for 
a few days or a day-trip charter is not to be missed. Entrée 
Alaska can arrange stays at the best lodges.”

“Mount McKinley is only visible 
maybe 80 percent of the time, so  

you might not see it.”

“Bring two pairs of 
binoculars –  

because you won’t 
want to share.”

“Dogsledding on a 
glacier is unforgettable. 

Grown-ups love it as 
much as the kids.”

“Dress like an onion: in lay-
ers. You  can start the day with 
more clothing, then peel lay-
ers off as the day gets warmer. 
This applies all year long.”

“I’m partial to Talkeetna, an easy ride 
from Anchorage and Denali National 
Park. It offers the best view of Mount 
McKinley, plus lots of activities such 
as flight-seeing, fishing, and rafting, 
to name a few.”

“Backroads’ walking and hiking 
tour of Alaska offers an in-depth, 
on-the-ground experience of rain 
forests and glaciers, as well as a 
railway ride and a day cruise in 
Glacier Bay. Great hikes, fabu-
lous scenery, and up-close views 
of snowcapped mountains from 
small planes.”

“Take the aerial tram up Mount 
Alyeska for wonderful views.”

“The glacier-field 
helicopter tours 

from Juneau  
are unbelievable!”

“Ask the lodge staff 
for a wake-up call if 
the aurora borealis 

shines brightly in the 
middle of the night 
(but remember, it 

might be 3 am when 
they call!).”

“Don’t miss a tour of Ke-
nai Fjords National Park. 
Most of my clients say 
this was their favorite 
part of the trip. The train 
ride from Anchorage to 
Denali is also a must-do; 
it’s scenic and relaxing, 
and some of my great-
est pictures came from 
that ride.”

A river runs through it:  
Alaska is the place for fishing.

Picture-perfect Kenai  
Fjords National Park.

Dogsledding 
through the snow.



For reservations, please call 
your Virtuoso travel advisor
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from massive bergs to boulder-size bits that 
rain down like sifted confectioners’ sugar 
on the icy surface below. 

Crowding into the 12th-floor Observation 
Lounge, we join a giddy throng. A cruise, I 
realize, is what you make of it. Surely some-
where someone on board is doubling down 
in the casino, or getting a massage, or perus-
ing the art gallery. The choices are enough 
to satisfy the most ardent of independent 
spirits. Seth and I pose before the stunning 
backdrop as a stranger snaps our picture 
with my camera.

Ship’s Log: Day Eight. Seward, Anchor-
age, and heading for home.
For the first time in a week I’ve had to pack 
our bags. Taking the three-hour panoramic 
train ride from the port of Seward to the An-
chorage airport, we sight moose, alpine gla-
ciers, snowmelt-swelled rivers, and banks of 
lupine wildflowers, a scenic send-off. 

“Did you know it takes 100 feet of snow to 
make 10 feet of glacial ice?” Seth asks, gaz-
ing at the snowcapped mountains. I didn’t. 
Alaska is a land of many lessons that, quite 
possibly, adhere best when learned early.  

Miners blazed Chilkoot Trail  
during the 1890s gold rush.

SEADREAM fares include ocean-view accommodations, gourmet meals,
wine with lunch and dinner, open bar with selected premium brands,

use of water toys from the yachtsʼ marina, golf simulator, mountain bikes,
gratuities and more.

Book By June 30, 2009 & receive a $200 per stateroom Spa Credit on many voyages!

European & Caribbean Yachting Voyages

There is a difference.

Shipʼs Registry: Bahamas

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for information and reservations.

56 Couples    95 Crew   5-Star Cuisine   Inclusive



Silver Shadow/Silver Whisper – 382 guests | Silver Wind – 298 guests | Silver Cloud – 296 guests

Venetian Society guests save an additional 5% on select voyages.

50% SAVINGS are also available on all suite categories for select Caribbean, South America, Africa,

Australia and Transatlantic voyages, as well as select Silversea Expeditions to the Arctic and Antarctica.

Special Savings

Choose from over 75 Silver Sailings with up to 50% savings and combine with these limited-time

offers where applicable. Restrictions apply.

• FREE & Specially Priced Air

• $1,000 Onboard Spending Credit

50% SAVINGS offer is valid on new bookings only; bookings that are cancelled and re-booked do not qualify. Fares shown are cruise-only, per guest, in U.S. dollars based on double occupancy in a Vista Suite
and include savings of 50% off the published fare. Port charges, government fees and taxes are additional. Savings are capacity controlled and may be decreased or withdrawn at any time. Free & Specially
Priced Air offer from select U.S. and Canada gateways for select voyages. $1,000 Onboard Spending Credit offer per double occupancy suite; $500 per single occupancy. Other restrictions may apply. Visit
Silversea.com for complete Terms and Conditions. Ships’ registry: Bahamas

MEDITERRANEAN

May 14 7 Barcelona to Nice Silver Wind 2915 $3,197

Jul 28 10 Monte Carlo to Rome Silver Wind 2923 $5,147

Aug 7 7 Rome to Venice Silver Wind 2924 $3,597

Aug 8 7 Rome to Monte Carlo Silver Whisper 4923 $3,497

Aug 14 7 Venice to Athens Silver Wind 2925 $3,597

Sep 12 7 Istanbul to Athens Silver Whisper 4928 $3,497

Sep 15 9 Rome to Barcelona Silver Wind 2929 $4,647

Sep 24 7 Barcelona to Nice Silver Wind 2930 $3,597

Oct 1 7 Nice to Athens Silver Wind 2931 $3,597

Oct 8 10 Athens to Istanbul Silver Wind 2932 $4,897

Oct 17 7 Monte Carlo to Athens Silver Whisper 4933 $3,297

DATE DAYS FROM/TO SHIP VOYAGE FARES FROM DATE DAYS FROM/TO SHIP VOYAGE FARES FROM

MEDITERRANEAN continued

Oct 18 12 Istanbul to Rome Silver Wind 2933 $5,847

Oct 30 10 Rome to Athens Silver Wind 2934 $4,897

Nov 9 10 Athens to Port Said Silver Wind 2935 $4,147

NORTHERN EUROPE & THE BALTIC

May 30 11 London Roundtrip Silver Cloud 1911 $5,997

Jun 10 10 London to Stockholm Silver Cloud 1912 $5,497

ALASKA & THE PACIFIC COAST

Jul 20 12 San Francisco Roundtrip Silver Shadow 3917 $4,747

Aug 18 7 Seward to Vancouver Silver Shadow 3920 $2,647

Aug 25 9 Vancouver to Roundtrip Silver Shadow 3921 $3,397

Sep 12 12 Vancouver to Los Angeles Silver Shadow 3923 $4,497

The Ultimate in Luxury Cruising Presents the Ultimate Travel Deal

All-Inclusive Luxury. Unlimited Value.
39 Worldwide Voyages — All Suites — 50% Savings.

Silversea announces an unprecedented 50% SAVINGS on all suite categories for 39 worldwide itineraries. All-inclusive fares

feature all ocean-view accommodation, complimentary fine wines and spirits served throughout the ship, gourmet cuisine,

open-seating dining, a full spectrum of enrichment, complimentary 24-hour room service, and include all onboard gratuities.

MK9110_SSS_flyer:PRINT and PDF  3/12/09  1:47 PM  Page 1

For reservations, please call you Virtuoso travel advisor.For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Worlds apart: Rowboats provide a serene 
escape from the concrete jungle.
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PARK LIFE
PHOTOGRAPHY AND TEXT BY ROB HOWARD 

CElEBRATE NEW YORk’s 400TH 
ANNivERsARY WiTH A YEAR iN CENTRAl PARk.
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Casting call (clockwise from top left): Roller boogie at Sheep Meadow, queen for a day, horn-honking practice, and croquet chic.
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a vast green space in the heart of one of the biggest cities in the world. Ever since I moved to New York City in 1994, I’ve gravitated here. 
So a few years back, when I was asked to document park life over the course of a year, I jumped at the opportunity. 

 Designed by Frederic Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux, the country’s first landscaped park is an everyman’s refuge from the city. Its 
personality changes drastically from season to season, and each part of the cycle is beautiful. I love sitting on the steps overlooking 
Bethesda Terrace and watching each new scene unfold with its supporting cast, from the legions playing in the sun to the hardy souls 
you’ll find braving a winter storm. It’s impossible to choose a favorite – I adore them all. 

Spring is cherry blossoms along the Bridle Path; fall, a landscape painted with incredible colors. Both bring migratory songbirds that 
briefly make the park their home, drowning the city’s din with their gorgeous cacophony so you can just close your eyes and dream.

Summer is the park at its most vibrant: Disco Rollerbladers weave graceful patterns at Sheep Meadow; models pose for fashion shoots; 
dog walkers let their charges cavort in Bethesda Fountain; and movie stars stroll the paths trying to blend in. An artist sets up his easel 
to record the whole scene, while a guy next to him serenades everyone within earshot on his alto saxophone. Cool. 

After a few minutes – or a few hours – of this I like to head to the rocky Ramble north of the lake and disappear into its green for-
est. Sometimes I imagine that I’m in an exotic jungle far, far away. If I’m feeling a little blue, I’ll visit the zoo and watch the seals zoom 
through the water like shiny gray rockets, then laugh out loud as penguins morph from wobbly comedians on the rocks to graceful 
ballerinas in their pool.

You can meet the world in Central Park. One afternoon I met a family visiting from Africa, a young Chinese couple in their wedding 
outfits, actor Liev Schreiber rehearsing for Shakespeare in the Park at the Delacorte Theater, and a birder who lived beside the park for 
more than 40 years. On a good day inside its six-mile perimeter, you can find the city’s soul.

 CENTRAL PARK HAS ALWAYS INTRIGUED ME,

Fall for Central Park South.
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A year in the life (left to right from top): Deep sleep, the awakening, a long day, and overall brilliance.
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LIVE YOUR DREAM

*Conditions Apply: Prices do not include airfare. Special promotions valid on new bookings only. Prices are per person, based on double occupancy accommodations. Packages do not include
meals unless otherwise indicated. Savings reflect land prices only and vary by resort and travel dates. Mexico valid for travel through 12/16/09. Caribbean valid for travel 6/1-10/31/09.
Dubai valid for travel 9/1-9/30/09. Availability is limited. Rates are subject to holiday blackouts, peak period surcharges, and cancellation charges may be applicable of up to the full price
paid depending on the package and when it is cancelled. Other restrictions may apply and vary by resort. Photo Credit: The Tides Zihuatanejo. CST#2007207-30 ADV#088 SS 3/09

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

DUBAIIXTAPA/ZIHUATANEJO TURKS & CAICOS

Atlantis The Palm FROM$1779*

INCLUDES hotel transfers & 7 nights, 5-star accom-
modations. EXCLUSIVE Golden City Tour & Desert
Wonder Tour and breakfast daily.

The Tides Zihuatanejo FROM$719*

INCLUDES hotel transfers & 4 nights,
5-star accommodations. EXCLUSIVE 4th night free.

Parrot Cay FROM$1725*

INCLUDES hotel transfers & 7 nights,
5-star accommodations. EXCLUSIVE 2 free nights
(a $500 savings) and breakfast daily.

Immerse yourself in luxury with these exclusive, handpicked offers from GOGO Worldwide Vacations. From exciting, ecotourism-rich
Ixtapa-Zihuatanejo to breathtakingly beautiful Turks & Caicos and splendidly mysterious Dubai, your dream vacation is waiting.

ADV 088:ADV 4822/23 3/11/09 2:28 PM Page 1
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The Mandarin Oriental, New York anchors 
Central Park’s southwest corner with 248 rooms 
featuring expansive city views. Take a lap in the 
pool overlooking the Hudson River, then head 
around the corner for Jazz at Lincoln Center  
performances. Doubles from $955, including  
breakfast and two cocktails in the MObar.

The 259-room Ritz-Carlton New York, Central 
Park presides on the park’s southern boundary at 
The Pond. Take a table on the patio at BLT Market, 
where chef Laurent Tourondel mirrors the seasons 
with a monthly menu sourced from farmers’ mar-
kets and local producers. Doubles from $625, includ-
ing a $50 dining credit and an escort for a private 
session to feed the Central Park carriage horses.

Guests at The Plaza Hotel can arrange for pri-
vately guided walks with historians from the Cen-
tral Park Conservancy (advance notice required). 

The 282-room landmark recently reopened on 
the park’s southeast corner after a three-year ren-
ovation that added an interior garden with reflect-
ing pools, among other enhancements. Doubles 
from $1,085, including a park tour and a signed copy 
of Central Park, An American Masterpiece. 

Directly across Fifth Avenue from the park at East 
61st Street, The Pierre reopens on June 1 with 189 
guest rooms featuring hand-carved carpets and en-
larged windows – as well as tech toys such as iPod 
docks and 40-inch flat-screen TVs. Doubles from 
$880, including breakfast and a $100 dining credit.

A block off the park on East 63rd Street, The 
Lowell maintains a residential feel with original 
art, antiques, and kitchens in most of the 72 
rooms. Many suites feature private terraces, and 
it is Manhattan’s only hotel to offer rooms with 
wood-burning fireplaces. Weekend getaway from 

$1,050, including two nights’ junior suite accommo-
dations, breakfast, two 60-minute massages, and a 
bottle of wine.

Families at the Hôtel Plaza Athénée, New York 
can take in the Central Park Zoo (1.5 blocks down 
East 64th Street). Summer renovations at the 
149-room property will add two expansive suites 
and a new spa, opening this fall. From $735 for a 
family of four, including breakfast and four tickets to 
the Central Park Zoo.

Casablanca lilies, art deco decor, and Bemelmans 
Bar’s Central Park mural define The Carlyle, A 
Rosewood Hotel a block off the park at East 76th 
Street. The 187-room property recently debuted 
Sense Spa and features live entertainment nightly 
at Café Carlyle (catch Woody Allen’s jazz band 
Monday nights through June 8). Doubles from 
$680, including breakfast and a $50 dining credit. 

Seven hotels that place Central Park at your doorstep.
PARK IT HERE

Cyclists rounding the park’s southern tip and José de Creeft’s Alice in Wonderland, one of 51 sculptures in Central Park.



CHIC PICNIC

sofitel fes palais JaMaï sofitel chicago Water toWer sofitel Metropole hanoi

FRESH AIR AND LIGHT… A PICNIC THAT IS BOTH IRRESISTIBLE AND REFINED…
THIS SUMMER, TURN A ‘DÉJEUNER SUR L'HERBE’ INTO AN ENCHANTING MOMENT.

WHAT PLACE WILL YOU CHOOSE FOR YOUR ‘CHIC PICNIC’ SUMMER ESCAPE? THE HUGENESS OF CHICAGO, THE MAGIC OF PARIS,
THE AUTHENTICITY OF HANOI… YOU CAN ALWAYS ESCAPE TO THE IMPERIAL FEZ, THE MAGNIFICENT SANTA CLARA OR ANOTHER

EXCEPTIONAL PLACE THAT WILL OFFER YOU THE ENCHANTING MOMENT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR.

FROM JUNE 1ST TO AUGUST 31ST 2009, BOOK THE ‘CHIC PICNIC’ OFFER AND ENJOY:
ACCOMMODATION in a unique setting • a guaranteed LATE CHECK-OUT • A DELICIOUS PICNIC BASKET TO ENJOY

WHEN AND WHERE YOU CHOOSE, offering starters (hors d'œuVres, crackers…), Main course (salads, sandWiches…),
desserts (fruits, biscuits…) and drinks (Mineral Water, soft drinks and a bottle of Wine or chaMpagne).

SPECIAL EARLY BOOKING: BOOK YOUR STAY BEFORE JULY 5TH AND GET 4 NIGHTS FOR THE PRICE OF 3!

SOFITEL PARIS
LE FAUBOURG
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TO MAKE A BOOKING, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
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 TASTING NOTES

The classic cocktail 
makes a comeback.
bY anthonY dias blue

Daiquiri
Diaries
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dininG, drinKinG, and livinG well

A daiquiri stands tall.

Few yeArs beFore FideL
Castro came to power, I 
visited Havana with my 
parents. Although I was far 

from drinking age, my father wanted 
me to see the historic La Florida bar, 
which Ernest Hemingway, who spent 
many dissolute hours there, nick-
named the “Floridita.” My father or-
dered the house specialty, a frozen 
daiquiri, for me to try. I still remem-
ber the glistening, icy mound on that 
steamy Havana afternoon. I also re-
member thinking it was the best des-
sert I’d ever tasted.



Two award-winning hotels. One Legendary name. Whichever hotel you decide on, the opulence you’ll find 
within is always undoubtedly Mandarin Oriental. For more information, call your Virtuoso travel advisor.



The classic daiquiri is simplic-
ity itself. Prefab mixes are 
strictly to be avoided. This 
recipe comes from The Break-
ers Palm Beach.

Shaved ice
1 ounce fresh lime juice 
1 teaspoon simple syrup 
1 ½ ounces light rum 
Lime wheel, for garnish

Directions: Fill a shaker with 
shaved ice. Blend lime juice 
and simple syrup to create 
a sweet-and-sour cocktail 
mix and add to ice. Add rum. 
Shake quickly and vigorously 
to create a thick froth without 
diluting the ingredients. Strain 
and pour into a tall glass, or 
blend and serve frozen. Gar-
nish with a lime wheel.

 WANDERLUST  TASTING NOTES

 The Daiquiri
Named for the small Cuban town of Dai-

quirí, the drink – whether blended or served 
up – became a favorite of American offi-
cers stationed in Cuba during the Spanish-
American War. Later, the cocktail made 
its way stateside when military personnel 
introduced it to the Army and Navy Club in 
Washington, D.C., where it is still served in 
the club’s Daiquiri Lounge.

Today, this vibrant, citrusy cocktail has 
gone international. In the United States, 
it is enjoying a well-deserved renaissance, 
along with other traditional drinks in a bar-
tender’s standard repertoire. Fortunately, 
the once-ubiquitous powdered “daiquiri 
mix” has been tossed where it belongs – in 
the trash – in favor of fresh ingredients, and 
the abundance of upscale white rums avail-
able now helps make contemporary versions 
worthy of this drink’s illustrious history.

The daiquiri can be served in three ba-
sic ways: straight up, over ice, or blended. 
Sticklers will point out that in 1896, when 
the drink was supposedly invented, there 
were no blenders; therefore, they say, the  

Carved over millions of years, yet instantly etched in your memory.

It is one of the most spectacular 
journeys you will ever take. A train trip 
on Canada’s Rocky Mountaineer® reveals 
millions of years of nature’s handiwork, 
not to mention feats of engineering. See 
spiral tunnels that took 1,000 men almost 
two years to excavate. All while enjoying 
our renowned service and cuisine. 

For reservations, please call your  
Virtuoso travel advisor.

The most spectacular travel experience of your life
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so-called frozen daiquiri is inauthentic. 
(Since my first daiquiri was a “slush” ver-
sion, I won’t weigh in on this.) Suffice it to 
say that today’s savvy mixologists usually 
prefer to shake theirs with ice and strain it 
into a chilled cocktail glass, with or without 
ice cubes. No matter how you make your dai-
quiri, good rum is a must and a lime wedge is 
a de rigueur adornment.    

SUGGESTED RUMS
According to lore, Bacardi rum was used 
in the original daiquiri. The daiquiri calls 
for a light rum, which has fresher, more 
vibrant flavors than dark rums. Here are 
a few other bottles to look for.

  Havana Club
Smooth, thick texture with 
vanilla, nuts, licorice, spice, 
and clean, ripe herbal notes; 
dense, elegant, long, and 
unique. It’s now made in 
Puerto Rico, but it speaks 
of Havana: I remember this 
flavor from my youth. $20

  Oronoco Rum
This upscale entry from Brazil is 
made directly from sugarcane, 
rather than the usual molas-
ses, and has grassy, herbaceous 
notes along with its rich, elegant 
vanilla. $40

  10 Cane
The name of this Trinidadian 
rum comes from harvested 
stalks of sugarcane that are 
tied into bundles of ten. With 
a light amber tint, it delivers 
lovely spice, smooth sugar es-
sence, and subtle oak nuances. 
Spicy, peppery, complex, and 
fleshy. $35

Carved over millions of years, yet instantly etched in your memory.

It is one of the most spectacular 
journeys you will ever take. A train trip 
on Canada’s Rocky Mountaineer® reveals 
millions of years of nature’s handiwork, 
not to mention feats of engineering. See 
spiral tunnels that took 1,000 men almost 
two years to excavate. All while enjoying 
our renowned service and cuisine. 

For reservations, please call your  
Virtuoso travel advisor.

The most spectacular travel experience of your life

Rare finds across six continents

A hotel for every journey, every 

occasion, every mood: 

~ intimate or grand, tranquil 

or cosmopolitan, natural 

or regal

~ celebrated for its spa, beach,

chef, gardens or views 

~ favored for its cooking 

school, outdoor activities, 

or heritage setting 

Each one an original, 

each unique to its destination.

THE 
hotel collection  
OF ORIENT-EXPRESS

FOR MORE INFORMATION
and reservations, 

please contact your 
Virtuoso travel advisor

MAROMA RESORT AND SPA, RIVIERA MAYA

HOTEL CIPRIANI, VENICE

HOTEL MONASTERIO, CUZCO, PERU

COPACABANA PALACE, RIO DE JANEIRO
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he secret to the
dish, chef Philippe 
Labbé says, is that 
there’s not a tomato 

left in Buenos Aires. Eyeing the 
martini glass before me – a con-
gealed gazpacho of red, clear, 
and rose-tinted layers – I bore 
to the bottom with my spoon, 
consider the possibility, and 
take a first bite.

I couldn’t care less that he 
popped over from the French 
Riviera to reduce a mythic 
amount of fruit to cocktail-size 

Celebrity chefs, the world’s best  
sommeliers, and eight Andean vineyards: 

At the Masters of Food & Wine South 
America, glasses are always half full.

BY JUSTIN PAUL

Flavor 
Packet

T starters; Forgotten Tomatoes, 
Labbé’s contribution to the 
Rarities Dinner at Park Hyatt’s 
Masters of Food & Wine South 
America, is good. Not in the 
fussy way you sometimes ex-
pect from a chef sporting two 
Michelin stars, just simple and 
sweet and pure, backed with 
a touch of heat like that first 
taste of summer announcing 
winter and the bluster of spring 
have officially gone. 

As it turns out, the dish 
isn’t forgotten at all; the toma-

toes crop up in conversations 
throughout the week as one 
of the festival’s top courses. 
Which is saying something, 
considering that the only thing 
Argentines like redder than 
wine on a table is meat. 

Celebrity chefs have helped 
food festivals become desti-
nation events in recent years, 
bringing credibility – and, well, 
good taste – to the tables of what 
were once relaxed though fairly 
underwhelming local affairs. 
Some, such as Aspen’s Food 

Dinner at Cavas Wine
Lodge outside Mendoza. 



A favorite city in Guanajuato, San Miguel de Allende was just voted a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. 

Experience it’s winding cobbled streets, colonial architecture, natural hot springs, and mild clime.

Tour the colonial treasures of Mexico with SAT Mexico. Explore San Miguel de Allende, 

including La Parroquia, the pink Gothic church, with knowledgeable guides. Plus you’ll travel to 

the surrounding areas for an authentic look at Mexico’s interior. 8 days from $4,295 per person.

   explore the

Heart of Mexico
i   Sa   Miguel de Alle  den n n

· T h e r e ’ s  n o  b e t t e r  p l a c e ·

· T h e r e ’ s  n o  b e t t e r  t i m e ·
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You can typically judge a hotel bar or res-
taurant by the local crowd it attracts, and by 
the time I return to the property, the place 
is buzzing with porteños for the opening- 
night wine fair. They grab a glass and it’s go 
time: Tables overflow with sliced meats and 
cheeses. Luis Acuña, one of the city’s best-
loved grill masters, carves away in his signa-
ture red T-shirt, while to his right, Chicago’s 
Takashi Yagihashi plates tofu with roe that’s 
every bit as delicious as it is daring (tofu in 
Argentina?). One of Brazil’s favorite sons, 
chef Alex Atala, slices beet-foam pillows 
from a fantastic bubble machine; across the 
way, oysters disappear as quickly as they’re 
shucked. A band starts up, and guests swish 
and sip wines from dozens of vineyards. 
Pace yourself – four more nights follow; 
lunches at wineries such as Catena Zapata, 
Trapiche, and Familia Zuccardi too.

Despite the much-touted exchange rate, 
over the past three years inflation has 
consumed most of the Buenos Aires bar-
gains. Restaurants, however, remain a diet- 
blowing deal both in terms of quality and 
quantity. Anyone who visits should set aside 
a few extra nights to dine in the Palermo 
Soho neighborhood alone. 

& Wine Classic and Miami’s South Beach 
Wine & Food Festival, have ballooned into 
industry spectacles, but a growing number 
of resorts have hit upon a winning recipe 
of their own: Mix a great setting with a 
healthy dose of service, a select crowd, 
and a handful or two of your favorite chefs, 
then serve it up with rooms within walking 
distance at the end of the night, and you’ve 
got quite the party. 

The beauty of the Masters is that it con-
trasts the panache of one of the world’s 
dining hot spots with the vineyards and 
arid breezes that sweep down from the 
Andes on Mendoza’s horizon. Thirty-two 
chefs and 11 sommeliers from ten countries 
signed on for the most recent installment 
in February. Either half of the event makes 
for a great vacation, but combined with a 
couple of extra days for exploring, it be-
comes one of the most complete culinary 
adventures around. 

Arriving in Buenos Aires, I check into the 
Palacio Duhau - Park Hyatt Buenos Aires in 
the Recoleta neighborhood and set out in 
search of lunch at a parilla (grill), followed 
by an espresso beneath the giant rubber tree 
at La Biela near the city’s famed cemetery. 

Kings of swing: Argentina produces 
the world’s top polo players.

Business
Class

When Jena’s friend Pat fell in Greece, 

her husband was unable to accompany 

her back to new York. But to ensure her 

comfort, Medjet let Jena join her instead.

“Medjet is a no-brainer as far as I’m 

concerned. Travel is my business; I 

travel almost constantly and I wouldn’t 

go on a trip without them. I’ve seen 

Medjet in action and it’s like having 

\family take care of you.” Jena adds she 

recently purchased Medjet memberships 

for her employees who travel as well. “It 

just gives me, as an employer, peace of 

mind. Regardless of where they are, they 

can get  home with no hassles and that’s 

important to me.”

Jena Gardner, President  
of JG Black Book of Travel 
in New York, New York.

As a MedjetAssist  member,  i f  you are ever 
hospital ized 150 miles or  more from home, 
Medjet wil l  f ly you to the hospital  of  your 
choice at  no additional cost.

Short-Term rates start at just $95 and 
Annual rates as low as $250. 

For more information, contact your preferred 
Virtuoso Travel Advisor.



“TORONTO IS LIKE NEW YORK
 IF IT WERE RUN BY THE SWISS.”

 Let Horizon & Co. chart your path to the 
 most unforgettable sights and cuisine this 
 city has to offer. Your local host will take you 
to all the major art museums including the 
Art Gallery of Ontario and the private home 
of artist Charles Pacheter. Plus you’ll dine at 
groundbreaking Colborne Lane, the current 
epicentre of molecular gastronomy in Toronto.

 Toronto  l  4 days  l  from $1,650 per person

 book by July 1 and receive 
 a complimenTary hoTel nighT 
 pre or posT in ToronTo

ONtariO: autheNtic, upscale aNd uNexpected

For art and architecture, breathtaking scenery, 
natural wonders, exquisite cuisine and lush 
vineyards, there’s no place like Ontario for  
the sophisticated traveler. The capital city of 
Toronto features swank lounges, avant-garde art 
installations, and cutting-edge architecture by 
Frank Gehry and Daniel Libeskind.

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor 
for a custom itinerary today.
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Shoes – and tango shoes specifically – 
are another valued souvenir from the city. 
The next morning I tag along with a few 
friends from the wine fair to Comme il Faut, 
a “store” with a cultlike international fol-
lowing a short stroll from the hotel. Walk 
up a flight of barren concrete stairs and ring 
the buzzer on the white apartment door. 
Once you’re invited in, tell the saleswoman 
your shoe size, preferred color (there’s no 
display), and heel height (high, up there, 
or look out!), then sit back to be showered 
with options for about $110 a pair until you 
cry uncle. Even men sitting quietly in the 
women’s-only boutique can’t help but see 
the fun.

Nearly half a dozen pairs the richer, we 
head back to the hotel’s Vinoteca to meet 
Aldo Sohm, Eric Ripert’s wine director at Le 
Bernardin in New York and the 2008 Best 
Sommelier in the World, for an eight-wine 
tasting that ranges from a Quara torrontés 
($12) to a cabernet/malbec blend from Cat-
ena Zapata ($120). Five hours later, it’s time 
for a six-course dinner at the adjacent res-
taurant, featuring Labbé’s aforementioned 

GETTING THERE American 
Airlines offers daily nonstop 
flights to Buenos Aires from Dal-
las, Miami, and New York. Return 
flights that depart near midnight 
allow for a full last day in the city.

DOING IT The fourth annual 
Masters of Food & Wine South 
America kicks off with two days 
at the 165-room Palacio Duhau -  
Park Hyatt Buenos Aires and 
continues over the course of 
four more at Park Hyatt’s 186- 
room Spanish colonial property 
across from Mendoza’s Plaza 
de la Independencia. Guests 
looking to up the experience can 
arrange chauffeured BMWs for 
additional winery visits before 
and after lunch. 2010 dates and 
rates will be announced soon.

MORE FESTIVALS  
TO SAVOR Dine with Califor-
nia vintners and barrel-taste at 
Robert Mondavi during Auction 
Napa Valley (June 4 through 
7). The festival culminates in a 
charity auction at the 85-room 
Meadowood Napa Valley, with 
a chef lineup that so far includes 
Dallas’ Dean Fearing, Michelin-
starred chefs Joseph Humphrey 
and Christopher Kostow, and 
Sherry Yard of Spago Beverly 
Hills. Doubles from $6,575, includ-
ing three nights’ accommodations 
and entrance to private dinners, 
parties, and auction events.

Sample Maui’s laid-back scene 
at the Kapalua Wine & Food 
Festival. The 28th annual event 
takes place at The Ritz-Carlton, 

Kapalua, June 11 through 14 and 
features a seafood feast pre-
pared by the island’s top chefs, 
daily wine tastings, and guests 
such as James Beard Award-
winning chef Robert McGrath 
and winemaker Greg Harrington 
of Gramercy Cellars. Doubles 
from $3,625, including five nights’ 
accommodations and two four-
day festival passes.

All in good tAste
Spice up your next vacation with these culinary journeys.

Lush life: The vineyards  
of Cheval des Andes.

Park Hyatt’s  
Palacio Duhau.

GREAVES TOURS’ comprehensive 
collection of bespoke itineraries 
and specialty small-group programs 
within the Indian Sub-Continent 
have been developed and refined  
after 30 years of experience. Whether  
you choose to travel to India, Nepal, 
Bhutan, Tibet, Sri Lanka, the Maldives  
or any of the Indian Ocean islands, 
Greaves attends to every detail of 
your journey. 

Fly in Greaves’ private plane, have 
dinner on the ramparts of forts 
and palaces, meet with interesting  
authors and artists, attend fashion 
shows or weddings, create special 
events such as a Bollywood night 
or cricket match...the possibilities 
are endless. Let Greaves’ extensive  
connections reward you with a  
lifetime of treasured memories. 

Contact your Travel Advisor for 
more information and to receive a 
Greaves Tours brochure. 

              Bringing you the best of  

TM

EXPERTS IN THE 
ART OF TRAVEL





eye on valencia

Looking for the Holy Grail of vacations?

Head to Valencia, Spain to experience the birthplace of Santiago Calatrava, one of the most exciting architects of our times. 

Check out the City of Arts and Sciences buildings (pictured) and many of his other contributions throughout the city.

Scenic beaches, a vibrant art scene, culinary achievements and a hopping nightlife round out this city’s assets.

 
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to plan a custom itinerary to Valencia.



where to stay

Centrally located, The Westin Valencia offers modern 

amenities in a beautifully restored, historic building. 

A Michelin-starred restaurant, Oscar Torrijos, and 

a full service spa make this hotel the perfect retreat.

Virtuoso Guests receive, upgrade upon arrival 

(subject to availability), buffet breakfast, free parking, and 

complimentary access to Caroli Heath Club and Spa.

Deluxe room from 475 EUR

eye on valencia
Direct flights from NY starting June 2009!

Looking for the Holy Grail of vacations?

Head to Valencia, Spain to experience the birthplace of  Santiago Calatrava, one of the most exciting architects of our times. 

Check out the City of Arts and Sciences buildings (pictured) and many of his other contributions throughout the city.

Scenic beaches, a vibrant art scene, culinary achievements and a hopping nightlife round out this city’s assets.

 
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to plan a custom itinerary to Valencia..
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 WANDERLUST WELL TRAVELED

 had been in PariS leSS than 12 hourS when i rubbed my jet- 
lagged eyes, pulled on my scuffed Asics, and stumbled out the door of the apart-
ment we’d rented for a week near the place de la Bastille. On my way over to the 
Seine, I came to a stoplight and found myself jogging in place, energized by the 

sudden influx of oxygen and new surroundings. That’s when I glanced to my right 
and saw a pack of stylish teenagers mimicking my movements as they pointed at me 
and laughed. I blushed but continued on, only to have other passersby stare at me 
in what looked to be a combination of confusion and disgust. Apparently, running 
through the streets of Paris is très ridicule.

 On your next vacation – be it at the shore, in the mountains,  
or city-based – give your workout some fresh air. 

By ANNA SACHSE

Take It Outside

I
Reenact Chariots of Fire  

on your next trip.



You travel with your mind everyday. Wouldn’t it be 
great if your body would follow? From breathtaking top 
ranked championship courses by World Class 
designers, to exquisite beach hotels and resorts, find 
your true colors in the Dominican Republic. 
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

www.GoDominicanRepublic.com 

The Republic of

COLORS
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C’est la vie. For me, the benefits of run-
ning or walking outdoors outweigh any 
overseas embarrassment. Because you are 
negotiating uneven terrain such as rocks, 
sand, curbs, or potholes, outdoor exercise 
requires more complete use of all the leg’s  
muscle fibers than a treadmill workout. The 
result is stronger, more agile legs and a re-
duced risk of tripping and falling in everyday 
life, says Gunnar Peterson, a Beverly Hills-
based personal trainer who works with nu-
merous professional athletes and celebrities. 
Add changes in elevation, direction, temper-
ature, and wind resistance, and you can also 
up your calorie burn by at least five percent. 

And if that doesn’t perk you up, multiple 
recent studies have revealed that outdoor 
workouts can substantially elevate mood 
by merging exercise’s ability to raise endor-
phins and reduce the stress hormone corti-
sol with the serotonin-boosting effects of 
the vitamin D in sunlight. In other words, 
outdoor workouts are nature’s free Zoloft. 

Here are three outdoor scenarios that 
should make you more than happy to hoof it 
on your next trip.

MOUNTAIN

Peak Performances
Whether your vacation finds you in the Si-
erra Nevada or atop the Swiss Alps, winding 
trails up rocky ridges and through grassy 
braes can turn a mountainside into an or-
ganic jungle gym. 

Just Do It: Head uphill to tone your calves, 
hamstrings, and backside – and earn your 
evening aperitif. Going from a flat path to 
a mere five-percent grade can boost your 
calorie burn by almost 60 percent for a 30-
minute walk at 4 mph. Fit folks who can take 

Treadmills may have 
incline functions,  

but they can’t give you 
the same sense of  
victory as cresting  
a new summit and  

seeing yourself on top 
of the world. 

Make a reservation to drive off in style. 
The Hertz Prestige Collection allows you to reserve the exact make and model 
you want, like the Infiniti G35. It’s the perfect marriage of style and performance, with 
an interior that leaves a good impression and an engine that leaves others in the dust. And 
since it comes equipped with NeverLost,®   Hertz’  in-car satellite navigation system, powered 
by Magellan GPS, it’s easy to find your way to excitement. To reserve this or any of the luxury 
vehicles included in the Hertz Prestige Collection, call your Virtuoso travel advisor. Spend your 
vacation driving in elegance. Let Hertz put you in the driver’s seat.®

Prestige Collection vehicles available at select major market locations in the U.S. and Canada. Not all vehicles available in 
all locations. 

® Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. © 2009 Hertz System, Inc.

title: Enjoy a longer ...
pub: Virtuoso
run date: May/June 2009

bleed: No
trim: 5.125” x 5”
live:    ts

client: Fairmont Orchid
color: CMYK
size: 1/3-pg non-bleed
If you have questions concerning this file, please contact our Fulfillment Manager immediately at 808.531.9841   

job#: FORC-23738

Enjoy a longer stretch of beach. 
Our little beach cove on the Kohala Coast promises pleasure 
for days on end.  May we stretch your stay an extra day?

Enjoy your

3rd Night Free 
with our compliments 
+ $200 resort credit

Reserve Ocean View  
accommodations, or better, 

for stays now through
December 20, 2009 For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

FORC-23738-Virtuoso_R1.indd   1 3/25/09   4:03:46 PM

MySwitzerland.com
The gateway to central Switzerland, the city of Lucerne, lies on the shores of Lake Lucerne and is surrounded by an impressive mountain panorama. Thanks to its
central location, its attractions, the beautiful lakeside setting and the nearby excursion opportunities, it is an excellent starting point for journeys and excursions
throughout Switzerland. Like on a playground - just more naturally. For reservations and more information, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Our playground.
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First Steps: To avoid injury, reduce the 
speed and/or time of your typical workout – 
whether that’s 30 minutes of walking or two 
hours of running – to 75 percent. 

Use a sunscreen of SPF 15 or higher and 
carry water.

Dress appropriately – it’s easier to take layers 
off if you get too hot than it is to find warmth 
when you’re in the middle of nowhere.

Always tell someone that you’re going out, 
and if possible, take your cell phone with 
your hotel’s phone number plugged into it.  

BEACH

The Hot and Humid Hustle
The ocean air literally helps you breathe eas-
ier while you get in a calorie-scorching walk 
or run along the sand. In fact, the abundance 
of negative ions created by waves crashing 
on the sand has been proven to relieve every-
thing from asthma to allergies to depression. 

Just Do It: Depending on whether you per-
ambulate by the water (firm sand) versus by 
the boardwalk (soft sand), your body has to 

atmospheric changes can affect your ath- 
letic ability at higher altitudes: increased UV 
intensity leads to greater risk of sunburn; 
the air holds less moisture, which can lead 
to chapped skin and dehydration; and the 
air has less oxygen than at sea level, decreas-
ing your body’s cardiovascular capacity by 
about ten percent. At altitudes greater than 
6,000 feet, these changes can lead to “acute 
mountain sickness,” with symptoms such 
as nausea, dry mouth, shortness of breath, 
headache, insomnia, and decreased appe-
tite. Most symptoms abate within two days.

the same slope at a 5.5 mph run will inciner-
ate 170 percent more. Treadmills may have 
incline functions, but they can’t give you 
the same sense of victory you’ll experience 
when you crest a new summit and see your-
self on top of the world.

Roadblocks: Don’t be disappointed if 
you find yourself unable to complete the 
same-intensity workout that you would at 
lower elevations. According to Greg Frei- 
tag, an exercise physiologist for Johns Hop- 
kins Weight Management Center, several  

Calisthenics and plyometrics – anaerobic exercises such as push-ups, pull-ups, leg lifts, crunches, 
bounding, and jumping – use your body weight to improve muscular strength, endurance, and 
response time, and are easy to do in the sand or a field of wildflowers. In a city, ask your concierge if 
there are any parks nearby that have workout stations, or use a bench or stable tree limb for tricep dips 
and chair squats. Entertain the squirrels or seagulls with one set of 10 to 12 repetitions of a variety of 
moves, adding additional sets as desired.

MUSCLE UP
Tone up on the road, sans equipment.

MySwitzerland.com
The gateway to central Switzerland, the city of Lucerne, lies on the shores of Lake Lucerne and is surrounded by an impressive mountain panorama. Thanks to its
central location, its attractions, the beautiful lakeside setting and the nearby excursion opportunities, it is an excellent starting point for journeys and excursions
throughout Switzerland. Like on a playground - just more naturally. For reservations and more information, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Our playground.
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ounces 15 minutes before, and then keep 
drinking as needed during your workout.

In humid locales, pair hydration with work-
out gear made of synthetic materials that can 
wick away perspiration to avoid overheating.

CITY

Urban Relay
From Miami to Madrid, urban environ-
ments provide endless heart-rate-raising 
opportunities for exploring historic land-
marks, discovering new neighborhoods, 
and scouting out prime shopping and hid-
den culinary gems. 

Just Do It: Many cities, notably San Fran-
cisco and New York, have large parks with 
well-established walking paths and running 
routes, and getting in a quality workout is as 
easy as lacing up your sneakers and walking 
out the door. Ask your hotel concierge where 
to go, and, more importantly, where not to 
go. Stick to populated areas, but try to avoid 
busy streets, especially in cities where the 
traffic flows in the opposite direction, such 
as London or Dublin.

Roadblocks: Skip exercising outdoors al-
together when air quality is poor, says Frei- 
tag. Especially in the middle of the day, high  

expend 15 to 30 percent more energy to push 
off and achieve the same speed as it would 
on solid ground. In addition to the intensi-
fied focus on the muscles of your legs, your 
abdominals, back, and arms must work 
harder to help you maintain balance. 

Roadblocks: Habitual pavement or tread-
mill users will likely have sore calves, ham-
strings, and quadriceps the day after a 
trek across the beach. High temperatures 
also make you more susceptible to energy-
sapping dehydration – even ten percent 
dehydration can have a negative effect on 
both the intensity and the duration of your 
workout, says Peterson. Your workout will 
be shorter, but it will take your entire body 
longer to recover, and you’ll be at greater 
risk for sunstroke.

First Steps: Always wear shoes. They pro-
vide extra support and stability and will 
help you avoid ruining your holiday by step-
ping on broken glass or getting burns and 
blisters from hot, abrasive sand. 

Avoid exercising during the hottest hours, 
wear sunglasses and a hat, and slather on  
the sunscreen.

Drink 16 ounces of water two to three 
hours before your workout, another eight 

 WANDERLUST  WELL TRAVELED

Fitness in the forest.

  For those who enjoy
       the finer things in life…

Nestled atop a seaside blu� above the 
stunning Caribbean, Royal Plantation 
presents the perfect setting to truly get 
away from it all. Old world elegance and 
warm hospitality are at the crux of this 
charming all-ocean view suite Jamaican 
resort. With exquisite Italian and French 
cuisine, the Caribbean’s only Champagne 
& Caviar Bar, 24-hour room service, and 
spectacular twin beaches with your 
beach butler only a nod away...you’ll �nd 
it quite easy to immerse yourself in all that 

is Royal Plantation. 
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MySwitzerland.com
Switzerland has one of the world’s best and most integrated transportation systems. Traveling along the many scenic train routes turn any journey into an unforgettable
experience. With only a single pass you can take advantage of the whole system - it even gives you access to over 400 museums. Get a Swiss Pass and off you go, on
a thrilling ascent while watching the spectacular scenery go by. Like in an amusement park - just more naturally. 

Our amusement park.
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For bookings or more information, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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levels of particulate matter, carbon mon-
oxide, and ozone (the major component of 
smog) can irritate the lungs.

First Steps: Check out run.com for thou-
sands of routes in over 100 countries, in-
cluding mileage, elevation changes, and 
maps. Airnow.gov and airqualitynow.eu are 
among the websites that provide current 
statistics on pollution levels for cities across 
the United States and Europe.

Portable GPS systems will allow you to 
run anywhere in the world and figure out 
your location as well as distance, pace, and 
heart rate.  

If you’re staying at a Westin property, take 
a guided walk or run led by a concierge. 

Always carry at least $20 in cash, just in 
case you get injured, lost, cold, or thirsty.

Load up your MP3 player to give your 
expedition a soundtrack. Perhaps a dash 
up the steps of the Philadelphia Museum 
of Art while listening to the theme from 
Rocky? It’s a workout that more than earns 
you a cheesesteak.  

Cityscape sprinting.  

MySwitzerland.com
Switzerland has one of the world’s best and most integrated transportation systems. Traveling along the many scenic train routes turn any journey into an unforgettable
experience. With only a single pass you can take advantage of the whole system - it even gives you access to over 400 museums. Get a Swiss Pass and off you go, on
a thrilling ascent while watching the spectacular scenery go by. Like in an amusement park - just more naturally. 

Our amusement park.
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For bookings or more information, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Circle in 
the Sea BELIZE  
Add this to your list:  
A Blue Hole diving and 
snorkeling adventure.

WHaT The Blue Hole, an almost perfectly circular sinkhole on the world’s second-largest barrier 
reef, lures experienced divers. At 1,000 feet wide and 412 feet deep, the site is bursting with tropical 
fish, elkhorn coral, and adrenaline rushes. Nondivers can opt for snorkeling along the reef. WHere 

Located off Lighthouse Reef, 45 miles east of Belize City or three hours by boat from Ambergris 
Caye. HoW Guests at the 42-room Victoria House on Ambergris Caye can arrange a Blue Hole 
encounter through the resort’s dive shop. Doubles from $180, including breakfast.  
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RETURN on LIFETM?

We make a world of difference in the way you experience travel.
Virtuoso

Contact us today to reach an expert advisor at  
one of the 300+ travel agencies in the Virtuoso network. 

(866) 401-7974 or travel@virtuoso.com

Ask the advisors at any
Virtuoso® ®® affiliated travel agency.

Now, more than ever, the time you spend with family, friends and even yourself  
is your most valuable investment. To ensure you’re spending it wisely,  
take advantage of our personal knowledge, expertise, and connections  

around the globe to design your custom travel experiences. 
There’s never been a better time to invest in your life.

www.virtuoso.com


